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Abstract 

In the 1890s, the Meiji government established its Japanese constitution. After the 

Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars, Japan colonised Taiwan and Korea and increased 

its military power. The Japanese artists who lived during this time were in many ways reacting 

to this rapid social change that was taking place. 

This thesis aims to analyse the diverse images of women that were primarily produced by 

artists working under the government regime and to show how these artists seek to resolve 

through their work the tensions to which modernity, nation and empire give rise. My discussion 

begins with the French-trained Japanese painter, Kuroda Seiki, who introduced life class to 

Japan after he became the head of the Department of Western Art at the Tokyo School of Fine 

Art in 1896. He also introduced the studio fraternity of male artists to Japan and encouraged 

students to paint female nudes to catch up with the standards set by Western art. In the 

beginning of the twentieth century, Okada SaburOsuke and Wada Eisaku created images of 

"kimono beauty" by internalising the Westernern gaze on Japanese women in kimonos as 

exotic objects. The Mitsui kimono shop promoted newly designed kimonos for bourgeois 

women as a "national dress." They popularised kimono beauty with their products in print and 

billboards. These images had a major influence on nihonga artists of the 191 Os, which led to the 

vogue of Bijin-ga (paintings of beautiful women). 

As Japan expanded its territory in East Asia, Japanese artists needed to create new icons 

of Japan. Fujishima Takeji expressed t6y6 seishin (spirit of the East) in the 1920s by using 

images of women in Chinese dress that symbolised a modernised Japan that was the 

counterpart of the West. After the Japanese invasion of China, a vogue of images of women in 

modern Chinese dress appeared in the 1930s. Artists who had been to Europe in the 1920s 

rediscovered the beauty of Japanese nature and life while simultaneously depicting Japanese 

subalterns by humble images of their women. Contrasted with these, images of kimono beauty 

in the 1930s distinguished themselves through expressions of urbanity and prosperity. 

Examples of kimono beauty produced by female painters at the end of the 1930s reveal that 

they themselves as well as the images that they produced were incorporated within the imperial 

regime. 
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Note 

Japanese terms are written in italics. Japanese names are given in 

Japanese order, with the family name first, though in discussing the 

Japanese-style artists, I have applied the convention of referring to them in their 

name used in painting (ga-g6). For example, Tuchida Bakusen is written as 

Bakusen after it was first shown in full name, with the family name Tsuchida first. 

I also refer to Kishida RyOsei by his first name, by which he is commonly known. 

This thesis is in two volumes to enable viewing of reference images while 

reading the text. 
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Introduction 

After European notions of art were introduced to Japan in the late 

nineteenth century, images of women became one of the important subjects in 

visual arts in Japan. However, Japanese did not develop symbolic female 

figures to represent the Japanese nation similar to Marianne in France. 

Although mythological images such as Yamato-hime (princess of Yamato) and 

Jingu Kogo (the Empress JingO) were created in the Meiji period, they did not 

become popular national icons. Wakakuwa Midori has pointed out that the 

reason for this is that the Japanese government established a patriarchal social 

system centred on the Meiji Emperor. She also argued that the Meiji Empress 

had already become a representative female national icon of Meiji Japan. 1 The 

photograph of the Meiji Empress had been reproduced in numerous woodblock 

prints and lithographs in the 1880s and 1890s with the title of "portrait of a noble 

woman." Her portraits usually included Chinese-style (or Japanese-style) books 

and a flower in a Chinese vase. As I will discuss in chapter 3.1, this was the 

iconography commonly used to show the beauty and wisdom of a woman since 

the eighteenth century. 2 

On the other hand, images of geisha were as popular as that of the 

empress among the mass-produced prints. Portraits of geisha often had titles 

such as "bijin (a beautiful woman) doing something." Interestingly enough, we 

can find the same kind of settings in some of the lithographs of geisha as those 

that were used in the portraits of the empress. Shops for prints often sold both 

of these images. Is it therefore possible to conclude that portraits of geisha and 

of the empress were both appreciated as representative images of beauties of 

the period? 

1 W8kakuwa, Midori. KOgO no ShOzO: ShOken KOtaigO no HyOshO to Josei no Kokuminka (Portraits of 
the Empress: Representation of the ShOken Empress Dowager and Nationaling Women). Tokyo: Chikuma 
ShobO, 2001. 
2 I reported on the iconography of the portrait of the Meiji Empress in 2000 at a meeting of the Japan Art 
History Society, which was titled "Meiji-ki no JoseizO ni miru Bitoku no Hy6gen: Geigi kara KOgO made" 
(Iconography of Virtue in Female Images Produced in Meiji: Portraits of Geisha and the Empress). 
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As a result of Miya Elise Mizuta Lippit's close analysis, we know that the 

idea of bijin was formed during the second and third decades of the Meiji period 

(1887-1906).3 Although Lippit did not discuss issues of gender, she proved that 

the idea of bijin was linked to the reception of Western aesthetics among male 

scholars, novelists and artists in modern Japan. Thus, we would like to ask if it 

is not possible also to analyse images of women that prevailed in each period 

as a reflection of the spirit of the age? 

The word bijin-ga (pictures of bijin) has usually been used for nihon-ga, the 

modern painting style based on traditional techniques in Japanese art up to the 

present age. Nihon-ga have been analysed separately from similar images of 

"beautiful" women in oil paintings and other media. Therefore, why do we not 

discuss these images in across a wide range of media, including oil paintings, 

prints and graphic art? 

The genre called bijin-ga became popular in nihon-ga in the 191 Os. From 

this period on, the word bijin-ga has been used with the implication that this 

style was "for the masses." Exhibitions whose titles bear the term bijin-ga have 

tended to be organised to attract large audiences and often lacked academic 

participation. Bijinga no Tanjo (The Birth of Bijinga) held at Yamatane Museum 

of Art, Tokyo in 1997, may be the first exhibition presented from an art 

historian's point of view that showed a wide range of images of beautiful women 

represented in prints, postcards, posters, oil paintings and nihon-ga from the 

end of eighteenth century to the 1930s. Taisho Chic: Japanese Modernity, 

Nostalgia and Deco exhibition held at the Honolulu Academy of Arts, Hawaii in 

2001, showed images of beauty in nihon-ga and woodblock prints mainly 

produced in the 1920s and 1930s. The essay by Kendall H. Brown in this 

exhibition's catalogue gave us a compact view of Japanese urban culture in the 

TaishO and the early ShOwa period,4 and his entries on each picture provided 

3 Figures of Beauty: Aesthetics and the Beautiful Woman in Meiji Japan, PhD Dissertation of Yale 
University, Michigan: UMI Dissertation Services, 2001. 
4 Brown, Kendall H. "Flowers ofTaishO: Images of Women in Japanese Society and Art," pp.17-28. 
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detailed information on the artists and their works. However, his disposition was 

to contrast nihon-ga with yoga (oil paintings by Japanese painters) by 

associating nihon-ga with tradition and yoga with modernity in general. 

In my thesis, I focus on diverse images of women produced in nihon-ga, oil 

paintings and other media from the 1890s to 1930s and aim to discuss these 

works without distinguishing analysis among media. As Lippit focused on the 

second and third decades of the Meiji period (1887-1906), my first three 

chapters deal with images mainly produced from around 1890 to 1910, and 

discuss the impact of Western ideas on the representation of female images in 

Japanese art. In fact, 1889 was an important year in marking a new epoch in 

Japanese modernisation. The Constitution of Imperial Japan was promulgated 

in this year and the KUnaish6 (Imperial Household Ministry) opened the imperial 

museum in Tokyo. The Monbusho (Ministry of Education) opened the Tokyo 

School of Fine Arts in the same year, which became the most important 

educational institute for art in Japan. Under the guidance of Okakura Tenshin, 

professors and students in the department of painting produced nihon-ga. 

However, the school did not establish the department of Western-style painting 

until 1896, and oil painters formed a group called Meiji Bijutsu-kai (Society of 

Meiji Art) in 1889 and launched exhibitions. Oil paintings had not been included 

in the nationally organised exhibitions since 1882, and it was only in 1890 that 

oil painters could participate in the third Naikoku Kangy6 Hakurankai (National 

Industrial Exhibition). 

I begin my discussion with Kuroda Seiki (1866-1924), who studied in 

France and introduced life class to Japan when he became the head of the 

Department of Western Art at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1896. He 

enjoyed the studio fraternity of male artists in Paris and believed that depicting 

female nudes was essential for modernising Japanese art. I will analyse his 

family background and how he formed his gendered view on art in France. 

Kuroda is one of the most well researched artists in Japanese art history but 
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only Norman Bryson has made a critical analysis of Kuroda from a gender 

studies perspective in the early 1990s. In Japan, very few art historians carried 

out research on gender issues in modern Japanese art.s I use Bryson's article 

as a model and develop his research by adding more documents and examples 

of works related to Kuroda.s 

In chapter two, I discuss the controversy over representations of female 

nudes in the mid-Meiji period. Though many of the examples that I use in this 

chapter are already known to art historians, the point is to analyse how such 

debate brought attention to images of female nudes in Japan and strengthened 

the male-centred views of art. I will analyse how the control over nude images 

by police tightened the masculine camaraderie of male artists. In addition, I 

introduce documents from the Pantheon Society formed by Japanese in Paris 

in 1900. As the members of this society were not exclusively artists, I will 

discuss how the masculine camaraderie and male-centred view of female 

images became common to a broader range of male elites in Japan. 

In chapter three, we focus on Okada SaburOsuke (1869-1939) and Wada 

Eisaku (1874-1959) and analyse how they invented images of "kimono beauty" 

to be representative of Japanese beauties or national icons. The two artists 

were colleagues of Kuroda who had studied under the same teacher in France 

and were influential professors of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts. However, they 

had not been well researched until very recently. As they had maintained the 

academic standards of representation until their later years, their works were 

regarded as outdated. Although Okada's images of beautiful women attracted 

5 Research on Japanese modem art in the earty twentieth century from a perspective of gender issues in 
the earty period can be found in, for example, Ikeda, Shinobu. Nihon Kaiga no Josei-zO JendtJshi no 
Shiten karB (Images of Women in Japanese Paintings: from the Viewpoint of Gender Studies), Tokyo: 
Chikuma ShobO, 1998 and Kokatsu, Reiko. Hashiru On'na tachi: JoryO Gaka no Senzen Sengo, 
1930-1950 nendai (Japanese Women Artists before and after World War II, 1930s-1950s), Utsunomiya: 
Tochigi Prefectural Museum of Art, 2001. On the study of modem Japanese history from the viewpoint of 
gender issues in English, see introduction written by Barbara Molony and Kathleen Uno, in Molony. 
Barbara; Uno. Kathleen, eds., Gendering Modem Japanese History, Cambridge and London: Harvard 
University Press, 2005. 
6 My preliminary discussion on this subject was published in Japanese, "Kuroda Seiki ni miru Rataiga no 
Juy6 to sono Eiky6n (Reception of Nude Paintings by Kuroda Seiki and Their Impact), in Jissen Joshi 
Daigaku Bigaku Bijutsushi Gaku (The Review of Art History Department of Jissen Women's University), no. 
14, Tokyo: Jissen Women's University, 1999, pp. 43-60. 
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audiences, they were not analysed academically. In this chapter, I will examine 

idealised images of beautiful women made by them and how they became 

popular with the help of the Mitsui kimono shop after 1904. The activities of the 

Mitsui kimono shop, which later became the Mitsukoshi Department store have 

already been well researched. Hatsuda TOru provided an overview of the 

history of department stores in Japan and introduced the pioneering activities of 

that shop? Also, Jinno Yuki analysed their advertising strategy from the 

perspective of the promotion of modern taste.s Tamamushi Satoko has 

researched how Mitsukoshi worked for a revaluation of the art of Ogata Korin,9 

and Christine Guth has explored Masuda Takashi and his colleagues in the 

Mitsui group's passion for collecting artwork.1o Julia Elizabeth Sapin has 

examined how department stores in the Meiji period patronised painters to 

develop their economic and political system.11 My discussion will aim to link the 

efforts of Mitsukoshi to invent a cultural identity for Japan with the formation of 

the images of kimono beauty by Wada and Okada and how they become a kind 

of national icon in the public eye. I will analyse the reasons for their popularity 

and their impact on bijin-ga by nihon-ga artists in the 1910s. 

In chapter four, I focus on FujishimaTakeji's (1867-1943) images of women 

in Chinese dress produced in the 1920s. Fujishima was also a colleague of 

Kuroda, though his study in France came after the Japanese victory in the 

Russo-Japanese war. I will explore how he tried to portray an image of Japan 

as a leader in East Asia. While Wad a and Okada invented a new Japanese icon 

in the form of the kimono beauty after they had internalised the Western gaze 

on Japanese women, Fujishima created another icon of imperial Japan with 

images of women in Chinese dress. Yamanashi Emiko has analysed 

7 Hatsuda, TOru. Hyakkaten no TanjO (The Birth of Department Stores), Tokyo: Chikuma ShobO, 1999. 
B Jinnno, Yuki. Shumi no TanjO: Hyakka-ten ga tsukutta Teisuto (The Birth of Taste: Taste promoted by a 
department store), Tokyo: KeisO ShobO, 1994. 
9 Tamamushi, Satoko. Ikitsuzukeru KOrin (Eternal KOrin), Tokyo: Yoshikawa KObunkan, 2004. 
10 Guth, Christine M.E., Art, Tea, and Industry: Masuda Takashi and the Mitsui Circle. Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1993. 
11 Liaisons between painters and department stores: merchandising art and identity in Meiji Japan, 
1868-1912, Michigan: UMI, 2006. 
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Fujishima's painting by using the idea of "Orientalism,,12and Ikeda Shinobu has 

discussed the male Japanese artists' gaze on the "exotic" fashion of the 

subaltern culture embodied in female figures. 13 However, my point is not to 

examine such a structure of the hegemon and the subaltern. John Clark has 

already pointed out the difficulties in discussing images of China in modern 

Japanese art because Japan had long yearned for Chinese culture and the 

representations of China were diverse.14 Although I have some reservations for 

some of his points, my analysis also begins from the complex range of 

sentiments held toward Chinese culture by Japanese people. I thus also look 

into how Japan created a new iconography to illustrate the relationship between 

China and Japan after Japan had invaded China.15 I also analyse the case of 

Kishida RyOsei, who lived an independent life as an artist in contrast to 

Fujishima, and discuss how he struggled between his personal admiration for 

Chinese traditional culture and the real China.16 

In chapter five, I analysed paintings from the 1930s by Japanese artists 

whose study in Europe led them to find colonial subjects in Korea, Taiwan and 

in China. The male artists I discuss in this chapter were sent to Korea and 

Taiwan by the Japanese government to judge exhibitions that were held under 

Japanese control. They were treated as members of the ruling class in the 

colonies. I contrast their expressions of women with works by Taiwan-born 

artists whose artistic identities were more complex. The final case study, which 

12 Yamanashi, Emiko. "Nihon Kindai YOga ni okeru Orientarizumu" (How Oriental Images were depicted in 
Japanese Oil Paintings in the 1880s-19308), in Ima Nihon no Bijutsushi-gaku 0 Furikaeru (The Present 
and the Discipline of Art history in Japan). Tokyo National Research institute of Cultural Properties ed., 
Tokyo: Heibonsha. 1999, pp. 81-94. 
13 "'Shina-fuku no On'na' to iu YOwaku" (The Allure of Women clothed in Chinese Dress), in Rekishigaku 
KenkyO (Journal of Historical Studies), no.765, August 2002, pp. 1-37. 
14 Clark, John. "Artists and the State: the Image of China," in Society and the State in Interwar Japan, 
edited by Elise K. Tipton, London, New York: Routledge, 1997, pp. 63-99. 
15 I first reported on the vogue of Chinese dress in paintings exhibited in the govemment-sponsored 
exhibitions under the title of Kindai ni okeru Bunjin Shumi no HenyO to ShOen (Change and Decline of 
Literati Culture in Modem Japan) at a symposium titled "Kinsei Higashi Ajia no Shakai, ImfJji, KOryO: Bunjin 
teki Katchi-kan no Tenkan to HenyO" (SOCiety, Image and Cultural Exchange in the East Asia: Change and 
Transformation of the idea of Literati Culture) held by the Japan Art History Society on 28 July 2001. 
16 After the completion of this thesis, we read an interesting article by Bert Winther-Tamaki, "Oriental 
Coefficient: The Role of China in the Japanization of YOga,· in Modem Chinese Literature and Culture, vol. 
18, no. 1, 2006, pp. 85-119 (http://mclc.osu.eduljou/mclc.htm). It shares some of the interest with chapter 
four of this study. He has analysed how Japanese oil painters formed their· Japanised" expression 
between VVestem and Chinese cultures. 
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deals with Uemura ShOen, the most famous female artist in modern Japanese 

art, demonstrates how her images of kimono beauty, not to mention the artist 

herself, were mobilised under the war regime. 

We cannot deny that most histories of Japanese modern art have been 

written in the context of the reception of new waves of European art under the 

impact of modernism art theory. Recently, intensively researched books and 

doctoral theses in English have increased but they also tend to focus on 

avant-garde art, possibly because such works have more links with modern 

European art.17 For my part, I mainly deal with artists who exhibited their work 

at the governmental exhibitions in Japan, and whose work has not yet been 

sufficiently analysed in the context of post-colonialism and gender studies. My 

research is based on each work of art as well as the various discourses on 

them in manuscripts, articles in magazines, newspapers and other publications. 

My aim is to investigate how leading artists in Japan sought to create an original 

expression that would represent a new Japanese identity at a time when they 

were not free from the governmental cultural policy in the age of Japanese 

imperialism and colonialism. 

The focus period for this thesis ends in around 1940. Okada died in 1939 

and Fujishima became seriously ill in 1941. The National Mobilisation Law was 

enacted in 1938, and the government increased control over the activities of 

artists at the beginning of the 1940s until the end of the war in 1945. An 

investigation of the artistic scene during the period of the war regime is beyond 

the scope of this paper and will require a separate study. 

17 One of the recent examples of excellent research on the field was by Gennifer Weisenfeld, Mavo. 
Japanese Artists and the Avant-Garde 1905-1931, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California 
Press, 2002. 
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Chapter 1 Kuroda Seiki and His Reception of Western Art 

1.1 Kuroda Seiki in Japanese art history 

Before analysing the gendered structure of modern Japanese art, we need 

to briefly review the art policies of the Meiji government in the early stages of 

modernisation in Japan. After the fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate in 1868, the 

Meiji government urgently needed to establish a modernised nation. They 

recruited scholars, scientists and technology experts from Europe and the 

United States. As part of this effort related to art, the K6bush6 (Ministry of 

Technology) hired Italian artists to open a school for Western-style art. Thus, 

the K6bu Bijutsu Gakk6 (Art School of the Ministry of Technology) was 

established in 1876. Though the school was closed in 1881, students who 

studied there became pioneers of oil paintings and sculpture in Japan. 

In 1889, the Constitution of Imperial Japan was promulgated and a 

constitutional monarchy was established. In the same year, the Imperial 

Museum opened in Tokyo under the Kunaish6 (Imperial Household Ministry) 

and the Monbush6 (Ministry of Education) opened the Tokyo Bijutsu Gakk6 

(Tokyo School of Fine Arts). Okakura Tenshin (1862-1913), the director of the 

Department of Fine Arts of the Imperial Museum held the post of the director of 

the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1890 and guided students to create nihon-ga 

(Japanese-style painting) based on traditional techniques. The term nihon-ga, 

which consists of the words Nihon (Japan) and ga (painting) makes clear the 

aim of creating modern paintings in a native Japanese style.1 

The Imperial Museum was reorganized as the Imperial Household 

Museum in 1900, and two other Imperial Household Museums were opened in 

Kyoto and Nara, the ancient capitals of Imperial Japan. Precious antiquities 

taken from old shrines and temples were regarded as cultural properties, and 

were exhibited at these museums. As Takagi Hiroshi has discussed in his 

1 SatO, DOshin. 'Nihon Bijutsu' TanjO: Kindai Nihon no 'Kotoba' to Senryalw (The Birth of 'Japanese Art'. A 
'Terms' and Strategies of Modem Japan), Tokyo: KOdansha, 1996. 
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articles,2 the establishment of national museums and the administration of the 

protection of cultural properties under the Meiji government was part of its 

policies to form a modern Japanese nation. In the same year, the first official 

book on Japanese art history, Histoire de rArt du Japon. was published in 

French by La Commission imperiale du Japon a I'Exposition universelle de 

Paris, 1900 (The Imperial Japanese Committee of for the Universal Exhibition 

of Paris of 1900) on this occasion. The history of Japanese art became a kind of 

national identity for modern Japan.3 Through this process of inventing 

Japanese "tradition,14 and creating a cultural identity, the attitude of the Meiji 

government toward Western-style art became negative for a while, especially 

after the closure of the Kobu Bijutsu Gakko in 1881. When it was first set up, the 

Tokyo School of Fine Arts did not have classes for oil paintings and 

Western-style sculpture; in fact, only nihonga and wood sculpture were taught 

there at the beginning. 

Some of the former students of the Kobu Bijutsu Gakko went to Europe 

and pursued art academically. For example, Harada NaojirO (1863-1899) 

studied in der Akademie der Bildenden Kanste in Munich, and Matsuoka 

Hisashi (1862-1944) entered Regio Instituto di Belle Arti in Rome. In France, 

Yamamoto HOsui (1850-1906) was in the atelier of Jean-Leon GerOme at Ecole 

des Beaux-Arts, and Goseda Yoshimatsu (1855-1915), who sent his paintings 

to the Salon, studied under Leon Bonnat at Ecole Bonnat. In 1889, after their 

return to Japan, they organized the first group of Western-style artists, which 

they called Maiji Bijutsu-kai (Society of Meiji Art), and held exhibitions of their oil 

2 Takagi, Hiroshi. Kindai Tenn6sei no Bunkashi-teki KenkyO: TennO ShOnin Girei, NenchO Gy6ji to 
Bunkazai (A Study of Cultural History of the System of Modem Emperor: Coronation Ceremony, Annual 
Events and Cultural Heritage), Tokyo: AzekurashobO, 1997. Takagi, Hiroshi. "Nih on Kindai no 
Bunkazai Hogo Gy6sei to Bijutsu shi no Seiritsu" (The Administration of the Protection of Cultural 
Properties during Japan's Modem Era and the Formation of the History of Art), in The Present, and the 
Discipline of Art History in Japan, Proceeding of International Symposium on the Preservation of Cultural 
Property, Tokyo, Tokyo: National Research Institute of Cultural Properties, 1999, pp. 13-21. 
30n the publication of Histoire de I'Art du Japon, see, Mabuchi, Akiko. " 1900nen Pari Banpaku to Histoire 
de I'Art du Japon 0 Megutte" (The 1900 Paris World Exposition and Histoire de I'Art du Japon), in The 
Present, and the Discipline of Art History in Japan, Proceeding of International Symposium on the 
Preservation of Cultural Property, Tokyo, 1999, pp. 43-55. 
4 I use the word "tradition" in the meaning as was discussed in: Hobsbawm, Eric; Ranger, Terence. eds., 
The Invention of Tradition, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983. 
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paintings and lectures on Western art. 

However, after the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95, Japan's modernisation 

entered a new phase. Japan colonised Taiwan and came into a position to 

promote modernisation there. Beyond this, the Japanese government made still 

more efforts to catch up with Western countries. Benefited by reparations from 

China, the Ministry of Education made allocations for the improvement of the 

educational system. Saionji Kinmochi (1849-1940), the Minister of Education, 

who had studied in Paris, established the Department of Western-style Painting 

at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1896 and Kuroda Seiki (1866-1924), an oil 

painter, was appointed as the head of the department. Aided by his 

well-connected family, Kuroda had become an influential person in the art world 

although he had not yet reached forty years of age. Okakura Tenshin, on the 

other hand, had been dismissed as the head of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 

1898. Kuroda became the first oil painter to be appointed a Teishitsu Gigei-in 

(Court Artist to the Imperial Household) in 1910, and was elected to the House 

of Peers in 1920. He assumed the head of Teikoku Bijutsu-in (Imperial 

Academy of Fine Arts) in 1922. After his death in 1924, Kuroda Memorial Hall 

was completed in 1928 at his bequest, and most of his important works were 

housed in the gallery. A national institute for art research called Bijutsu 

KenkyOjo (Art Research Centre) was established in 1930, in accordance with 

Kuroda's will. This institution was later replaced by Tokyo Bunkazai KenkDjo 

(National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo}.5 Researchers at 

these institutions published numerous studies on Kuroda. Using their collection, 

Tokyo Bunkaza; KenkOjo has organized Kuroda's solo exhibitions at provincial 

museums in Japan for many years and there is also an archive on Kuroda 

available on the Internet,6 where one can read the "official" biography of Kuroda. 

The introduction is as fOllows7
: 

5 After 2003, its name is Independent Administrative Institution, National Research Institution for Cultural 
Properties, Tokyo. Activities of the institution continues as before. 
6 .http://www.tobunken.go.jplkuroda/lndex.html .. 
7 Tanaka, Atsushi. "The Life and Arts of Kuroda Seiki". (Translated in English on the website). 
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There may be no more widely known painting than Lakeside, with its image 

of a woman in a light summer kimono robe holding a fan as she sits against 

a backdrop of a pale blue lakeside scene. ( ... ) It is also widely recognized 

that the artist of this work, Kuroda Seiki, played a major role in the history 

of modern art in Japan, as indicated by his sobriquet, "the father of modern 

Japanese Western-style painting". ( ... ) Kuroda was one of the main 

supporters for the creation of a system of art education, which established 

both a form of painterly Academism and Western-style painting educational 

methods in Japan. 

As noted above, Kuroda was regarded as "the father of modern Japanese 

Western-style painting," though he was not the pioneer of Japanese oil painting. 

Why has Kuroda become such an eminent figure in Japanese art? He was 

heavily involved in administrative jobs in his later years, and his artistic career 

was confined to the period of the 1890s to the 1900s. His activities of this period 

usually are narrated in connection with Hakuba-kai (White Horse Society), 

which he formed in 1896. Journalists at that time referred to Hakuba-kai as 

Shim-pa (New School) contrasting it with Meiji Bijutsu-kai as KyO-ha (Old 

School). Since then, the word "new" has been used so often in descriptions of 

Kuroda and Hakuba-kai that it has become a cliche.8 Here I would like to quote 

again from the "official" biography of Kuroda that I mentioned above: 

Kuroda obviously sought to employ both the new vision acquired during his 

time in France and the art materials used in France. Kuroda also brought a 

new attitude toward landscapes to the field of oil painting in Japan. 

8 For e~ample. t~.e lat~st exhibition on ~akuba-kai was titled: Hakubakai: Meiji Y6ga no Shimp{) (Starting 
Anew In t~e MelJl Penod: A RetrospectIve Exhibition of Painting from the Hakubakai Group 1896-1911). 
held at Bndgestone Museum of Art. Ishibashi Foundation. National Museum of Modem Art. Kyoto and 
Ishibashi Museum of Art. Ishibashi Foundation. 1996-1997. 
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However, in my opinion, what was "new" in Kuroda's art has not in fact been 

fully explained as of yet. His authority has been nationally protected, and his 

work seems to have been immune to critical discussion among Japanese art 

historians until recently. 9 Moreover, there has been scant analysis on his role in 

building a gendered system in Japanese art education,10 and his importance in 

establishing the male-centred art world in Japan needs to be discussed. 

Though some details of his biography have been written previously,11 we need 

to take a fresh and critical look at his life to explore how the male-centred 

system in Japanese art was established. 

1.2 Kuroda's family background 

We shall begin by analysing his family background. He was adopted by his 

uncle, Kuroda Kiyotsuna's family shortly after his birth. Kuroda Kiyotsuna was a 

samurai of the Satsuma-han (Satsuma clan) under the Tokugawa shogunate, 

and fought against the Tokugawa army during the civil war to establish the Meiji 

government. He ranked as a high official in the Meiji government and was 

raised to the Kazoku (a status of the peerage established by the Meiji 

government). Brought up to succeed in such a prestigious family, Kuroda Seiki 

was to study law in Europe. When he was 18 years old, he went to Paris with 

one of his relatives, Hashiguchi Naoemon, who was appointed to the French 

Legation in Paris. 

Kuroda sent an enormous quantity of letters to his parents throughout his 

long stay in Paris from 1884 to 1893. They have been published in Kuroda Seiki 

9 1 raised the question on the stereo-typed explanation ofthe organization of Hakubakai. See, Kojima, 
KaoN. "Hakubakai Seiritsu no Imi ni tsuite no Ichi Shiron" (An Investigation of the Formation of the White 
Horse Society), in Kindai Gasetsu, no.5, 1997, pp. 108-124. 
10 Bryson, Norman. "YOga and the Sexual Structure of Cultural exchange" in Human Figure in the Visual 
Arts of East Asia: Intemational Symposium on the PreseNation of Cultural property, Tokyo, Tokyo 
National Research Institute of Cultural Properties, 1994, pp. 22-30. Kojima, KaoN. "Kuroda Seiki ni Miru 
Rataiga no JuyO to Sono EikyO" (Reception of Nude Paintings by Kuroda Seiki and its Impact), in Jissen 
Joshi Daigaku Bigaku Bijutsushigaku (The Review of Art History Department of Jissen Women's 
University, Tokyo), no. 14, 1999, pp.43-60. 
11 The home-page of National Research Institute for Cultural properties, Tokyo, provides quite detailed 
bibliographical information on Kuroda. (http://www.tobunken.go.jplkuroda/archive/k_biblio/index.html.) 
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Nikki (Diaries of Kuroda Seikl),12 and we can trace his daily life in detail through 

the accounts contained in these letters. Those who had been samurai of the 

Satsuma-han occupied good positions in the Meiji government, and young 

Kuroda was welcomed by Japanese officials from the former Satsuma-han in 

Paris. It is easy to notice from the account above that Kuroda mainly associated 

with masculine society life. He travelled to Paris with his male relative and 

associated with male Japanese officials. In those days, Japanese officials, 

except for the ministers, usually were not accompanied by their families when 

they stayed abroad. 

One of the points that will be explored in this chapter is how Kuroda formed 

his gendered view on art in France. However, before proceeding further, we 

need to analyse how the patriarchal system that predominated in Japan during 

that period affected Kuroda's character. The fact that he chose different styles 

in his letters to his parents offers clear evidence of his consciousness of 

gendered social roles at that time in Japan. The letters to his father were written 

in kanbun (Chinese style), which was the formal style of writing used in official 

documents and letters since ancient times. He always began his letters with 

formal words of courtesy to his father. Those letters were usually not long, but 

their contents were mainly important issues about his relation to society as a 

whole, such as his progress in law studies, his change of course to art, and in 

some cases his philosophy on painting (fig. 1.1). In contrast, Kuroda mainly 

used hiragana (the Japanese cursive syllabary) in his letters to his mother, 

describing his life in Paris with wonderful detail in colloquial style. These letters 

were also flavoured with some dialectical expressions of his hometown. He 

often added drawings in these letters to illustrate French life (fig. 1.2). 

As an example, here is an extract from a letter to his mother written on 23 

July 1886. 

12 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki (Diaries of Kuroda Seiki) , vol. 1 , Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu 
Shuppan, 1966. 
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There was a big festival on 14 July in Paris. I had seen it twice already, 

and I wasn't interested in seeing it again, and I went to stay in a 

countryside village called Garche from the evening of 13 July with a friend 

of mine, Mr. Fuji, who came from Japan to study painting. A Western 

painter whom I know lives there. We were entertained at his house as well 

as at his neighbour's house on 14 July. After dinner, nine of us, the painter 

and his wife, husbands and wives form both sides of his house, another 

neighbour's wife, and we, all sat in the garden with 12 to 13 Japanese 

lanterns hung on the trees. While we were chatting away, the fireworks in 

Paris started, and we all went upstairs to see them. Then we came down 

to the garden again.13 

A letter to his father on 28 May of the same year starts with quite formal 

phrases, asking about the family's health followed by this passage: 

As I mentioned in the previous letter, I have finally decided to receive my 

training in painting. I paid a visit to M. Collin, a painter of a good repute in 

Paris, to explain my purpose and I was accepted as his student. Under his 

instruction, I am sketching a classical sculpture in the Louvre, which is the 

biggest museum here. ( ... ) I was ashamed of being of the yellow race, 

making unskillful drawings among a great many visitors. However, then I 

considered it as part of the training to become more courageous and it 

became a lot of fun to draw nonchalantly, acting as if I were a great 

13 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol. 1 , 1966, p. 63. The original text is as follows: r 0!.J 1-
I1!HI .= -t? I? 0):10 ~ ~ -') IJ -c' L t:. ot:. UJ: t oj= c' t 1;1."* L t:.1)' ~J .= .!::: Llilj. t:. < tt < ,5, t; c ~ 'A' 1:.""-) If 
!vi» I? 2,0) Itt.-'.= I.:: ~""(:IO 0 O.!::: ~ + ~ B O)~ ? t;~ t:.l)' tJ t;, Q LIP c ~ t-, t;'t.- 't.- Itt!.}'I':: c j; IJ t;qn:""( 
~Tuq.::"* t.-' IJ i L t:. .:to)t;"Q LIP c ~ c .= 6 I.:: ot:. LO) L0""(}j ~:>1:H' J:: ? [lvO)2j)\~ t;;}j IJ i i
+119 B O)Oli.:tO)Oc O)? -t?~~ t:..:to)c It IJ I':::IOoOc (J)? -t?lt c'-r:'.='iflvO) :::t)-t~) 1.::/1. IJ i L t:. 
~ ? iIJ L.=' li-t 0) 2,t;,~ t;,~ ? "&"-t 0) I:It;' IJ J:: oj c" It IJ (J),,&,. oj ,,&,. c t:d:. < L t:. t),s,t:. I') .'1:: 1:: J:: -c 0) ;fsl) , 

1;1.~ !vt;'O.!::: IJ -')iJ'? ~o-tt""(1LI.::!vl'::""(I.::;t?O) ") 2,~ I::I::-')lt!v0)')7)(**al : mc't?-<')'2: I -- -:~) 

~ I? ~ If Ii It Lit C" ~ L ""(}j Q ? t:d:: It IJ T1:littrJ~ ~Ift=' L i L t:. IJ' c-, 1;I./vtt.-r:' ~t;'H.:: O)I.! IJ Ii 
ItrJ(J)lt!v~-')~/t LO)t?"*t:.I.::bl'::t.-'~ i Lt:'J 
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master. 14 

He confessed uneasiness as a stranger in Paris to his father, and at the same 

time, he proudly reported having overcome the associated difficulties. For 

Kuroda, each parent had an entirely different role. It is even evident from the 

different names he used to sign off his letters. He used "Seiki" in his letters to 

his father, and to his mother, he used his childhood names, "Shintaro," or 

simply "Shinta." 

Chino Kaori pointed out that in the Heian period (794-1185), Japanese 

established the binary structure of Kara (China) and Yamato (Japan) and 

developed hiragana (the Japanese cursive syllabary).15 Chino explains that 

kanji (Chinese characters) and hiragana had different functions. Chinese 

characters were used in writing public documents, Chinese poems, Buddhist 

sutras, and official diaries whereas hiragana was used in composing Japanese 

poetry, fictional tales, and private diaries. Chinese characters, which were used 

for writing official documents, were called otoko-de (men's hand); hiragana, 

which was used for writing private documents, was called onna-de (women's 

hand). There was a distinctive concept of gender difference in the Heian period 

between Kara (China)1 masculine and Yamato (Japan)! feminine. Chino argued 

that this gender structure changed in modern Japan.16 Taking the place that 

Chinese culture used to hold, the Western culture was now regarded as the 

"publici masculine" sphere and, as she pointed out, Japan assumed a 

"masculine" identity only when it invaded other Asian countries. 

As seen from letters to his parents, it is obvious that young Kuroda kept 

these premodern formulae in him as kanji! public! masculine! paternity and 

14Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol. 1 ,1966, pp. 60-61. The original text is as follows: r'tif 
J:. t) I'flJ:.(~ii.f;1t~ •• ~. HIHi:} ti=+= f3 .ffijffJiS-~::l7 / "ifl'itit!l'::--7~5tgnf,t ~ _*'---"'!l 
~~~~OO~.~Att~ ~ffij~~J.~~7~-~~"I'fl'it~M-/~~m~~~~.~~~*W~~ 
(9=I~) jt~A. / ~ UJ ff Iv!fl:::' 7li'H~.A.fI-t- Iv]:""-""-;r -t-. ~ tJ'~ f.!l- lv /\$00 J -¥.:-:.~IP¥.(~f~ jf~fl: v -1:./lt 
~*~ Alv J -iJIM ":(f1~~I;f*7t1=./ It-t-oo~ ~7ijZ~~T~ftA Iv~.~tJf,Jf*·bv--1t~:.i~P¥.1~J 
15 Chino, Kaori. "Gender in Japanese Art", in AesthetiCS, Tokyo: The Japanese Society for Aesthetics, 
no.7, March 1996, pp. 49-68. 
16 Ibid., p.62. 
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hiraganal privatel femininel maternity. Kuroda was adopted into his uncle's 

family when he was five years old. In those days, the family name was only 

passed on patrilineally and the carrying on of the family name was given high 

priority. There is a photograph of Kuroda, which seems to have been taken 

when the family moved to Tokyo from Kagoshima (fig. 1.3). Here, we see 

Kuroda as a young boy in Western clothes with a hat and a Western-style 

umbrella clutched in his hand like a walking stick, standing squarely in front of 

the camera attended by his real mother and his foster mother together. They 

are still dressed in old-fashioned kimonos and sat behind him. From this 

photograph, we can see the roots of his coming to live in the publicI Westernl 

masculine world away from his mothers. 

His experience of the "public" world away from his parents started with the 

journey he took to France with government official status. As he accompanied a 

male relative who had been appointed to work in the Japanese legation in Paris, 

they were received courteously as members of high officials on the way. It is 

clear from Kuroda's letters that he enjoyed his journey as a privileged 

passenger in European ships. In Hong Kong, he witnessed that Chinese 

citizens were discriminated against by the white people and realised the 

menace of the Western countries to Asia. 17 On the other hand, Kuroda did not 

hide his racial prejudice against native people in South Asia. For example, after 

having visited a Buddhist temple in Colombo, he wrote to his mother, "You 

should stop going temples in Japan, because you are praying to a Negro.,,18 It 

seems that Kuroda's self-image had taken shape as a member of the Western 

people and he regarded Asian people as "others." However, as soon as he 

arrived in Paris, he realized that he was a stranger in Paris. He wrote to his 

mother as follows: "When we walk around the streets, men and women say, 

'Look at these Chinese!' and gaze at US."19 In France, he was only a young 

:: Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol. 1 ,1966, pp.6-7. 
Ibid., p.9. 

19 Ibid., p.17. 
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Asian. He needed to enter a kind of preparatory school before he went to study 

law and he received supplementary lessons in French. However, it did not take 

long before he had gotten a foothold into the Western world. It was "art." 

Kuroda did not intend to be painter, but his encounter with Japanese artists 

in Paris changed his life. Among them, a painter named Fuji MasazQ 

(1853-1916) guided Kuroda into the art world. Fuji first studied at the K6bu 

Bijutsu Gakk6 for a short time and then had gone to Paris. Fuji was the first 

Japanese painter after Goseda Yoshimatsu to exhibit his works in the Salon. 

Fuji accompanied Kuroda with Kume on excursions to the suburbs of Paris and 

taught Kuroda sketching.2o Spending holidays with Fuji, Kuroda came to have 

confidence in himself as a painter. Encouraged by another Japanese painter in 

Paris, Yamamoto HOsui, Kuroda entered the Academy Colarossi in May of 

1886. There he studied under Raphael Collin, of whom Fuji was already a 

student. Kuroda met a young student there who had recently arrived from 

Japan named Kume KeiichirO (1866-1934), and the two formed a life-long 

friendship. They were both brought up in wealthy families and had plenty of time 

to enjoy their lives in France, or more precisely, the lives of young male artists. 

Letters from Kuroda to his family and a diary by Kume show how frequently 

they visited each other. The two men enjoyed studying at the Academy together. 

In fact, Kuroda and Kume even shared an apartment at 88 Boulevard de Port 

Royal on April 8, 1887.21 Kuroda rented an atelier at 26, rue Favorite in 1888.22 

Kuroda and Kume moved again to an apartment at 1 rue Cervantes (now, 54 

rue Bargue) in November 1889 and stayed there until they left Paris. There is a 

painting by Kuroda depicting Kume from the time that they shared their atelier 

(fig. 1.4). Here, Kume is sitting in front of an easel and there are some drawings 

t at the foot of the easel. The room is spacious and bright with sunlight 

20 Miwa, Hideo. ed., Kume KeiichirO Nikki (Diaries of Kume KeiichirO), Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 
1990, p. 80. 
21Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol.1,1966, p. 81-82. 
22 Kume, KeiichirO. "Futsukoku ShOgaku jidai no Kuroda kun to Sono Seisaku" (Memory of Mr. Kuroda 
while he studied in Paris), in ChOObijutsu, vo1.10, no.12, December, 1924, pp. 68-76. 
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streaming through large windows. It shows that this room was an atelier where 

artists are working. There is a folding screen in the corner of the room, and 

Japanese drawings and works of calligraphy are attached. It seems that Kuroda 

proudly depicted two Japanese living as artists in Paris. 

The homosociallives of Japanese art students continued with occasional 

newcomers from Japan, even after Fuji left the group because of his marriage 

to a French woman. By the time Kuroda and Kume had seriously focused on 

the effort of exhibiting their works in the Salon, they were well associated with 

American and British colleagues. With them, they joined the artists' colonies 

that were often visited by foreigners, including Fontainebleau, Grez-sur-Loing, 

Brehat, and others. Kuroda made friends with an American painter named 

Walter Griffin (1861-1935) at Academy Colarossi. Griffin rented an atelier near 

Kuroda's and they visited Fontainebleau together. An English painter named 

Clarence Bard was also a good friend of Kuroda and they often spent summers 

in the countryside together with Kume and Griffin. A photograph of the four 

taken in a photo studio shows their intimate atmosphere very well (fig. 1.5)?3 

They shared the life of "bohemians" who were away from the big city. However, 

before proceeding further, what Kuroda learned about art in France should be 

analysed. 

1.3 The art of Raphael Collin and its reception by Kuroda 

We have previously analysed how Kuroda developed his masculine 

identity within the patriarchal society of Meiji Japan. This social context 

provided him the relatively easy option of joining a masculine camaraderie of 

young male artists. We will now turn to a discussion of how he formed his ideas 

23 Kuroda, Seiki. UKyOyO Kuraronsu Bado· (My Old Friend Clarence Bard), in Kaiga no SMrai (Futuro of 
Japanese Paintings), Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1983: pp. 207-212. Kuroda, Seiki. uNiju-yo nan 
mae no Barubizon Mura" (Twenty-Something Years Ago in Barbizon), in Kaiga no SMrai, pp. 224-231. On 
their relationship with Kuroda, see Arayashiki, TOru."Babizon no Kuroda Saiki: Gaka Griffin tono KOyu 0 

Megutte· (Seiki Kuroda and Walter Griffin: Two Plein-air Painters in Barbizon), in Gaijutsugaku, Tokyo: 
Mita Society for the Science of Arts, no.1, 1997, pp. 91-99. Arayashiki, TOru. Gurfl Shuru Rowan ni Kakaru 
Hashi: Kuroda Seiki, Asai CM to Furansu Geijutsuka-mura, (Grez-sur-Loing and Japan: Kuroda Seiiki and 
Asai eM), Tokyo: Pola Bunka KenkyOjo, 2005. 
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about art while he studied in the Academy Colarossi under Raphael Collin. 

A letter written by Kuroda in Paris on 17 April 1890 addressed to his father 

has been repeatedly cited by his biographers. In it, he explained to his father 

what he thought about French art, using examples of two paintings by his 

teacher, Raphael Collin: 

Here in France, one can express a kind of idea with a human figure. 

Taking examples of the paintings of my teacher, one is a painting with a 

title meaning spring, which represents a stark-naked beautiful woman 

lying on flowery fields with a stem of a grass between her teeth. Another is 

entitled "Summer," in which he depicted many women, some of whom 

were picking up flowers, putting them in their hair, reclining, standing and 

bathing in the pond. Only one who has a very refined taste and has 

sufficient skills can make such paintings. ( ... ) One might think that naked 

figures are embarrassing, but such a notion is for unintelligent people. 

What is really embarrassing is to have such an idea. There is no other 

existence in this world that is so delicately made as a human being. It is 

my greatest pleasure to see a person with an ideal body, much more than 

to see a most beautiful flower. When uneducated people see the painting 

by my teacher depicting a beautiful woman under a title with a meaning 

such as "Spring," they might think that it's just a naked woman rolling 

around in the grass and then someone could make the unenlightened 

judgment that a tropical native woman might be seen like this but in 

Europe women don't lie around naked in the grass. However, what my 

teacher intended to represent here was his idea of spring, and he painted 

the body of a beautiful woman like a flower just about to bloom. This idea 

of spring exists only in one's mind, and when those who have the same 

values as my teacher look at the picture, they can really find an 
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indescribable happiness. 24 

Judging from Kuroda's description, "a painting with a title meaning spring" must 

be Floreal (Flowery Month) (fig. 1.6), 1886, which was purchased by the French 

government. Kuroda had the opportunity to see this painting at the Luxemburg 

Museum while he stayed in Paris. The painting titled fEte (Summer) is the work 

that Collin showed at Salon in 1884, which is now in the collection of the 

Goteborg Konstmuseum in Sweden (fig. 1.7). 

Among Japanese art historians, this letter has been cited to explain 

Kuroda's understanding of Western art. For example, Takashina ShOji 

explained that here Kuroda argued the importance of expressing certain ideas 

with composed figures based on life study in academic art. Takashina called 

the kind of paintings that Kuroda aimed at as "Koso-ga" (a painting with 

composition), and regarded Mukashi-gatari (Talk on Ancient Romance) (1896) 

(fig. 1.8) by Kuroda as a good example of "Koso-ga".25 However, gender and 

sexuality in Kuroda's art needs further analysis. We will examine what he 

learned from his teacher. 

Louis Joseph Raphael Collin (1850-1916) is now an almost forgotten artist 

in French art history, but he was fairly popular while he was alive. He studied at 

Ecole des Beaux-Arts, first under Adolphe William Bouguereau (1825-1905) 

24 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Saiki Nikki, vol. 1 ,1966, pp.166-167. The original text in Japanese is as 
follows: 

rtit&,:: -C /'AO)Iti- J2J, -Cfiif ;::iI'-O)'J5i-*T.lfZf~o )t..-jf.1.O)~IlffiO). i-~ -C t) * c ~aUt6l\§'::. l 
1it:tt::0)ilJ(; ~ ili -C ~6 9'1;:: }Li'i t::iI'O)~ Ailsh. -C ~ I') t.tiJ> &::>fiif ;::'Ldt < 1it.i- J& I') l P ;:: < n""- t:. 6 fli
iI'~ XIO) III c L -cfl~O)td'i19J I;: -C~/,:tt:: i-1IV7-~x/'o{- tl,i- Jm ;::I;>~' L h.t:. 6 l) ;t;:,tl,/"( v: t:. 6 II {r 
I') XtlI!!9'I ;::ib'feJJiS'61f t;t;:, I') c!::~. a:-I;'~ Mo Jlt~O)IIl/'~f!l • .5H'jf'Sl;:: L -C iUtiJ;.t < ~ '> f~)" -C'/\ Iii 
*.~ 1f;::~~Mo (9'~) ->t~""-~~/'~ItO)A~ c!:: ~-C /'Mlt':"Ht1&t.t~-O)~[] < 1'l-Zf~1ltjt;Z v)' 
~ < m AO)~/:: -C l"t'J5.:. o{-tlJffij~lt~tt 61f ;::~Im.(~o flo{- ~t&IYlO)'t~9J AlYlfUf8@.;::.t < /i}*Jili-61f 
/'ffzrd'lfi~o ffijl"t A rd'l 9'1 0) Ai t 7'G~t.t61fi- ~ 6~/"ttl:0) 1: t tt ~i~HR:i-ft 6 .:tt::O)1ii l) JUl- 6 t;-a:- ~ 
6 J:: I') t -11(1). b.ff~o ~llffiiJ'~A i-.-C ~ c!:: M L t:. 6 i-.tAltlt ~ j,J' ~ -C n, ~O) J:.:::li t:'t.PO)f,(tJ' 
h..:. J) V~6 ;i),tt C ,~.V-~*t&}j(1)If.A/' c!:: t;i)' < l) IIXrJtI tt c!::'/:: -C 9:t.I,~It'.: -C zlJj(.:::l:iAT 6 c!:: ;L~ $ 
/"It Lit c!::' '> ~),d~J~VtWa:- TTRJ < AA:o f1f L~Bm/,~(1),L'±tl!a:-. ~ t:. 6 (;: -CA,~~ m~t:. 6 It c!:: .ri"tVt 
~A(1)Iti-.~ t::. 6 illo !l.nt.)JItO).hAO)~tJtI9';::'O)Jj-ffT 6 ~,.: L -C ~tlIlj c!:: r"J r~ r ~f!ft) t:. 6 A1.I;Jlt 
(1)1IIi- j!6~/'~;::~hn~~t*i-JtQ.;::.1aIJIm.f~o J 
25 Takashina, ShOji. "Kuroda Saiki to 'KOsO-ga"' (Kuroda Seiki and Composition), in Kindai Gasetsu, no. 1, 
1992, p.125. 
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and then under Alexandre Cabanel (1823-89).26 Both are known for paintings 

with female nudes of mythological subjects. Two characteristic examples, La 

naissance of Venus (The Birth of Venus) (1863) (fig. 1.9) by Cabanel and La 

naissance of Venus (The Birth of Venus) (1879) (fig. 1.10) by Bouguereau are 

both housed in the Musee d'Orsay. They represent idealized female nudes as 

Venus. The women (both Venus) expose their naked bodies to viewers whom 

they themselves cannot see. We can easily point out that here the painters 

represented sexualised female bodies under the male gaze. 

Collin's first success at Salon was in 1873 with Sommeil (Sleep) (fig. 1.11), 

which was awarded the second price and was purchased for 3,000 francs by 

the French government.27 Collin's Sommeil shows a reclining female nude 

sleeping with the sheet clinging only to her feet on a bed covered with an animal 

fur. Viewers can gaze at her body without her looking back. Although the 

depiction of the interior is quite vague, the woman seems to sleep in a bedroom, 

and she is not Venus as Cabanel represented in his works. Sommeil has 

common elements with a type of painting known as peintures de boudoir that 

were established in the 18th century in France.28 Characteristic of this style is 

the depiction of women in their bedroom dressing, or at their toilet as if the 

viewer were peering in on them. 

After the success with Sommeil, Collin constantly exhibited paintings at 

Salon, most of which depicted female nudes in pastoral settings. The French 

government purchased his works from Salon in 1875, 1877 and also Floreal in 

1886. Collin rejected offers from the Ministry of Arts to purchase his works in 

1884 (I'Ete), 1889, 1890 and 1893, because he had already sold them to private 

collectors.29 

26 The first retrospective exhibition of Collin was held in 1999-2000 in Japan, and biographical data on 
Collin is based on this catalogue. See, exhibition catalogue, Fukuoka Art Museum ed., Raphael Col/in 
Fukuoka: Nishi Nihon Shimbunsha, 1999, p.195-20B.· ' 
27 Fukuoka Art Museum ed., Raphael Collin, 1999, p.196. 
28 ~itazaki, Chikashi. "Miserareru Rafu to FOkei, KOrube no 'Nemureru Rafu' ni miru manazashi no Kanyu" 
(~~splayed Nude and. Landscape: Metonymy of the Gaze of Courbet's Sleeping Nude), in Kokuritsu Seiy6 
BlJutsukan Kenkyu Kty6 (Joumal of The National Museum of Westem Art), nO.2, March 199B, pp. 55-72. 
29 Fukuoka Art Museum ed., Raphael Collin, 1999, pp.196-201. 
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L 'Ete follows a tradition of academic style by representing idealized human 

nudes as bathers and by its composition on a large-scale format. However, it 

does not illustrate any historical or mythological scene.30 Collin depicted only 

female nudes, not male bathers in a utopian or pastoral field. Such a setting 

and format for the painting was intended to give viewers the impression that the 

women were naked because they were not of this earth. This idea is supported 

by their uniformly idealised and expressionless female figures, which 

completely lack individuality. Compared to fEte, Floreal is smaller in size and it 

only has a single figure. In this painting, the painter had already abandoned the 

composition of history painting, yet Floreal also has water in the background. 

This effort seems to be reminiscent of the "bathing" theme that was used in 

fEte. 

Bruno Foucart pOinted out that Collin belonged to a group of artists who 

pursued ideal representation of antiquity or the mythological world, while 

Fernand Cormon depicted a scene of prehistoric age in Retour d'une chasse a 
/'ours a /'epoque des cavemes (The Retum from the Bear Hunting in the Cave 

Period) in 1884 (Musee d'Orsay), which was based on recent scientific 

research.31 However, in an age when realism dominated French art, Collin's 

representation of pastoral scenes sometimes puzzled French art critics. Foucart 

noted that when Floreal was exhibited at the Salon, some critics questioned, 

"Should it have been much hotter to show bathers?,,32 or "Considering the fresh 

and green fields, it should be titled 'Spring,' not 'Summer.",33 Collin's 

contemporaries were even aware that female nudes by Collin seemed quite 

"modern" in spite of the archaic settings. C. Blanc wrote that women depicted in 

30 Leighton, John; Thomson, Richard. "Seurat's Choices: The Bathers and its Contexts", in Seurat and the 
Bathers, London: National Gallery Publications, 1997, p. 102. 
31 Foucart, Bruno. "La petite musique de Raphael Collin" (Faint Music of Rapha~1 Collin), in Fukuoka Art 
Museum ed., Raphael Collin, p.221. 
32lbid. p.221. Foucart cited text by Henry Havard as follows: Wet Ie titre du tableau, un peu plus de chaleur 
eOt-ii ete necessaire?". 
33 Ibid. p.221. Foucart cited text by Paul Mantz as follows: "Ete devait s'appeler Ie printemps si du moins 
I'on tient compte de la fraTcheur des verdures plus voisines de floreal que de messidor". 
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Collin's L'Ete had faces of "des grisettes" (humble working girls).34 This old 

French term, des grisettes, implied that they were loose women. 

Jacque Thuillier wrote that female nudes by Collin depict women who are 

"fragile, spiritual, who seemed to be his contemporaries. They are not taken 

from antique art in the Louvre or works by Poussin: they are naked women, 

quite young, vivid and smiling like Parisians.,,35 Robert Rosenblum pointed out 

that the anatomies of female nudes in Au bord /a mer (At the Seaside) (1892) 

(fig. 1.12) by Collin "speak of a more time-bound erotic taste" in spite of its 

mythic setting.36 Historically, display of paintings of female nudes caused 

controversy in Europe. Academic art deliberately "idealised" representations of 

female body, and as Kenneth Clark suggested, "nude" became an artistic issue 

in the 19th century.37 However, if female nudes were shown in too realistic a 

manner or were shown in contemporary settings, such paintings were regarded 

as less decent. In England, John Everett Millais (1829-96) realistically 

represented a woman who had been made naked by robbers in The Knight 

Errant (1870), and the painting caused a huge furore.38 In France, Rolla (1878) 

by Henri Gervex was refused by Salon because it showed a contemporary 

prostitute in nude. However, the censorship administration of the French 

government dissolved in 1881,39 and disputes over female nudes in art settled 

down in the 1890s. In the case of Collin, he was still careful to finish female 

nudes with an academic technique but he did not hide the reality that he 

painted models of his contemporary Parisians. "Time-bound erotic taste" 

seemed to characterise his paintings. Norman Bryson argued as follows: 

34 Miura, Atsushi. "Dessin pourl'Ete" (Drawings for Summery, in Fukuoka Art Museum ed., Raphael Collin, 
rs 246. 

Thuillier, Jacque. "Raphael Collin", in the Bridgeston Museum of Art and Mie Prefectural Art Museum 
ed., Nihon YOga no KyosM to Furansu (Master Painters of Modem Japan and France), Tokyo: The Tokyo 
Shimbun, 1983, p.208. The original text is as follows: "(Raphael Collin) cree un nu feminine mince, fragile, 
spirituel, qui apparait I'un des types de son siecle. Ses nudites ne sont pas tirees des antiques du Louvre 
ou Poussin: ce sont des femmes deshabillees, mais toutes jeunes, fines, vives et gardant leur sourire 
rsarisien." 

Rosenblum, Robert. "Art in 1900: Twilight or Dawn?,' in Rosenblum, Robert; Stevens, Mary Ann. ed., 
Art in 1900: Art at the Crossroads, London: Royal Academy of Arts, 2000, p.49. 
37 Clark, Kenneth. The Nude: a Study of Ideal Art, Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1960. 
38 Smith, Alison. ed., Exposed: The Victorian Nude, London: Tate Publishing, 2001. 
39 Dawkins, Heather. The Nude in French Art and Culture, 1870-1910, Cambridge, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2002, pp.16-26. 
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By divesting his figures of narrative as well as clothing, Collin loses all of 

the alibis and pretexts that enabled Gerome to navigate his way through 

bourgeois respectability, and hypocrisy. With Collin the only reason one 

can think of for the nudity is that this is "art"; art itself is now a sufficient 

cause for the unveiling of the female form before the masculine gaze. In 

Collin the basic visual power relation between the male subject of the 

gaze and the female object for that gaze emerges with unqualified 

directness.4o 

In the letter cited earlier, Kuroda wrote to his father that looking at the naked 

female figure is not embarrassing because it symbolized an idea of spring. In 

other words, Kuroda explained that one could gaze at female nudes in paintings 

when they were "art." Kuroda learned from Collin such a gendered structure in 

contemporary French art. Of course, Collin was not the only artist who 

represented such a visual power relationship in Western art. Linda Need has 

discussed how Western high art and aesthetics has framed the female nude 

under the male gaze.41 However, male art critics and art historians were aware 

that Collin's female nudes revealed something real and suggestive, in spite of 

their archaic settings. Kuroda confessed that he felt "an indescribable 

happiness" upon seeing such naked female figures. Though was not aware 

himself, he learned the expression of sexuality in Collin's paintings as well as 

the ideas of academic art. However, one problem with Kuroda was that he 

seemed to confuse his "happiness" of seeing female nudity with an impression 

left by art. He came to be convinced that female nudity was an essential 

element in art. After his return to Japan, he made a great effort to promote the 

female nude in painting, as we will discuss later. 

40 Bryson, Norman. "Y6ga and the Sexual Structure of Cultural exchange", in Human Figure in the Visual 
Arts of East Asia: International Symposium on the Preservation of Cultural property, 1994, p.23. 
41 Nead, Linda. The Female Nude, Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, London; New York: Routledge, 1992. 
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1.4 Female images by Kuroda 

Bryson was the first art historian who openly analysed the issue of the 

sexuality of Japanese male art students. He showed a photograph of Kume 

KeiichirO in an atelier with a naked model (fig. 1.13), and pOinted out the 

following: 

For Japanese artists the model might be the first naked Western body they 

had seen, and her presence at the life class ensured that a student from 

even so distant a land as Japan would be absorbed, together with his 

fellow students, into the masculine camaraderie of the studio. The libidinal 

currents of the life class spelt fraternity, the comradeship between men as 

men, equalized before the naked woman was there for all of them in the 

same way.42 

There were very few opportunities for Japanese art students to practice life 

study with nude models in that period, so the experience at the life class in 

Paris must have had quite a major impact on them. Though Japanese art 

students did not write about their "libidinal currents of the life class" themselves , 

it may be because they were not aware of it. Nevertheless, Kuroda confessed 

that he had an "indescribable happiness" with looking at Floreal by Collin. He 

explained that it was because he had the same values as his teacher. The 

"indescribable happiness" may be rephrased as "libidinality," which enabled him 

to assimilate with the Western art world. Photos of him with Western friends of 

the Academy testified to the fact that he had joined the masculine camaraderie 

of art students. which enabled him to forget the cultural difference between 

them. His male-centred social background in Japan and his homosocial life in 

Paris, to which we have already alluded, surely provided him with easy access 

42 Bryson, Norman. "YOga and the Sexual Structure of Cultural exchange", in Human Figure in the Visual 
Arts of East Asia: Intemational Symposium on the Preservation of Cultural property, 1994, p.24. 
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to the masculine camaraderie. 

Kuroda's first work depicting a professional model was titled Mandorin 0 

moteru On'na (Woman with a Mando/in) (1890-91) (fig. 1.14).43 He sent it to the 

Salon with another work titled Dokusho (Reading) (1891) (fig.1.15), and only 

the latter passed the Salon with the title Lecture en ete. Kuroda wrote to his 

father about Mandorin 0 moteru On'na that he intended to express "a woman 

just about to wake up" by painting a woman holding a mandolin. Here, a 

half-naked woman is holding a mandolin looking to the side with listless eyes. 

Norman Bryson pointed out that "the eroticism of the figure belongs to the new 

narrative of bohemian Paris and the pleasure of the artist's life.'.44 The unnatural 

situation shows that she is a professional model for artists and posing in an 

atelier. Bryson argued that the pillow and mandolin may be props, but they 

added a kind of erotic implication.45 It seems that Kuroda illustrated such a 

structure of Western art in this painting. A female model is naked because she 

was posing for an artist in an atelier, and that this was justified because a male 

artist may gaze at a naked female body for the sake of art. Therefore, he 

explored the subject of "a nude model in the atelier" in this painting. After 

Kuroda returned to Japan, his students at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts 

repeatedly worked on a female topic titled "a nude model in the atelier." As 

Bryson pointed out, the financial relationship of a painter employing a model 

and then having this set the stage for a voluntary act of love was an ideal result 

for the painter.46 Bryson called this "the bohemian fantasy." However, such 

fantasies of "love" between male Japanese painters and European female 

models were sometimes told as real love affairs later. 

Kuroda stayed in Grez-sur-Loing from 1890 to 1892. He rented a small 

farmhouse from a peasant family, and worked on many paintings with a girl 

43 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol.1, 1966, pp.163-166. 
44 Bryson, Norman. "YOga and the Sexual Structure of Cultural exchange", in Human Figure in the Visual 
Arts of East Asia: Intemational Symposium on the Preservation of Cultural property, 1994, p. 24. 
45 Ibid., p. 25. 
46 Ibid., p. 25. 
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named Maria as a model. After Kuroda's death, on the occasion of 'Kuroda 

Shishaku Tsuikai Danwakaf (Memorial Talk on Viscount Kuroda) in 1924, 

attendants were curious about the relationship between Kuroda and Maria.47 

Kume Keiichiro responded that he had never heard about the true nature of 

their relationship from Kuroda. Nevertheless, most of the attendants surmised 

that they were in love. 

Some researchers agreed with this conclusion and pursued the story of 

romance. Haga Toru was convinced that Kuroda and Maria were in love 

because of stories that told of such events as Kuroda bringing Maria presents 

and Maria making meals for him, among others.48 Hirakawa Sukehiro 

researched family registers at a public office in Grez and revealed Maria's 

profile. Her name was Maria Billault, and she was born in 1870 and died 

in1960.49 Yamanashi Emiko argued that Kuroda was seriously in love with 

Maria, and she pointed out that he compared his passion for the humble girl 

with a story of tragic love titled Graziella by Alphonse Lamartine.5o We do not 

need to discuss now whether they were truly in love; what is interesting is that 

Japanese viewers wanted to believe that such a sexual relationship between 

Kuroda and his favourite model actually took place. 

Kuroda painted Maria in interior settings several times. Harishigoto 

(Sewing) (1890) (fig. 1.16) is an early example. Dokusho (1891) was accepted 

by the Salon and now is quite well known among the Japanese. "Sewing 

woman" and "reading woman" were popular subjects of the Salon at that time. A 

woman in Dokusho is shown in close-up. She is utterly defenceless to the 

viewer's gaze though she seems to sit very close to the painter. We can 

imagine that the artist painted her sitting near at hand. Though the male artist 

gazed at her from such a short distance, she appeared to be totally 

47 Kuroda, Seiki. Kaiga no ShOrai, 1983, pp. 311-312. 
48 Haga, TOru. Kaiga no Ry6bun (Territory of Paintings), Tokyo: Asahi Shimbunsha. 1984. p. 297. 
49 Hirakawa, Sukehiro. "Kuroda Seiki no Moderu Maria" (The Model of Kuroda named Maria), in 
Bungakukai, May 1981, pp. 14-15. Haga, TOru. Kaiga no RyObun, 1984, pp. 304-307. 
50 Yamanashi, Emiko. "Kuroda Seiki no Sakuhin to SeiyO Bungaku" (Western Literature and the Works by 
Seiki Kuroda), in Bijutsu Kenkyu, nO.349, March 1991, pp. 91-107. 
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unconcerned, presumably because she was posing for the artist as a model. 

However, Japanese viewers may have imagined that the physical closeness of 

the painter and the model reflected their intimate relationship in real life. 

Kume attested that Kuroda went to Paris from Grez to buy the red blouse 

that Maria wears in "Reading.,,51 Kume reported that Kuroda made efforts to 

keep Maria posing for him and bought her such presents. This episode was 

often taken as proof of Kuroda's affection for Maria. However, even if Kuroda 

bought such presents for her to please her, it only means that Kuroda paid 

Maria for her becoming his model. It reflected the power relationship between a 

male artist and a female model. Their relationship seems to be an example of 

"the bohemian fantasy." 

Let us go back to the painting. In Dokusho, the red colour of her blouse is 

quite effective, as was her golden hair set against the bright summer sunlight 

through a louvered window and its lacy curtains. She had rosy cheeks from the 

reflection of her blouse. The colour of her face also gives the impression that 

she blushes at the story that she is reading. Her fingers are ready to turn the 

page. Viewers find here a young girl absorbed in reading. If we contrast this 

painting with Harishigoto, the same model is shown in a different way. She 

soberly wears greyish high-necked clothes. The whole canvas is unified with a 

cool tone, and we have the impression that she is a modest housewife occupied 

with domestic duties. In Dokusho, however, the red blouse with a plunging 

neckline makes her look plump and healthy, but naIve. Janis Bergman-Carton 

analyzed the images of la lise use modeme under the July monarchy, and 

pointed out that there is a group of painting that represented a woman 

"characterized as a mindless sponge absorbing dangerous lessons from novels 

and ignoring maternal and spousal duties. ,,52 Kuroda tried to follow this type of 

painting in Dokusho and he must have carefully selected the red blouse. While 

51 "Kuroda Shisyaku Tsuikai Danwakr (Memorial Talk on Viscount Kuroda), in Kuroda, Seiki. Kaiga no 
ShOrai, 1983, pp. 311-312. 
52 Bergman-Carton, Janis. The Woman of Ideas in French Art, 1830-1848, New Haven; London: Yale 
University Press, 1995, p. 111. 
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he deliberately took up a subject commonly used by French painters to portray 

French female models, he signed his name in Japanese. He followed a 

suggestion from his teacher that he should make it obvious that the painter was 

a non-European.53 The idea behind this was that when this painting was shown 

at the Salon, viewers would be able to recognize how well a student from a 

different culture had mastered French art. Though the authority of the Salon 

had waned by that time, acceptance by the Salon meant for Kuroda that he had 

been received as a member of French society. 

Kuroda sent two paintings to the Salon the following year, but they were 

rejected. Before his return to Japan in 1893, he sent a painting titled Ie Leve 

with a female nude to a new Salon, Le Salon de la Societe nationale des 

Beaux-arts, which was established in 1890. It was now called in Japanese 

Ch6sh6 (Morning Toilet) (fig. 1.17), which depicted a naked woman standing in 

front of a mirror from behind. Such a representation of a naked woman before a 

mirror was quite common in the Salon paintings, and it is likely that Kuroda 

carefully chose this subject so that it would be accepted to the Salon54
. This 

composition enables the viewer to gaze at the woman's body as if he is peering 

into a private room. Tan'o Yasunori pointed out that a plate of "Morning Toilet" 

was printed in the book Les Nu au Salon (Nudes at the Salon), edited by 

Armand Sylvestre in 1893.55 Sylvestre annually published a book with the same 

title, collecting photos of paintings with female nudes at the Salon. He added a 

kind of poem to Kuroda's work: "She shows coquetry alone in front of a mirror. 

Her heavy hair tied into a bun above her amber nape. Even the mirror image is 

revealing what she is hiding by turning her back to us. She is not aware that we 

are here.,,56 This text shows that the French critic saw here an eroticised 

representation of a female nude. This means that Kuroda's painting imitated 

53 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Seiki Nikki, vol. 1 , 1966, p.199. 
54 Tan'o, Yasunori. "Ch(}sh(} shOi kO" (An Additional Study on 'Morning TOilette''', in Waseda Daigaku 
Daigakuin Bungaku KenkOka KiyO (Bulletin of faculty of Literature of Waseda University), 1997, pp. 
149-163. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. p. 153. 
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well the power relation between male viewers and a naked female body in such 

paintings. The success of this painting again assured him membership in 

French society. 

When Kuroda showed this painting in Japan at the fourth Naikoku Kangy6 

Hakurankai (National Industrial Exhibition), it aroused great controversy. The 

Japanese police asked him to withdraw the painting from the exhibition. Kuroda 

angrily wrote to his friend as follows: 

I cannot think of any reason to abandon nude painting. There is nothing 

wrong with the international standard of aesthetics. It is actually necessary 

and should be promoted for the sake of the future of Japanese art. ( ... ) I 

don't care what the masses with no hope ahead of them say. By the nature 

of things, I win. Whatever happens, I am prepared to act in line with that 

painting.57 

As we have already discussed, what he called "the international standard of 

aesthetics" was only a male-centred power relationship in art that he acquired 

in France. Even in France, the decency of paintings of female nudes and their 

reproductions had been in dispute until the 1880s.58 However, Kuroda 

confessed that his mission was to promote nude paintings in Japan for the sake 

of art. He introduced life study when he became a professor in the department 

of Western art in the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, which opened in 1896.59 As the 

K6bu Bijutsu Gakk6 did not have a life class, it was the first attempt to have life 

study in Japanese art education at a national art school. 

57 Kuroda, Seiki. ·'K6fu'" Hizume no Ato ShoshiJ Shokan (Letters published in 'Traks of Hooves' in K6fO) , 
in Kuroda, Seiki. Kaiga no SMrai, 1983. p.273. The original text in Japanese is as follows: r lit·W.*iHiO)X 
ATT'/ -7 f:tmifii 13 *O)~*O)~~'Hl~I~I&/)-C bt!l!U>tJ!ijO)~It' c ii;*I:ttf: L -C t~1t ,~It' c" ::. 7->7'J,,~,~tJ:O) 
t:::*'~~IJJIJTRJ ~ t::: (t:p~) ~~~o):f:i)t.llti'ili.l>{liJ c ib.n'-=t -) c m/)t:: "Hi~1t 'iHJ!Il.Li- v 7'J\~t::' ,t % 
b fipt Vi'ilt»(7)tJ!ij C i1!i!!.a:-Jt:f~T Q 1ti~IEo J . 
58 Dawkins, Heather. The Nude in French Art and Culture, 1870-1910,2002, pp.16-30. 
59 Before Kuroda opened the life study classes in the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, there were a few 
examples of hiring nude models at private institutions. See, Teshigawara, Jun. Ratai-ga no Reimei (A 
Dawn of Nude Paintings), Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha, 1986. 
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Chapter 2 Formation of Masculine Camaraderie in Japan 

2.1 Controversies over the female nude in Japan 

The controversy over Kuroda's Ch6sh6 (Morning Toilette) was not the first 

debate about nude paintings in Japan. When a short story by Yamada Mimyo 

titled "Koch6" (Butterfly) was published in a magazine in January 1889,1 an 

illustration for the story by Watanabe Seitei (1851-1918) caused an uproar.2 

The story was published in the magazine Kokumin-no Torno (The Nation's 

Friend), which was modeled after an American magazine called The Nation. 

Kocho is the name of a heroine in the story, which is set in twelfth century 

Japan. The drawing by Seitei depicts a samurai gazing at Koche, who had just 

come out of the water in the nude (fig. 2.1). It has been established that Seitei's 

illustration was based on a painting titled Enya Takasada no Tsuma 

Shutsu-yoku no zu (Wife of Enya Takasada after a Bath), which was by his 

teacher, Kikuchi Yesai, in 1842 (fig. 2.2). The subject was taken from a popular 

story in which the wife of Enya Takasada was so beautiful that his boss went to 

peer in on her taking a bath. The story, as well as the Biblical episode of 

Bathsheba, served as ways to legitimise the inclusion of female nudes in 

paintings. The woman became the samurai's wife after the incident in the story. 

The eroticism in Seitei's illustration of Koch6 is obvious to its readers. 

The drawing by Seitei is of a scene in which the heroine Kocho emerged 

from the water. The author described her appearance: 

Here stands a beautiful woman in the nude! It is as if we are looking at a 

living picture, in which nature has made an elaborate composition of water 

and earth. Her body is composed of wavy lines that are the essence of art. 

1 Yamada, MimyO. "KocM". in Kokumin no Torno (Friends of the Nation), Tokyo: SeibundO. no. 37, 
January 1899, pp. 41-53. 
2 There have been many articles on this controversy, and I have previously summarized them in my 
article. See, Kojima, Kaoru. "On 'The Beauty of Waving Line' of Nude Paintings in Meiji Period", in Jissen 
Joshi Daigaku Bigaku Bijutsushigaku, December, 2002, pp. 31-50. 
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How noble! True beauty is this kind of noble beauty. 3 

Though the story is set in the twelfth century, the author described KochO's 

nude as a living picture. As was often pointed out in modern Western art, the 

female nude was connected with nature. The dispute over this illustration began 

in the readers' column of the Yomiuri Shimbun (The Yomiuri Journa~. 

Contributors used pseudonyms and their true names were all unknown except 

for Mori Ogai. He was an army surgeon by profession who studied in Germany, 

but was active as an art critic and novelist. However, other contributors seem to 

also have had some knowledge about Western art. The first letter to the 

readers' column pointed out satirically that Seitei's illustration could not possibly 

express such beauty as Mimyo described. Other contributors admitted that the 

female nude was commonly represented in Western art. The main point of 

contention was whether representing Japanese female body in such a manner 

as Seitei could be considered as artistic as the expressions of idealized female 

nudes in Western art. The arguments were unable to reach consensus and the 

editor ended coverage of the debate. However, the discussion continued in 

other media involving scholars and literati. 

Ozaki Koyo, a rival of Yamada Mimyo, published a short story in the 

Yomiuri Journal in November of the same year. The title was" Ra-bijin" (A 

Naked Beauty) and its beginning is as follows: 

How beautiful wavy lines are! How beautiful wavy lines are! The naked 

body of a woman made with excellent combinations of wavy lines is the 

essence of beauty! Yes, this is true. I am an artist who has been devoted to 

"the Naked Beauty.,,4 

3 Yamada, MimyO, "KochO", p. 46. The original text is as follows: r *' ~ ± ~ ~ Ii r § rtlJ tJ,JIj(:::Jlilftl,-tt 
t:. -4I0)f,S-~ t:. aO) t:p I: jd:. ~*O).ptIlt ~ t § ..s-,.r-::.~ HU~-C oj ~ < *!l..7;.iLl i=J.flJ:f*~*O) ~AtJ\r.s Q 0) 

-C-tto)~o <b" iittlfIo 1l0) W~~ liI!P'I?i'lO) rWiit!#J~ -c-ta J 
4 Ozaki, KOyO. "Ra-bijin" (A Naked Beauty), in Ozaki, KOyO. KOyO ZenshO (The Complete WOrXs of KOyO) 
vol. 1, 1994, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, p.297. (First published in the Yomiuri Journal on 22 and 23 
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In this story, the artist has just married and asked his wife to be present in the 

nude at their wedding party because he wanted to show his guests that the 

beauty of the female nude was the most essential object in art. His wife ran 

away during the night and the story ends there. The story seems to ridicule 

those who believed that the female nude is the most important subject in 

Western art. Japanese art critics and artists who studied Western art (including 

Kuroda) who were still in Paris at that time, believed that the female nude but 

not the male nude was an essential object in art. However, general audiences 

in Japan were aware of the sexual desire inherent in the male gaze at female 

nudity. 

Ozaki Koyo wrote another story on an oil painter and a model titled 

"Muki- Tamago" (A Boiled Egg without a Shell) in 1889,5 with imagery that 

suggests the naked body of a young woman. This title offers us inSight into how 

people in Meiji Japan regarded an oil painter and how they gazed at a painting 

of a female nude and its model. In this story, an oil painter who had studied in 

France wanted to hire a female nude model but he could not. He hired a poor 

girl as a house maid and later persuaded her to model for him. He used this 

opportunity to complete a female nude painting and showed it in an exhibition. 

The painting attracted great curiosity and a rich old man even proposed to her 

to be his lover. It was as though the writer anticipated the controversy over 

Kuroda's Chosho. However, the model fell in love with the painter and they later 

married. This story serves to demonstrate the power structure that existed 

between the male artist and the female model. Aside from becoming a 

prostitute or a nude model, the poor girl had no other way to support her family. 

Though her effort was rewarded by marriage with the artist, this was a kind of 

November, 1889.) The original text in Japanese is as follows: rElUU~! EI!l~~ ! EI!l~O)Hl!icitt)\ ~->/JIU) 
1L0~::"6(J), ~A(J).1*I:t~(J)~fi"Z";b.o! ;bit', ;bit', tI:.m"Z"::..'<5'It'" ft':t"Hti'~o)1t~·c MI':: rfll! 
~*J ''::~~T 6 b O)tt VJ 0 J 
5 Ozaki, KOyO. "Muki Tamago' (Boiled Egg without Schell), in Ozaki, KOyO. K6y6 ZenshtJ (The Complete 
Works of K6y6) vol. 2,1994, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, p. 227-293. (First published in the Yomiuri Joumal 
from 11 January to 3 February and from 26 February to 21 March in 1891.) 
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"bohemian fantasy" that Bryson identified. The marriage only further secured 

the supremacy of the artist over the model for the future. 

How could Ozaki KOyO tell such a story? Uchida Roan, one of his 

contemporary novelists, pointed out that Ozaki KOyO knew well about Western 

literature and that he wrote this story based on "L'reuvre" (The Masterpiece) by 

Emile lola.6 It was published in 1886 in France, and a very short part of the 

beginning was translated into Japanese in 1902 in the magazine My6j6. 

"L'reuvre" is a long and a complex story, and it begins with the love story of an 

artist and the young girl who became his model. It provides an excellent 

illustration of the bohemian fantasy and the masculine camaraderie of artists. 

The Meiji Bijutsu Kai (The Association of Art in Meiji) was the first 

association of Western-style artists, organised in 1889 in Tokyo. They held a 

debate on January 29 and February 20 of 1891 titled "Ratai no Kaiga, Ch6koku 

ha Homp6 no Fuzoku ni Gai ariya inaya?" (Do paintings and sculptures of 

nudes have a negative effect on Japanese society?).7 Scholars and oil painters 

participated in the debate. They did not decide the official policy of the 

association, but two oil painters were opposed to the representation of nudes in 

Japanese art. Asai ChO gave the objection that Japanese painters still did not 

have enough academic training. Another opponent, Koyama ShOtarO argued 

that most Japanese took nudes as sexual objects rather than art. They 

concluded that the state of Japanese art was too premature for life study with 

nude models. 

In 1895, Kuroda's painting Ch6sh6 was shown in the exhibition of the 

Association of Art in Meiji, but it did not attract much public interest. However 

when the painting was exhibited at the fourth Naikoku Kangy6 Hakurankai 

(National Industrial Exhibition) held in Kyoto in the following year, it aroused 

, 

6 Uchida, Roan. Kinofu Kefu (Now and Then), Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1916, reprinted in Uchida, Roan. 
Omoidasu Hitobito (People in My Memory), Tokyo: Nihon Tosho Senta, 1983, p. 91. 
7 ·T6,?nkai~~ikkr (Shorthand Notes of the Debate), in Meijibijutu-kai HOkoku (Reports of the Association 
of Art In Meljl), vol.2, Tokyo: Yumani ShobO, 1991, pp.21-74. 
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public controversy. As we have already discussed, Kuroda believed that the 

female nude was part of the canon of aesthetics, but Japanese audiences were 

curious about a nude painting depicting a French woman. The police 

considered demanding him to withdraw the painting from the exhibition, but the 

president of the judging committee of the exhibition decided to leave it on 

display. 

Kuroda Seiki exhibited Chi, Kan, Jo (Wisdom, Impression, Sentiment) (fig. 

2.3) in the second exhibition of Hakuba-kai in 1897. This was a set of three 

canvases like a triptych showing female nudes against a gold background. 

Kuroda retouched them and sent them to the Paris Exposition Universelle in 

1900 and was awarded the silver prize. It again caused disputes in the 

newspapers. The police did not control its display, but they banned the issue of 

the art magazine" Bijutsu Hyoron" (Art Critics) dated 20 November 1897 

because it included a black and white photograph of the painting.s The 

magazine issued a joint review on works shown at the second exhibition of 

Hakuba-kai. Among the speakers, Mori Ogai evaluated Kuroda's effort and 

complained about the excessive discussion of "wavy lines."g He noted that this 

topic had been expounded on by William Hogarth. Ogai must have read 

Hogarth's The Analysis of Beauty (1753), in which he wrote about the beauty of 

"the waving lines" of the human figure. This reminds of us the novels by 

Yamada Mimyo and Ozaki Koyo that I have cited previously. They also used 

the words "wavy lines" to describe female nudes. Though it is less believable 

that all Japanese writers knew Hogarth's theory, the phrase "beauty of wavy 

lines" was repeatedly used by critics to explain the beauty of female nudes in 

particular. We may find the answer as to why Japanese preferred this phrase in 

the writings of Kenneth Clark. In his well known book titled "The Nude" (1956), 

8 On the detail of this issue, see Ueno, KenzO. Nihon Kindai Y6ga no Seiritsu: Hakuba-kai (The 
Establishment of Japanese Modem Art: The White Horse Society), Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 
2005, pp.68-72. 
9 Bijutsu Hy6ron (Critics of Art), vol. 1 , Tokyo: Yumani ShobO, 1991, p.1 05. 
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he explained as follows: 

Is there, after all, any reason why certain quasi-geometrical shapes should 

be satisfying except that they are simplified statements of the forms which 

please us in a woman's body? The recurrent search by writers on the 

theory of art - Lomazzo, Hogarth, Winckelmann - for a 'line of beauty' 

ends, not inappropriately, in a question-mark; and he who pursues it further 

is soon caught in the sterile fallacy of one cause. A shape, like a word, has 

innumerable associations which vibrate in the memory, and any attempt to 

explain it by a single analogy is as futile as the translation of a lyric poem. 

But the fact that we can base our argument either way on this unexpected 

union of sex and geometry is a proof of how deeply the concept of the nude 

is linked with our most elementary notions of order and design.1o 

Here, Clark as a heterosexual male viewer confessed his admiration of the 

beauty in the female nude and explained it "aesthetically." However, Linda 

Nead has criticized such a gendered discussion as Clark's. She argued that 

"Clark's category of the naked belongs to the inferior, female set of the body, 

whereas the nude is an extension of the elevated male attributes associated 

with the mind.,,11 

In My6j6 magazine, founder Yosano Tekkan, and Ueda Bin, a man of 

letters discussed a painting of a female nude by Fujishima Takeji titled Yoku-go 

(After Taking a Bath) shown at the fifth exhibition of Hakuba-kai in 1900 (fig. 

2.4). They told each other that they were made to believe nude paintings with a 

good combination of wavy lines comprised the ultimate beauty in art. 12 They 

did not seem to stick to representation of female nudes and they noted that they 

;~ Clark, K~nneth. The Nude: a Study of Ideal Art, Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1960, p. 344. 
Nead, Lmda. Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, London and New York: Routledge, 1992. p. 

14. 
12 MyOjO; no.6, November 1900, Tokyo: Shinshisha, pp. 6-6. 
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only learned that nude paintings are important in art. However, this issue of the 

magazine was banned by the police because it included illustrations of female 

nudes copied from Western art books. After this incident, Myojo made clear its 

support of paintings of female nudes. In protesting the censorship of nude 

images, Myojo, no.11, published a pair of illustrations by Fujishima captioned 

"Nihon Geijutsu no Genzat" (The Present State of Japanese Art) and "Nihon 

Geijutsu no Mira'" (The Future of Japanese Art) (fig. 2.5). In each illustration, 

French titles are written: "Figure symbo/ique du present de la nudite au Japon" 

(A Symbolic Figure of Nudity of Present Day Japan) and "Figure symbolique de 

I'avenir de la nudite au Japon" (A Symbolic Figure of Nudity of the Future 

Japan). One illustration symbolising Japanese art in 1900 shows Venus and 

angels covered in a black veil. An owl has a tag on its neck and the message is 

"Ignorance qui aime les tenebrs [sic.)" (Ignorance that likes darkness). The 

other illustration expresses Japanese art in 1901. The black veil is taken away 

by angels and nude Venus is coming out. An owl and bats are flying away. One 

of the angels is holding a palette. The female nude is a symbol of "art," and the 

ignorant Japanese society will be enlightened by art when a female nude is 

shown in public. 

However, the black veil had still not been removed in 1901. In October 

1901, Kuroda showed a painting of a nude woman in the sixth exhibition of 

Hakuba-kai (fig. 2.6). This painting was made in Paris using a French model 

when Kuroda was in France again to attend the Paris Exposition Universelle of 

1900. As ordered by the police, the painting was half covered by a cloth to hide 

the lower part of the woman's body. The My6jo magazine published its photo 

criticizing the oddity ofthe police control (fig. 2.7).13 Not only the painting by 

Kuroda but also drawings by Raphael Collin and other works of female nudes 

were partly covered with cloths, as illustrated reports in the newspapers attest 

13 MyOjO; no.17, November 1901. 
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to.14 On the occasion of the eighth exhibition of Hakuba-kai exhibition in 1903, 

there was a special room for nude paintings. Those who were introduced by 

members of Hakuba-kai were allowed to enter the room. 

Ueno Kenzo has argued that Kuroda guided the members of Hakuba-kai to 

exhibit images of female nudes as their mission to spread Western art in Japan. 

He wrote, 

In the age of Hakuba-kai in the late Meiji period, the idea of "art" and its 

position within society was still unstable. Rather than understanding it as a 

history of increasing interference by the police authority against nude 

painting as an established 'art,' it was formed by the collaborative work of 

artists, police and the audience and within this framework of the new state 

structure of Meiji Japan the nude painting should find its position. This 

viewpoint provides a more effective insight fitting the reality of Meiji art.15 

I agree with his opinion that "artists, police, and the audience" worked together 

to settle nude painting in art in Meiji Japan. However, we should note that the 

"artists, police, and the audience" who could express their opinions in public in 

Meiji Japan were all males. That is why the symbolically targeted female nude 

genre unified the police and artists. Even repeated efforts at control by the 

police reinforced the masculine camaraderie of male artists. 

2.2 Solidarity of Japanese students in Paris around 1900 

14 Ueno KenzO. "Hakubakai-ten zen 13-kai no Kiroku" (Records of 13 exhibitions of the White Horse 
Society), in Bridgestone Museum of Art, Ishibashi Foundation, The National Museum of Modem Art, Kyoto 
and Ishibashi Museum of Art, Ishibashi Foundation, ed., Hakubakai: Meiji YOga no ShimpO (Starting Anew 
in the Meiji Period: A Retrospective Exhibition of Painting from the Hakubakai Group 1896-1911), 
1996-1997, pp.192-193. 
15 Ueno, KenzO. Nihon Kindsi Y6ga no Seiritsu: Hakuba-kai, 2005, pp. 66-67. The original text in 
Japanese is: rllijfu~M(7) B,~~(7)~f~I':.:t-3~ \"( 1;1, 1, \~ t.:: r~*j (7).~ H±~''::f.){t Q{lLM-0 H 1:1:-f 
~iE-C-~ -:;>f;:(7) -C-~ 1'), t--C-I.: § :V: l t;: r ~* j C: l"( (7)~f*U!I11.:%t l "(,nlHlJ:J t.J)Tl~.a:- Jm;t --C ~ \ ~d:: 
~~ C: l--C C: G;t 6 J: t) t, llYli-a I:l * c ~ \ ? ~ l H4'J:*IfjtJ~O)ttt.J'-C-~f*urun'fil:M~'t ~J;(LQ /,~ r~* j 
(7)~m.7,<.tJ', ~wr*~¥~.lNI3lt'':J: 6:jt:lPlft • .a:-@ t "(1f%x:~.nt:.O)t=·c ~\ -j ~}J'f) ilTIre-C-~ IJ, -f: oj 

l t;:Jt,j;(7) 11-') tJHIJH-aMC7)~wr<7)~m,.:~ ~J t- c ~ 1;1:fi5?"1Jftm!Pf.a:-~f~ l"( < .n Q C: 73;t c);(L 0 tJ' G C' 
k>0j 
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On the occasion of the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, 

the Japanese government built a pavilion that imitated the style of an eleventh 

century temple and illustrated representations of Japanese art history in it. 

Contemporary paintings in Japanese style, sculptures, and crafts were all sent 

to the exhibition, although very few oil paintings were included. The government 

was against showing oil paintings, causing the Meiji Bijutsu kai to boycot the 

exhibition. Japanese exhibits had been classified as "crafts" rather than "art" at 

the previous international exhibitions although the Japanese office for the 

World's Columbian Exposition persistently negotiated with the U.S. government 

to show Japanese exhibits in the Art Museum.16 Some of the objects, such as 

"JCmiwa no Taka" (Twelve Hawks) made of bronze by Suzuki Ch6kichi, were 

moved from the Craft Gallery to the Art Museum after the exhibition had opened. 

This satisfied the Japanese government, and on the next occasion of Japan's 

partiCipation in the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1900, they sent many more 

art works, including oil paintings. This represented a major shift in Japanese art 

policy. Furthermore, some of these Japanese paintings were exhibited in the 

Oecennale Exhibition at Grand Palais and some of these, including Kuroda's 

Chi, Kan, J6 (Wisdom, Impression, Sentimenf), were even awarded prizes. In 

fact, Japan was not the only participant from a non-European country in the 

Oecennale Exhibition. Congo, Martinique, Indo-China and Peru also 

participated in the exhibition.17 It seems that the French government was trying 

to show a variety of art from all over the world at one time. In any event, this fact 

encouraged oil painters, many of whom tried to study in Paris around 1900. 

Kume KeiichirO was sent to Paris as a member of the Japanese officers for the 

the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1900, and Kuroda Seiki, Okada Sabr6suke, 

Wada Eisaku (1874-1959) and Asai ChO (1856-1907) were sent to study in 

16 This process was examined in the following catalogue, see, Tokyo National Museum ed., Umi 0 
Watatta Meiji no Bijutsu: Saiken, 1893 nen Chicago Korombusu Sekai Hakurankai (World's Columbian 
Exposition of 1893 Revisited: 191h Century Japanese Art Shown in Chicago, U.S.A.), Tokyo: Tokyo 
National Museum, 1997. 
17 Rosenblum, Robert. "Art in 1900: Twilight or Dawn?" in Rosenblum, Robert; Stevens, Mary Anne. ed., 
Art in 1900: Art at the Crossroads, London: Royal Academy of Arts, 2000, p.29. 
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Paris at government expense. 

Not only artists, but also an unprecedented number of officers, scholars 

and businessmen were in Paris around 1900. Until then, most Japanese chose 

to study in the United Kingdom and Germany to learn modern social systems, 

science and technology. In fact, there were still many more Japanese 

expatriates in Berlin than in Paris in around 1900. Japanese expatriates in 

Berlin had formed a society known as Nihon Kurabu (the Japan Club), and 

Japanese students formed smaller groups related to their expertise, such as 

medical science, law or military training. 18 

It was Kuroda Seiki and and Terashima Seiichiro (1870-1929) who 

proposed to form a society of Japanese students in Paris named "Panteon Kat 

(The Pantheon Society) in November in 1900. There was a small pension 

named Hotel Sufflot near the Pantheon, whose guests were mostly Japanese. It 

was at a cafe nearby where their friends regularly gathered. These Japanese 

stayed in Paris to study diverse fields, such as law, politics, medical science, 

biology and art. The role of artists among the group was important, because 

they edited a handmade journal to circulate among the members. It was from 

these issues in the journal that we are able to trace their activities now. It is 

called "Pantheon-kai Zassht (The Journal of the Pantheon Society) and three 

volumes are extant.19 Painters such as Wada Eisaku and Kubota Beisai 

(1874-1937) worked as editors, as well as on the elaborate binding and 

illustrations with other painters, including Okada Saburosuke. There are 

additional unsigned illustrations by unknown artists. Other members wrote 

essays, poems, plays, and other miscellany. These documents represent a rare 

opportunity for us to glimpse the everyday lives of Japanese in Paris at that 

18 Iwaya, Sazanarni. ShOha RyokO Miyage (A Story of ShOha's travel), Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1903, pp. 
267-269. 
19 They came to light in Japanese in 1987, and are now housed in the library of Maison Franco-Japonais 
in Paris. Based on a group research on them from 2001 to 2004, a book with reproductions of the original 
journals was published in 2004: "Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyQkai (A Research Group of "The Journal of the 
Pantheon Society") ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin Ryugakusei no KOyO: 'Panteon-kai Zasshi". Shiry6 to 
Kenkyu, (Paris 1900, Friendship of Japanese Students: Documents and Researches of "The Journal of 
the Pantehon Society'), Tokyo: Brocke, 2004. 
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time, and they reveal to us that there was a tightly knit homosocial society. 20 

One thing that was unique to The Pantheon Society was that it had its own 

rules. These were decided on the evening of 21 November 1900, upon the 

society's establishment. The rules were written at the beginning of the first 

volume of the journal. They are as follows: 

1. We call this newly established group of students "The Pantheon 

Society." 

2. All attendees on this night are regarded as members, and membership 

is for life. 

3. We produce a journal with writings and illustrations by our members. 

4. We have a dinner party and a tea party once a month. 

5. Admission of a new member is decided by unanimous approval of a 

secret vote by members. 

6. Members are given a nickname and we call each other by these 

nicknames. 

The fifth rule was changed later, and a new member was admitted with three 

members' nomination. Though most members were already married and had a 

certain social position in Japan, they defined themselves as students. They had 

left their families in Japan and lived by themselves in Paris. 

It is known that unions of male students were organized in the nineteenth 

century in Germany. Cultural anthropologists and ethnologists in Germany 

made studies on them in the early twentieth century and referred to them as 

"Mannerbund" (Masculine camaraderie).21 "Mannerbund" pursued homosocial 

20 Kojima, Kaoru. "Dansei DOmei to shite no Panteon-kat (The Pantheon Society as a Masculine 
Camaraderie), in ·Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyOkai ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin RyOgakusei no KOyO: 
·Panteon-kai Zasshi": ShiryO to KenkyO, 2004, pp. 411427. 
21 Sombart, Nicolaus. "Dansei-<lOmei to Seiji Bunka" (,Manner Bundt' and Social Poliltics), in KOhne, 
Thomas ed., Otoko-rashisa no Rakishi: Shimin-shakai to Otokorashisa no Shinwa (History of Masculinity: 
The Myth of Masculinity and Civil Society), Tokyo: Kashiwa ShobO, 1997, pp.133-155. The original text is 
in German and titled, Ml1nnergeshichte-Geschelchtergeschichte, Ml1nnlichkeit im Wandel der Modeme, 
Frankfurt am Main, New York: Campus: 1996. 
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unity and masculinity, which formed a base of the gendered nationalism in early 

modern Germany. Lynn Blattmann analysed the "Mannerbund" of male 

students organized in the nineteenth century that were also present in 

Switzerland. They confirmed their masculinity by Komment, such as duels and 

drinking beer.22 Some of the members of the Pantheon Society had stayed in 

Berlin, and they were intimately familiar with student life in Germany. For 

example, Iwaya Sazanami, who was in Berlin from 1900 to 1902, wrote that 

German students liked fighting in duels and that they swig beer.23 As I wrote 

before, Japanese students formed student groups in Berlin. If we compare the 

rules of the Pantheon Society with the features of "Mannerbund", we will be 

able to find quite interesting similarities. 24 

Blattmann defined characteristics of "Mannerbund" based on prior 

research as follows: 

1. A "Mannerbund" is a firmly institutionalised association of men. It will 

require these men to be bound together throughout their lives. 

2. It contains a numinous core that has mythical idea of unconquerable 

masculinity. 

3. A "Mannerbund" marks out itself as the symbolically created community 

by producing rituals to fuse or to remove barriers between the members. 

4. Acceptance into "Mannerbund" is enacted by a ritualistic act (an initiation 

ceremony). 

5. "MAnnerbOnde" show great symbolic analogy with families.25 

22 Blattmann, Lynn. "Kett6, Sake, Nakama to Suisu Gakusei RengO· (Duel, Alcohol, Comrade and 
Student's Union in Switzer1and" in KOhne ed., Otoko-rashisa no Rekishi: Shimin-shakai to Otokorashisa no 
Shinwa (History of Masculinity: The Myth of Masculinity and Civil Society), 1997, pp. 115-132. 
23 Iwaya, Sazanami. ShOha RyokO Miyage, 1903, p.333. 
24 I pointed out this resemblance in "Dansei DOmei toshiteno Panteon-kal', in "Panteon-kai Zasshi" 
KenkyOkai ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin RyOgakusei no KOyO: "Panteon-kai Zasshi": ShiryO to KenkyO, 2004, 
~f"411-427. 

Blattmann, Lynn. "KettO. Sake, Nakama to Suisu Gakusei RangO·, in KOhne ed., in Otoko-rashisa no 
Rakishi: Shimin-shakai to Otokorashisa no Shinwa, 1997, p.127. The Original text is: 
- Ein Mtlnnerbund ist eine fest institutionalisierte KOrperschaft von Mtlnnem. Er erhebt den Anspruch, 
diese Manner lebenslanglich einzubinden. 
- Er beinhaltet einnen numinosen Kem, der mit mythisChen Vorstellungen von unbezwingbarer 
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The Pantheon Society decided rules and nominated editors of the journal, 

secretaries, and other officers at regular meetings. This means that the society 

was established to be "a firmly institutionalised association." Their membership 

was also life-long. Blattmann added that a new member was given a new name 

by the group when he joined "Mannerbund.,,26 She explained that the nickname 

was only used among the members so that it testified to his identity in the 

group.27 The members of the Pantheon Society were given nicknames when 

they joined the group as well. Most writings in the journals are written given 

attribution by these nicknames known only to society members, and we cannot 

positively identify some of the members now as a result. Sometimes even a 

member'S family did not know anything about the nickname.28 On the other 

hand, Kanokogi wrote his recollections in Paris about thirty years later using his 

friends' nicknames.29 Society members shared apartments and often cooked 

together. It was a pseudo-family, in which members shared housework. There 

is a photograph of one of their meetings (fig. 2.8), and it shows a very casual 

and intimate atmosphere of the Society. They often drew humorous portraits of 

each other in the Journal of the Pantheon Society (figs. 2.9, 2.10). Such 

portraits must have played the same role as their nicknames, because only the 

members who knew each other well could enjoy the humour of these 

caricaturised portraits. 

When we regard the Pantheon Society as an example of "Mannerbund ," 

the editing of the journals may have had a symbolic role in the society to 

connect each member. On the cover of the second volume, Okada drew 

MAnnlichkeit besetzt ist. 
- Die Aufnahme in den Bund wird durch rituelle Handlungen (rites de passages) vollzogen. 
- MAnnerbOnde weisen groBe symbolishce Analogien zu Familien auf. 
26 Ibid., p.129. 
27 Ibid., p.129. 
28 Tanaka, ItteL Sekai D6chO Kaban no Chiri (Small episodes of My Traveling Abroad), Tokyo: Kishida 
Shoten, 1915, pp. 269-271. 
29 Kanokogi, TakeshirO. " Tai6 Sekiwa (sana yon)" (Recollection of my stay in Europe, part 4) in Tadasu no 
MOri, August 1932, pp. 1-2, Kyoto: Kanokogi KenkOjo. 
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Three Graces in the nude with the words "L'AMITIE" (Friendship) (fig. 2.11). 

There is an explanation of the image on the back cover (fig. 2.12): 

True friendship is not offering help to one's neighbors, is what the Three 

Graces symbolize. Their faces are serene and they are totally naked and 

embracing each other. The first Grace has a rose in her hand, the second 

has a die, and the third has a bouquet of myrtle, to show the three different 

effects of this virtue; that is to give, to receive and to return in kind. Their 

virginity shows us that sincere friendship should not be disgraced by any 

stain. Their nudity means that one should not adorn nor disguise between 

friends. Their merry visages tell that one should not appear to be sad when 

he was obliged to give his friends benefits or when he is benefited by his 

friends. If we add further explanation, by a rose, we signify the regards that 

should exist between those who like each other; by a die, that their 

gratitude one must pass from one to another; by the myrtle, their 

indestructible union. 30 

The iconography of the Three Graces and its explanation was based on 

Seneca's "De Beneficiis," which described them as smiling maidens 

representing three aspects of generosity: the giving, receiving and returning of 

gifts, or benefits. 31 This is a manifesto of the Pantheon Society. With the image 

of the Three Graces, they vowed eternal friendship. 

3O"Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyOkai, ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin RyOgakusei no K6yO: "Panteon-kai Zasshi": 
Shiry6 to KenkyO, 2004. p.101. The original text is as follows: LA vraye Amitie, qui ne se propose pour but 
que d'aider Ie prochain, est representee par les trois Graces. Ces vierges dont Ie visage est serein, sont 
toutes nues, & ont les bras enlaces. La premiere tient une rose tlla main, la seconde un de, & la troisieme 
un bouquet de myrthe, pour montrer les trois differents effets de cette vertu, qui sont, de donner, de 
recevoir, & de rendre Ie semblable. Leur virginita nous apprend, que la sincere Amitia ne veut estre 
souillee d'aucune tache; leur nudite, qu'iI ne taut pas qu'iI y ait ny fard ny deguisement entre les amis; leur 
visage riant, qu'on ne doit jamais paraistre trist, soit que I'on oblige par quelque bienfait, soit qu'on Ie 
rec;oive. J'ajoute III cecy, que par la rose nous est signifiee la complaisance qu'iI y doit avoir entre ceux qui 
s'aiment; par Ie de, leur reconnaissance, qui doit passer de I'un tll'autre, & par Ie myrthe, leur union 
incorruptible. 
31 Hall, James. Dictionary of Subjects & Symbols in Art, New York, Hagerstown, San Francisco, London: 
Icon editions, 1979, p. 303. Yamanshi, Emiko. "11-1/11-39, Hy6shi-gaiUraby6shf (11-1/11-39, Comments on 
Illustration on the Front and Back Covers), in Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyOkai, ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin 
RyOgakusei no K6yO: ·Panteon-kai Zasshi": Shiry6 to KenkyO, 2004, p. 167. 
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Okada SabuOsuke was an oil painter who worked with Kuroda Seiki at the 

Tokyo School of Fine Arts, and studied at the atelier of Raphael Collin in Paris 

with wada Eisaku. For him, it must have been quite natural to depict female 

nudes as the symbol of masculine camaraderie. Studio fraternity among artists 

was shared between the members of the Pantheon Society, and this tightened 

the unity of their masculine camaraderie. Among the three volumes of the 

Journals of the Pantheon Society, the first volume has lost its front and back 

covers, and the third volume has a simple cardboard cover. The second volume 

is most deliberately bound, and it contains more illustrations than the others. 

The cover was made with a piece of canvas, and a sheet of silk is affixed to its 

surface. The Three Graces were painted on it. On the reverse side of the 

canvas, there is a pattern of golden plant branches. The images seem to be 

made by pressing a real sprig with gold paint onto the canvas, and thus 

transferring its pattern. The plant on the back of the front cover looks like a sprig 

of olive (fig. 2.13). The other plant on the inside of the back cover seems to be a 

branch of myrtle (fig. 2.14). Olive was a symbol of peace and wisdom, and 

myrtle meant eternal fidelity, as explained in the Three Graces. Both patterns 

seem to be chosen to praise the solid unity of the selected members of the 

Pantheon Society with the symbolic image of the Three Graces. This volume 

has a frontispiece finely drawn in watercolour by Wad a Eisaku. Its title was Kiku 

(Chrysanthemum), and showed a profile of a young woman with 

chrysanthemum flowers in the Art Nouveau style (fig. 2.15). Chrysanthemum is 

a Japanese national symbol in the modern age, but it was often used as a 

metaphor for homosexuality in the Edo period. It is not clear why Wada's 

drawing was selected as a frontispiece, but there is some possibility that it also 

symbolized unity between male members. 

Lovers of haiku poetry formed a group named Tomoe-kai (Tomoe Group). 

The central figures were Asai ChO, Wada Eisaku and Kubota Beisai. They 

produced very finely illustrated pages of Haiku by the members of the Tomoe 
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Group in the Journal (fig. 2.16). Asai ChQ and Wada Eisaku stayed together at 

Grez where Kuroda had once stayed, and enjoyed sketching and making 

poems. Asai developed drawings and designs in the Art Nouveau style while he 

stayed in Grez (fig. 2.17), and Wada collaborated on the same style of drawings 

with him (fig. 2.18). Wada's frontispiece seems to have been made in this 

period. 

Asai was a former student of the K6bu 8ijutsu Gakk6 (The Art School of 

the Ministry of Industry) and a close friend of Koyama ShOtarO. He was 

nominated as a professor of oil painting in the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 

1898 but resigned the position soon after his return from France and moved to 

Kyoto. The intimate relationship between Asai and Wada only endured while 

they were in France. Former students of Koyama ShOtarO, such as Kanokogi 

TakeshirO, Nakamura Fusetsu, and Fujimura Chineta, who was a student of 

Asai, came to Paris at their own expense. They gathered at rooms in a shabby 

apartment, which they ironically called "Seiri-kaku" (Starlight Palace). Later they 

formed Taiheiy6-gakai (The Pacific Society) against Hakuba-kai (the White 

Horse Society) and Kanokogi and Wada parted ways because of their 

differences in art policy. Nevertheless, while they were in Paris, painters of 

different backgrounds gathered together in the Pantheon Society. 

In some cases, their relationship in Paris resulted in a good collaboration 

after they returned to Japan. Tanaka Ittei, one of the members, asked artists of 

the Pantheon Society to furnish the new library of Keio University in 1912 when 

he became its director. The main monument was a stained glass by Wada, 

which portrayed a goddess enlightening old Japanese Samurai (fig. 2.19). The 

goddess looks like Minerva, but also is reminiscent of Amaterasu, the ancient 

sun goddess in Japanese mythology who gave light to the human world. 

Another symbolic sculpture in marble by Kitamura Shikai was set in the main 

lobby of the library (fig. 2.20). It was a figure of Tekona, a young woman from 

an ancient Japanese legend. She was said to have been so beautiful that many 
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young men proposed marriage to her, but she committed suicide as a virgin. 

Female figures of the goddess and a virgin beauty were quite suitable as 

symbols for male solidarity. 

There was another collaboration of artists from among the members of the 

Pantheon Society. Kubota Beisai was hired by the Mitsukoshi Department 

Store, and Wada Eisaku and Okada Saburosuke worked together for a publicity 

campaign for Mitsukoshi. A discussion about this will be given in the next 

chapter. The records of meetings of the Pantheon Society in Paris through 

1912 are extant. As membership was life-long, they held meetings in Japan 

through the beginning of 1920s.32 

2.3 Male artists and the artistic self 

A photograph was taken of the students of the K6bu Bijutsu Gakk6 with 

their teacher, Antonio Fontanesi, when he was to leave Japan in 1878 (fig. 

2.21). Officers of the school and some of the students wear Western clothes, 

but most of them are in Japanese-style clothing. Their hairstyles are wild and 

some of them wear kimonos with a splashed pattern on a white undergarment 

and a Hakama (a kind of Japanese trouser). This was shosei (young students) 

fashion, which was a new social stratum in Meiji. Shosei was a name for 

students of newly established schools for higher education, who wanted to be 

the leaders of Japan. The art students' postures and sharp eyes show how 

strong their motivation for learning Western culture was. 

After Fontanesi left the K6bu Art School, Koyama ShOtarO, an assistant of 

the oil painting course, quit the school and opened a private atelier named 

Fudosha in 1887. A number of painters graduated from the atelier, including 

Kanokogi TakeshirO and Nakamura Fusetsu, whom I mentioned as members of 

the Pantheon-kai in the previous chapter. Students of Fud6sha sometimes went 

32 Tezuka, Emiko. ·Panteon-kai no Kiseki: Kaiin tachi no Kiroku, Nikki, Kaikoroku, Shokan nado yon~, in 
·Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyOkai, ed., Paris 1900, Nihon-jin RytJgakusei no KOytJ: "Panteon-kai Zasshi": 
ShiryO to KenkytJ, 2004, pp.382-387. 
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together sketching outside of Tokyo. Kanokogi had a photograph taken on 5 

April 1894 and wrote on the back of the photo that they were on a three-day 

excursion to see peach blossoms (fig. 2.22). However, they do not look like 

artists enjoying the view of flowery grove as much as they look like they were in 

military training. Koyama taught drawing in the military academy before he 

worked at the KObu Art School, and joined the army as a military painter when 

the Sino-Japanese war started in August of the same year. Western-style 

landscape drawing was regarded as useful in recording geography for military 

purposes during the early Meiji period in Japan. This photography conveys to 

us what the idea of 'art' consisted of during that period. 

Kanokogi went to America with three fellow FudOsha students in the 

autumn of 1900. Two other former FudOsha students waited for them in Boston, 

and they held watercolour exhibitions of Japanese subjects. They earned 

enough money to continue travelling to Europe and arrived in Paris in 1901. 

They wore kimonos to attract attention in Boston. There are two photographs 

taken in the Boston Arts Club. One of them shows Kanokogi with his friends 

posing in kimonos, probably for an American audience (fig. 2.23). Their portraits 

in kimonos were seen as exotic by American audiences just as were the 

Japanese landscapes and people expressed in their watercolours. The other 

photograph shows Kanokogi standing with a snobby air in a black suit in the 

same room (fig. 2.24). On the reverse of the this picture, there is a note to his 

wife. He must have sent this photograph as evidence of his success in America 

to his relatives in Japan. Here, he expressed himself proudly as an artist who 

had created the works displayed behind him. Kanokogi went to Paris and 

studied in the Academy Julian the following year. His photo in the atelier with a 

nude model in its centre shows us that he had already joined the studio 

fraternity in the academy (fig. 2.25). 

Another photograph of Japanese painters in France in 1900 shows Kuroda 

Seiki, Iwamura TOru, Kume KeiichirO, Okada SburOsuke, Wada Eisaku, GOda 
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Kiyoshi, Sano Akira and Shodai Tameshige in fully Western attire (fig. 2.26). 

They were all members of Hakuba-kai, and were in Paris for official duties. 

They are dressed in good fashion and proudly posed for the camera. The 

photograph confirmed the assimilation of these men to European culture. Kume 

later recalled the day when they gathered together as follows: 

There was one of the most pleasurable memories of the time I stayed in 

France for the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1900. It was that as many as 

eight of the members of the "camarade" of the White Horse Society 

gathered in Paris.33 

Kume actually used the French word "camarade" in his sentences, and 

testified to their solidarity. They left Paris and enjoyed drunkenly roaming the 

bank of the Marne River in the evening. According to Kume, they forgot that 

they were foreigners in France and danced and sang songs madly. He wrote, 

Actually, we were intoxicated with this serene world, with clear moonlight, 

and with mild atmosphere. We totally lost ourselves in enormous pleasure 

to meet our comrades together in a foreign country far away from our 

homeland.34 

Whereas their photograph showed their yearning for Western culture, their 

eccentric behaviour showed their identity as "bohemian" artists, which 

strengthened their masculine camaraderie. 

It was during their first stay in Paris that Kuroda and Kume joined the 

"bohemian" life introduced by their American and English friends. We have 

33 Kume, KeiichirO. HOgen Bijutsu-ron (Critics on Art by Kume Keiichiro), Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu 
Shuppan, 1984. p.266. The original text in Japanese is: r -'1LOo-q::O)m'Jt~-(', * tfftlltR1.t ;r[',~;1' t::. <) 
t::'-0~0o -1:"nl1. B,~~(J) 1J7 '77 !'";1'J\.A ~"{' t ~m~:: ilU~ 0t:l!:-t:';h 0 0 J 
34 Ibid., p. 267. The Original text in Japanese is: r~~fX~ 1:tJH:~ffttt ;Rijj!(::Mtt}, m r) i'J'1.tJl O)'jt C. j;i:m 
tt~1a.I;:~t}, "*~~~ .lQH:tt--cftflrll'IPl,!;i'J'fljiJ<lt:jt:gVl:B: l-C~ < fX-a:.Snt::.o)""(·;h0" J 
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seen their photograph taken in Fontainebleau, in which they were dressed in a 

very casual manner (fig. 1.5). Another photo of Kuroda with Griffin from the 

same period shows Kuroda wearing a strange jacket like a labourer and has a 

Turkish cap that he might have purchased during the journey to Paris35 (fig. 

2.27).36 Whether dressed in casual clothes or in formal atire, we can see a 

sense of privileged identity as an artist in these portraits of Japanese painters in 

France. 

Amelia Jones pOinted out that modern artists tried to express their 

creativity in a fashion that was distinct from and opposed to the bourgeoisie.37 

She argued that there were two different types of artists' fashion by using the 

example of two photographs by Nadar. One was a photo of ThE!Ophile Gautier 

in 1857, which shows him in an artist's smock with a loose scarf and an 

open-collared shirt. Another example was a portrait of Eugene Delacroix in 

1858, which shows a perfectly dressed "dandy" image of the artist. She 

explained that artists distinguished themselves from ordinary people by taking 

on a sartorial signifier of a peasant or labourer, or a by performing as "the 

artistic dandy.,,38 The group photo of members of Hakuba-kai and the photo of 

Kanokogi with his friends in an apartment in Paris (fig. 2.28) show their 

performance as artistic dandies. Japanese male artists in Paris copied both of 

these two types of self-presentations by Western artists. Dressed as either 

workers or dandies, Japanese artists made efforts to assimilate themselves in 

the milieu of Western culture. 

2.4 "Bohemian" life introduced to Japanese art students 

35 He wrote to his mother in a letter dated on 21 March 1884 that he bought this cap at Aden, and he drew 
the drawing of the cap in the letter. Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Kuroda Saiki Nikki (Journals of Kuroda Seikl) , 
voU, Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1966. p. 9. 
36 This photograph is in the collection of Maine Historical Society, an archive in a hometown of Griffin, and 
was discovered by Arayashiki TOru. See, Arayashiki, TOru. Gurfl Shuru Rowan ni kakaru Hashi: Kuroda 
Saiki, Asai CM to Furansu Gaijutsuka-mura, (Grez-sur-Loing and Japan: Kuroda Seiiki and Asai ChO), 
Tokyo: Pola Bunka KenkOjo, 2005. p. 25-26. 
37 Jones, Amelia. "'Clothes Make the Man': The Male Artists as a Performative Function", in Oxford Art 
tfumal, Oxford: Didcot Press, vol. 18, no. 2.,1995, pp. 8-21. 

Ibid., p.21. 
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As we have seen before, Kuroda Seiki founded a new association of artists, 

Hakubakai (The White Horse Society) in 1896. The main members were Kume 

KeichirO (1866-1934), Okada SaburOsuke (1869-1939), Wada Eisaku 

(1874-1959), and Fujishima Takeji (1867-1943). Okada, Wada, and Fujishima 

had already studied academic-style oil painting under teachers who had studied 

at the KObu Art School, but they changed their style following Kuroda and joined 

Hakuba-kai. Why did Kuroda attract such young artists? 

An episode of Okada's encounter with Kuroda in the summer of 1893 

provides a clue.39 When he walked along a road near the Sea of Yokohama to 

visit his uncle's summer house, he found people he didn't recognize engaged in 

sketching the landscape. They turned out to be Kuroda and Kume, whom 

Okada already knew, but he did not recognise them at first sight. What 

surprised Okada was the fashion of their attire. They were both dressed in quite 

casual clothes like labourers, though they were sons of wealthy dignities in 

Japan. Kuroda must have been dressed in the same kind of clothes when the 

photo with Griffin was taken in Paris (fig. 2.27). They spent summer vacations in 

the countryside of Tokyo, as they stayed in Grez and Bn9hat while they were in 

France. Okada was fascinated by their way of living and joined them. They went 

on sketching and swimming together during the day and drinking at night. 

Okada himself did not drink alcohol much, but he enjoyed coffee, which he had 

never tasted before. At this time, they were all in their twenties. Wada Eisaku 

also really admired Kuroda, Kume and Iwamura's eccentric behaviour and 

respected their bohemian style of life as artists.4o 

Kuroda's self-portrait from June 1897 was painted in swift brushstrokes on 

a small board. He wore a simple shirt and a beret (fig. 2.28). This kind of attire 

was quite strange in Japan in those days. People still usually wore kimonos in 

39 Okada, SaburOsuke. "Atorie Zatsuwa" (Recollection of My Artist Life), in Bijutsu, Tokyo: Bijutsu HakkOjo, 
vol.14, no.3, pp.3-4. 1939. 
40 Yamanashi Emiko introduced and discussed on this episode in, Yamanashi, Emiko. "Kuroda Seiki no 
Nidome no Tai6 soshite Panteon-kai tono Kakawari" (The Meaning of Kuroda Seiki's Second Stay in Paris 
and His relationship with the Pantheon Society), in "Panteon-kai Zasshi" KenkyQkai ed., Paris 1900, 
Nihon-jin RyOgakusei no KOyO: 'Panteon-kai Zasshi": ShiryO to KenkyO, 2004, p.452. 
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everyday life, and government officials and intellectuals dressed in Western 

attire when they went to work. Kuroda painted a small portrait of Kume in 

January 1897, during the time that they were staying in a village by the sea, 

away from Tokyo (fig. 2.29). In his portrait, Kume was sketching something with 

a cigarette in his mouth. At the lower left of the painting, Kuroda added the 

small pattern of a white horse and wrote his name in it. Hakuba-kai (the White 

Horse Society) created an insignia in the shape of the head of white horse. 

Kuroda's signature on the painting marked his identity as a member of 

Hakuba-kai. Kuroda, Kume and another member from Hakuba-kai spent the 

New Year's holidays together in the village, which was particularly unusual 

behaviour for the period as convention would have dictated that they should 

have stayed with their family to celebrate the New Year with them. However. 

Kuroda resisted such Japanese customs, and found his place living among his 

comrades of Hakuba-kai. 

One can imagine the pervasive bohemian atmosphere among the young 

members of Hakuba-kai. Although I have demonstrated that Kuroda considered 

the creation of the society very carefully. the myth of Hakuba-kai being set up 

spontaneously while drinking at a bar has been the standard story. 41 Most of 

the members were nominated as professors of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts 

and their students attended its annual exhibitions (fig. 2.30). They were all male 

and studies at a life class bound them together in a studio fraternity. Professors 

who had studied abroad brought the lifestyle of art stUdents into Japan. A good 

example was Bijutsu-sai (An Art Festival) held in 1903 in the Tokyo School of 

Fine Arts. Among the many events, there was a fancy parade by professors and 

students of oil painting called "A Parade of Art Students in Paris." They were 

dressed as a French art student. a female model. a flower vender. a waiter at a 

cafe, and a beggar, and they sang songs in English and in French (fig. 2.31).42 

41 On this discussion, see, Kojima, Kaoru. "Hakubakai Seiritsu no Imi ni tsuite no Ichi Shiron", (An 
Investigation of the Formation of the VVhite Horse Society), in Kindsi Gssetsu, no.5, 1997. pp. 108-124. 
42 Hasegawa, Noboru. "Bi-kO Jidai no Koto-nado" (Memories on My Life at the Tokyo School of Fine Art), 
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Students of sculpture acted as "living sculptures" in the nude (fig. 2.32). These 

events were modelled after fetes at the ateliers of French artists. For example, 

there is a photograph of the atelier of Jean-Leon GerOme in 1896 that shows 

students in fancy dress (fig. 2.33).43 There is also a drawing of a tableau vivan 

of the same atelier in 1898, where some of male students dressed as women 

(fig. 2.34).44 Such excitements well reflected the homosocial atmosphere in the 

ateliers. A student at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts wrote the following in his 

memoirs: 

We all displayed the bohemian way of life. We sang together the Chaka-hoi 

song and cavorted along the streets in the center of Tokyo. We seldom 

went to school and we preferred to paint or to drink at home. I remember 

that it was Professor Iwamura who taught us art history, who had 

introduced such an atmosphere to the art school. He fascinated us by 

telling us about the casual lifestyle of art students in Paris and we admired 

it very much.45 

Iwamura TOru (1870-1917) went to the United States of America in 1888 to 

study art. He moved to Paris and entered the Academy Julien in 1891. He 

published Pari no Bijutsu Gakusei (Art Students in Paris) in 1902, which 

introduced Japanese readers to the daily lives of art students in the art 

academy in Paris.46 The masculine camaraderie at the art school in Paris was 

in Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku Hyakunen-shi: Tokyuo Bijutsu Gakk6-hen (One Hundred History of the Tokyo 
National University of Fine Arts & Music: Tokyo School of Fine Arts), vol.2, Tokyo: GyOsei, 1992, p. 231. 
On the detail of Bijutsu-sai and its relation with ateliers in France, see Imahashi, Eiko. Ito SMkei: Nihon-jin 
no Pari (Admiration for Paris: Paris dreamed by Japanese), Tokyo: Kashiwa-shobO, 1993, pp.180-189. 
43 Lafont-Couturier, Helime. GerOme, Paris: Edition Herscher, 1998, p.29. 
44 Ibid, p.30. 
45 Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku Hyakunen-shi: Tokyuo Bijutsu GakkO-hen vol.2, Tokyo: GyOsei, 1992, p.130. 
The Original text is: r (~4 (7) 1Iil~1;t [r:p@-]) fiiJ.h b ~ G i"~"" ~ 7 ;....- :a-~~ L -r J.) t.:.o f9ilo) 'f"-v tnt 4' 
ftn :a-*" ,,::. /jtHT Gitt.:. IJ , ~~ :a-iftllJ ~--::>t:: VJ , -t L -r ~ VJ "t~""'I±l-r '::.1%!"-c-m~ ,t:: VJ iri:a-tli: Iv t: VJ 1-Q 
::. C. (7) jjt/· a, " '{)Lt:' 0t::o ~~,;: <Ii> >. ~ '.&-~1Q. :a-rF0t:: AI;t, ~ .'il!,'&- c. <Ii> 0) ~* ~ :a-1t~0-r,1') t.:.l'iH 
[~] 7t't:-C-<Ii> 0 ~ oj ,::. .'il!,'&-o 7t1:j;t~~o)jj!ij*O) ~~tt1:fi5:a-m ~'-r, '¥:1::a-)..:I,;' ':.IJt.It{~it L II! t.:. 

~ojttb't"t'"<Ii>0oJ 
46 On Iwamura TOru and his promotion of the bohemian life of art students in Japan, see, Imahashi, Eiko. 
Ito ShOkei: Nihon-jin no Pari, 1993. 
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transplanted to Tokyo, and now it enabled young men from the Japanese 

countryside to participate in the urban life of Tokyo. 
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Chapter 3 Making Images of "Kimono Beauty" as a National Symbol 

3.1 Reception of Western dress in the early Meiji period 

After Japan began to establish diplomatic relations with Western countries, 

"women in kimono" was a kind of Japanese icon. It did not mean that the 

Japanese did not wear Western clothes at all. Those who first changed the 

custom of wearing kimono were the imperial family. Prior to the establishment 

of the Meiji government, the emperor conventionally received only a very limited 

number of visitors in the imperial court and spent most of his time surrounded 

by court ladies. However, after becoming the head of state, it became 

necessary to grant foreign ambassadors audiences with the emperor. At the 

same time, the Meiji Empress needed to present herself before the public in the 

manner of the queens of Western countries. In 1872, the Meiji government 

distributed photographs of the emperor and the empress to ambassadors (fig. 

3.1).1 In these photographs, the monarchs were dressed in the traditional 

costume used at formal ceremonies of the court. The Emperor wore' Sokutal' 

and the Empress wore 'JOni-hitoe'. However, the government soon realized that 

these photographs succeeded only in attracting ethnological interest among 

Westerners. 

In 1873, the government adopted Western-style uniforms for men in 

military service and commissioned a photograph of the emperor clothed 

likewise in a Western-style uniform (fig. 3.2).2 In addition to the emperor's 

uniform, his moustache, beard, and sword give him a much more Westernised 

and masculine appearance than in his earlier photograph. The emperor in 

Western uniform seemed to represent Japanese Westernisation while the 

empress in traditional dress was part of Japanese cultural identity. The Meiji 

1 Kunai-chO, ed., Meiji Ten6-ki (A Chronicle of the Meiji Emperor) vol. 2, Tokyo: Yoshikawa KObunkan, 
1969, p. 739. 
2 Kunai-chO, ed., Meiji TenO-ki, vol. 3, 1969, p. 134. 
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government ordered an Italian painter named Giuseppe Ugolini to paint 

portraits based on these photos in order to decorate the Palace (fig. 3.3). This 

pair of asymmetrical portraits prognosticated a gendered role of Japanese 

kimono that had become a national fashion. This pair of portraits was not only 

for publicity for foreign countries but also attracted Japanese public interest. 

The portraits of the emperor and the empress were run off in mass-produced 

prints (fig. 3.4). 

However, on 23 June 1886, the Meiji government renewed the regulation 

of female court dress and declared that the empress and court ladies should 

wear Western clothes as the need arose.3 On 17 January 1887, an informal 

note to encourage women to wear Western dress was issued in the name of the 

empress.4 Foreign advisors employed by the Meiji government regarded this 

reform with disfavour. For example, Dr. Erwin O. E. von Balz, a German 

medical doctor, complained of the oddity of Japanese women in Western dress 

to a high government minister, ItO Hirobumi. ItO, however, answered, "You know 

nothing about politics. Japanese women dressed in traditional clothes are not 

treated as equal by Westerners, but regarded as something akin to dolls."5 ItO 

understood that when the empress and court ladies dressed in traditional garb 

they were gazed at by Westerners as specimens of the exotic "other." 

In the new official portrait in 1888, the empress was shown fully dressed in 

a mantle de court (fig. 3.5). She was also furnished with a set of bound 

Japanese (or Chinese) books and flowers in a Chinese-style vase on a small 

table, while the emperor appeared in simple military garb. Perhaps the 

empress's portrait follows the iconography of images of "a wise woman" formed 

in the Edo period and the books beside her were intended to signify her 

intelligence. Such iconography originated in Chinese culture and was used in 

3 Kunai-chO, ed., Meiji Ten6-ki, vol. 6,1971, p. 602. 
4 Kunai-chO, ed., Meiji Ten6-ki, vol. 6, 1971, pp. 680-681. 
5 Balz, Toku. ed., BeflJtsu no Nikki (Diaries of Dr. B81z), vol.2, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 
1977, pp. 149-150. 
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representations of intellectuals.6 A stack of books and vase of flowers had 

been common attributes of beauty and wisdom in paintings and prints of 

women since about the mid-eighteenth century (fig. 3.6). Thus, although the 

empress had to wear Western dresses in her capacity as a representative of 

Japan, official representations of her were not merely copies of portraits of 

European queens, but included cultural signifiers of East Asia. Moreover, even 

the Western dresses of the empress were made with Japanese cloth and 

Japanese-style embroidery. One of the mantles de court of the empress is 

decorated with detailed embroideries of chrysanthemum, which is a symbol of 

the Imperial family (fig. 3.7). Based on the photograph, a number of the same 

images of the empress in Western dress were reproduced in prints regardless 

of her real age (fig. 3.8).7 

The Europeanisation policy of the Meiji government was at its peak when 

Rokumei-kan (Deer Cry Pavilion), designed by Josiah Conder (1852-1920), 

opened in 1883. The Meiji government held parties at Rokumei-kan inviting 

foreign guests, where dignities of the government had to join them, and their 

wives wore Western-style dress and gathered there (fig. 3.9). Western-style 

dress even prevailed among some geisha in Tokyo, whose look was 

popularised by lithographs (fig. 3.10). 

However, such government promotion of Western culture declined by 

around 1890 and a countermovement occurred. A handbook for the public titled 

/fuku to Ryuk6 (Clothes and Fashion) published in 1895 reported that 

Western-style clothes for women were not in fashion any more, with the 

6 Nakamachi, Keiko. "Nih on Kinsei Bijutsu ni okeru Bunjinshumi no KenkyO 1" (Scholar's Objects in 
Early-modem Japanese Art 1), in Jissen Joshi Daigaku Bigaku Bijutsushi Gaku (The Review of Art History 
Department of Jissen Women's University, Tokyo), no.13, 1998, pp. 47-77. Kojima, Kaoru. ·ChOgoku-fuku 
no Josei zO ni miru Kindsi Nihon no Aidentiti Keisei" (The images of woman in Chinese dress and 
formation of Japanese national identity), in Annual Reports of Studies of the Faculty of Letters of Jissen 
Women's University, Tokyo, no. 44, 2002, pp. 17-37. 
7 I researched major collections of popular lithographs at the Kawasaki City Museum, The Intemational 
Prints Museum, Machida, and the Komoike collection. On other lithographs, I referred to "Sekihanga 
ChOse SOmokuroku" (A Catalogue of Lithographs Researched) in a catalogue, Egskareta Meiji Nippon. 
Sekihan-ga (ritogurafu) no jidai, Kenkyu-hen (Meiji Nippon in Pictures: the Age of Lithographs, a volume of 
Research Reports), Kobe City Museum, 2002, pp. 69-301. 
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exception of court dresses.s In other words, formal dress in the Western style 

became privileged fashion for the upper class as a mark of distinction. The 

covers of magazines for young women often bore photos of the female 

members of the imperial family in Western-style dresses, setting up these 

images as those of ideal women. 

3.2 Images of Japanese women in kimono under Westerners' gaze 

When Japan participated in the international exhibition in an official 

capacity for the first time in 1867, three Japanese women served tea in a 

Japanese-style pavilion. Magazines reported on these Japanese women with 

illustrations. One of them in Le Monde //lustre, 31 August 1867, shows how 

curiously European people gazed at Japanese women in kimono (fig. 3.11).9 

"Japanese" women wearing kimono-like costume also made appearances 

in operas and comedies such as "Kojikl' and "Yedda" performed by French 

actresses.10 The huge success in 1896 of Sidney Johns's operetta titled The 

Geisha: A Story of a Tea House helped popularise the word "geisha" in 

Europe.11 In literature, Madame Chrysantheme by Pierre Loti first published in 

1888 is one of the most famous portrayal of Japanese woman seen by male 

French in literature (fig. 3.12). These performances and the novel told love 

stories about European men and young Japanese women who were in most 

cases geishas. They reflected the gendered structure of the relationship 

between the modernised West and the undeveloped land of Japan. 

In 1900, a group of geisha from Tokyo went to Paris helped by the success 

of The Geisha, and showed musical and dance performances around Europe.12 

8 Ohashi, MatatarO. ed., Nichiy6 Hyakka Zensho Dai 6 hen: Ifuku to RyOk6 (Encyclopaedia for Dairy Use, 
volume6: Clothes and Fashion), Tokyo: Hakubunkan, 1895, pp. 129-130. 
9 Reprinted in in Rumondo Iryusutore: Nihon Kankei Sashie-shO (Le Monde //lustre: Illustration on Japan), 
Yokohama, Yokohama KaikO ShiryOkan, 1986, p. 52. 
10 Mabuchi, Akiko. "Butai no Ue no Nihon: 1870 Nenndai no Part', (Japan on the Scene in Paris in 1870s), 
in Nihon Joshi Daigaku Kiy6, no. 12,2001, pp.169-188. 
11 Hashimoto, Yorimitsu. "Chaya no Tenshi: Eikoku Seiki-matsu no Operetta Geisha, 1896 to sono 
Rekishi-teki Haikei" (The Angel in the Tea House: Representations of Victorian paradise and Playground 
in The Geisha, 1896), in Japonisumu KenkyO, Tokyo: Japonisumu-gakkai, no. 23, 2003, pp. 30-49. 
12Shinoda, KOzO. Meiji Hyaku-wa (One Hundred Short Stories in Meijl) , Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2003, 
pp.173-185. 
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It is well known that an ex-geisha named Sada-yakko; an actress of the 

theatrical company of Kawakami OtojirO made a huge success in Paris (fig. 

3.13). They played at the Loie Fuller theatre during the Paris Exposition 

Universelle of 1900. Her performances inspired a fashion of a dressing gown 

named 'Kimono Sada Yakko,13(fig. 3.14). The fact that kimono-like dressing 

gowns were designed proved that Japanese women in kimono were still 

associated with a kind of sexual fantasy. 

An oil painting by Marie-F ranCfois-Firmin Girard (1838-1921) titled La 

Toilette dejaponaise (The Japanese Toilet) (1873) showed a nude woman 

playing a Japanese guitar in a Japanese room. 14 It clearly illustrated an 

imaginative geisha as gazed upon by a male European painter. The fact that 

this painting was reproduced into a full-page illustration of L'I/Iustration15 (fig. 

3.15) testifies that the painting attracted public interest in France. Another 

magazine reproduced an oil painting by Adrien Moreau that depicted French 

people watching a stage of Japanese performers in a park (fig. 3.16). The 

painter could have opportunities to see performances of dances and songs by 

Japanese women, but he must have added his imaginative influences to 

produce this painting as well. It shows a good contrast of a kind of stereotyped 

images of "brutal" samurai and "cheerful" Japanese geisha.16 Whereas male 

Japanese were shown in armour with a Japanese sword in his hand, female 

Japanese were performing merrily in kimonos. 

Though male Japanese tried to shed such images of "cruel" samurai by 

dressing in Western attire in Paris as we will discuss later, they sent images of 

13 Fukai, Akiko. "Kimono Sadayakko" (Kimono Sadayakko), in Kawakami OtojirO to 1900 nen Pari 
Bankoku Hakurankai, (Kawakami OtojirO and Exposition Universe/le in Paris in 1900), Fukuoka: Fukuoka 
City Museum, 2000, pp. 132-135. 
14 On this painting, see, Miura, Atsushi. "Saron ni okeru Nihon Shumi: 1850nen-1880nen no Pari no 
Saron ni Happy6 sareta Nihon 0 Shudai tosuru Kaiga Sakuhin ni Kansuru KenkyO" (Japonisme in the 
Salon: a Research on Paintings with Subjects related to Japan exhibited in the Salon in 1850-1880), in 
Bijutsushi Rons6, Tokyo: Tokyo University, no. 6, 1993, pp. 193-209. 
15 The issue of Autumn 30 1873. 
16 Saeki Junko pOinted out that Japanese geisha and samurai were both regarded as symbols of sexuality 
in "the imagined 'Orient' by the Western people". See, Saeki, Junko. ·'Geisha' no Hakken: 'Tasha-ka' 
sareru Nippon" (Discovery of 'Geisha': Japan gazed as the 'Other'), in Shimamoto, Hiroshi: Kasuya, 
Makoto. ed., Bijutsushi to Tasha (Art History and the 'Other), Kyoto, KOyOshobO, 2000, pp. 117-152. 
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contemporary Japanese woman in kimono to the Paris Exposition Universelle 

of 1900. Kuroda sent four paintings depicting a young Japanese woman in 

kimono in natural surroundings, such as Kohan (Lakeside) (fig. 3.17) and 

Kokage (Under the Trees) (fig. 3.18) as well as Chi Kan Jo (Wisdom, 

Impression and Sentiment), which represented three Japanese women in the 

nude. Chihan N6ry6 (Summer Evening at Lakeside) (fig. 3.19) by Fujishima 

Takeji showed two young women in kimono enjoying the cool of the evening. 

Keiko (A Musical Lesson) by Shirataki Ikunosuke (fig. 3.20) represented a 

group of young women and female children practicing the Japanese guitar and 

songs. It was a scene of ordinary life in Tokyo in those days. Such images of 

Japanese young women playing music may have reminded Europeans of 

geisha. Japanese male artists showed Japanese women in kimonos to Western 

viewers as an icon of the exotic land of Japan. 

3.3 Wada Eisaku and his representation of a woman in kimono 

Wada Eisaku, who was one of the central figures in the Pantheon-kai, 

completed two major works during his stay in Paris from 1900 to 1903: one was 

titled Shiky6 (Homesickness) (fig. 3.21), which was accepted by the Salon des 

Artists Franyaise in 1902. The other was Kodama (Echo) (fig. 3.22), which was 

sent to Japan as soon as it was finished on 7 January 1903,17 and was shown 

at the fifth Naikoku Kangy6 Hakurankai (National Industrial Exhibition) in Osaka 

in 1903. What is interesting in these two works is their contrast. While Shikyo 

represents a Japanese woman in kimono standing in an apartment in Paris, 

Kodama shows a French woman half nude. 

Wada wrote that he had the idea of the subject for "Echo" when he was in 

the gallery of antique sculptures in The Louvre. A tour guide was talking about a 

mysterious phenomenon in the room to a group of American tourists: if one 

17 wada, Eisaku. "Pari no Shin-min Seikatsu: JOninen mae no Nikki yon~ (A New year in Paris: Extracts 
from a Diary of 12 Years Ago), in Bijutsu ShimpO, vol. 14, no. 3, January 1915, p. 42. Wada almost 
finished the painting in 1902, and signed in the painting as "EISAKU WADA PARIS 1902" in the lower 
right. 
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whispered to a marble basin, the voice echoed from another marble basin in 

another part of the room. Wada recounted his thoughts at having heard this as 

follows: 

What came up in my mind at that time was that the antique sculptures in 

marble or bronze in the room seemed like a grove of dead trees. I imagined 

that a beautiful woman with a half-animal body was in the grove, and that 

she was surprised by the rebounding of her own voice, or "echo."18 

In Kodama, a woman winds a thin white cloth on the lower half of her body and 

stands among the trees with her hands at her ears. This is reminiscent of Collin, 

who had made works in which a nude nymph like woman was standing in the 

woods. The subject of "Echo" was not rare at that time, and Cabanel had even 

painted a work with the same title before.19 This was the last work that Wada 

finished in Paris. Just as Kuroda had painted Chosho at the end of his stay in 

France, Wada also worked on a female nude to show his progress. It should be 

noted that hiring a professional to model half nude was expensive for an art 

student. Kodama, like Chosho, was also purchased by Sumitomo Shunsui, one 

of Saionji Kimmochi's brothers. At a time when very few Japanese collected oil 

paintings, Sumitomo Shunsui, advised by his brother who had studied in Paris, 

was one of the few big collectors. I presume that Kuroda asked the Sumitomo 

family to purchase Kodama. Eight years after Chosho's installation in 1895 in 

the fourth Naikoku Kangyo Hakurankai in Kyoto, this painting was shown at the 

fifth Naikoku Kangyo Hakurankai in Osaka in 1903. Both Kuroda Seiki's Chosh6 

and Wada Eisaku's Kodama were painted in Europe and exhibited in Japan, 

18 Wada, Eisaku. "Gadan no YonjOnen: Ashiato 0 kaeri mite, 62" (Recalling Forty years of My Life in the 
Art Wor1d, no.62), Tokyo MaiyO Shimbun, 12 December 1937. Original text in Japnese is: r -f:- O)fi,'n::fLO) 
11'11 1;:1$ Ivt:::q) l:t , tI:(J)¥:I;:~?IJ ~ .tLt.:. *~::fi ~7P /' ;«(J)ti~~H:tTJttJ;*q)~O)~ ") t~· ~ :z:.;.,,;, -=- ~ --c'.}, 

I? "iLt.:.o -f:-q)t.5*O)~q)ltq;:, ~A~~q)~U\Gkn;Pl-Am"C !l7tq)~Lt.:.JffO)fi', Iln tc-> w-=
t::"i~ I;:. < c :z:.;.~~ 5 f.t.~-r ib I? "i L t.:.o J 
19 Tan'o, Yasunori. ·Wada Eisaku: Seikimatsu no Kodama" (Wada Eisaku: Echo in the Fin-de-siecle), in 
Hikaku Bungaku Nenshi (Anna/es de litterature comparee), Tokyo: Waseda University, no. 21, March 
1985. Tan'o, Yasunori. "Wada Eisaku: Seikimatsu no Kodama, Hor (A Supplement to Wada Eisaku: Echo 
in the Fin-de-siecle). in Hikaku Bungaku Nenshi, Tokyo: Waseda University, no. 22, March 1986. 
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and they both painted nude European female models in Paris to bring back to 

Japan. As Norman Bryson argues, the bodies of European women were crucial 

for Kuroda and his fellow painters because 

The process of cultural assimilation was figured through a female 

iconography; the relationship between the men who ruled the modern 

world was visualized across the bodies of women whom modernity 

excluded, in a process that might be called "transnational voyeurism.,,20 

The nude paintings of European women that Kuroda and his colleagues painted 

in Paris testified to the fact that they themselves had become members of a 

modernised male European society. Coming back to Japan, they proudly 

exhibited such nude paintings to certify their status as shin-kich6sha, or "new 

returnees" from Europe. Unlike Kuroda's case, Kodama did not cause 

controversy over the representation of nude forms, possibly because the 

woman depicted had a cloth on the lower part of her body. 

Shiky6 was painted for a French audience with the intention of being 

accepted by the Salon. For this reason, he chose a Japanese woman in kimono 

as a subject. Wada wrote in his later years that he followed other Japanese 

students in Paris, because they often wrote their graduate theses on Japanese 

subjects.21 Wada already knew well aboutjaponisme fashion in Europe, 

because he had worked under a collector of Japanese art and books named 

Adolf Fischer in Berlin for about two months prior to his stay in Paris. Paris was 

a centre for the vogue of japonisme, and as we have discussed before, the 

Japanese kimono and geisha were well known. In fact, the woman whom Wad a 

asked to be a model for his painting had worked at a Japanese teahouse in the 

20 Bryson, Nonnan. ·YOga and the Sexual Structure of Cultural exchange" in Human Figure in the Visual 
Arts of East Asia: Intemational Symposium on the PreseNation of Cultural property, 1994, p. 27. 
21 wada, Eisaku. "Gadan no YonjOnen: Ashiato 0 Kaeri-mite, 56" (Recalling Forty years of My Life in the 
Art World, no. 56), in MaiyOshimbun, Tokyo: MaiyOshimbun, 1 December 1934. 
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international exhibition with another Japanese woman.22 Wada could expect 

that French juries of the Salon would have a favourable impression of an image 

of Japanese women in kimonos. 

According to the artist's account of the production of this work, it started out 

as a painting of a Japanese woman standing in an apartment looking at the 

Eiffel tower through a window on a large canvas.23 Wada explained, 

At first, the width of this painting was twice as large as at present, and I 

painted roofs of apartments and the Eiffel tower against the glow of the sky 

at sunset outside the window; I wanted to express the scenery of Paris. I 

added on the balcony a pot of a hydrangea, which is known to have 

Japanese origin, and I intended to express the homesickness of the 

Japanese woman.24 

Wada's composition was to highlight the contrast between a Japanese woman 

and the cityscape of Paris. However, his teacher, Collin, argued that French 

viewers would easily understand the Japanese woman's feeling of alienation 

just by seeing her standing in a French apartment wearing a kimono.25 

Therefore, Wada followed his teacher's advice, and cut off the left part of the 

cityscape. This episode reveals more than simply that he had improved a bad 

composition: when Wada conceived of the idea of the subject of 

"homesickness," he composed the painting as though he was in the position of 

the Japanese model. The painter depicted the scenery outside of the window 

as if he traced the eyes of the woman and looked out onto the city of Paris with 

nostalgia. Sketching the Eiffel tower served as a good souvenir for his own stay 

22 Ishii, Hakutei. Hakutei Jiden (An Autobiography by Hakute/), Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1971, 

fp· 82-87. 
Weda, Eisaku. "ShikyO no Yurat (Making of 'ShikyO') , in Nihon Bijutsu, Tokyo: Nihon Bijutsuin, no. 82, 7 

December 1905, pp. 5-6. 
24 Ibid., p. 5. Japanese text is: r ~m{)to)~I;t·lfH='ftfff!~ I') j; L -C, ~o)~(='I;tE £t!.0)~ ~ o),*fRn'~:z 
-C, ~1='1;t?ll1inV~ 7 Y c VC ':1>/7.1 JvJ;IH) ~;t ~ (e!l!. ~ .i(1:tT/)'~) I') ""("-r) Tf~n::':t~\ljJ;{t(/)~ 
(JIt:ttI:t 13 *O):tt c L -C ~ G;h -C ,*'j; Tn' G) .:.;h ""CiljfdQI:a:- ,~,.bIL' :a:-flJ 7J'itt::.o)""Ci- 0 J 

25 Ibid., p,5, and Wada, Eisaku. "Gadan no YonjOnen: Ashiato 0 Kaeri-mite, 57' (Memoirs of Forty Years 
of a Painters Life, no. 57), in Tokyo MaiyOshimbun, 9 December 1934, 
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in Paris. 

However, having implemented Collin's suggestion, Wada altered the 

painting for French viewers by placing himself in the position of the French male 

viewer. In other words, he internalized the European gaze for the Japanese 

woman in kimono and painted her as "exotic." By representing Japanese 

women in kimono through the Westernised gaze, Japanese oil painters who 

had been to Europe identified themselves as modernised men. Such paintings 

as well as the nude paintings that they brought to Japan from Europe bolstered 

their chances for career success in Japan. 

3.4 Invention of kimono as a "national dress" 

After the 1880s, mass-produced lithographs became popular and were 

sold at stores specialising in prints and books. Newspapers included lithograph 

pictures as supplements to increase their circulation. The main subjects of 

these lithographs were contemporary scenes, such as famous modern 

architecture in Tokyo. Portraits of the imperial families, as we have examined, 

attracted public interest, but those of geisha were also the best-sellers. The 

geisha was a kind of fashion leader in the Meiji period, and their images 

reflected a fashion sense that prevailed at the time. Geisha lithographs were 

printed in black and white, and then coloured with inexpensive pigments by 

hand. Though they do not reliably duplicate the precise original colours of 

kimono, we can see from these prints that kimono in this period were quite 

simple in design and they were often accented with han'eri (neckbands). For 

example, Kihachij6, a kind of kimono with yellow and black stripes, was said to 

be in vogue around 1880.26 Shimbashi Meigi Kotama (Kotama, a Famous 

Geisha in Shimbashl), 1886 (fig. 3.23) shows the subject wearing Kihachij6. 

Lithographs provide evidence that the fashion of Kihachij6 continued even until 

26 A recollection of Motono Hisako introduced in Kojima, Kaoru. " Toy6-juku sotsugy6 sei, Motono Hisako 
ni tsuite" (Biography of Motono Hisako: a Graduate of TOyO-juku established by Shimoda Utako), in 
Annual Reports of Studies of the Faculty of Letters of Jissen Women's University, no. 48, 2006, p.21. 
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the end of the 1880s. A few examples of kimono with patterns of butterflies and 

flowers are seen atthe end of the 1880s (fig. 3.24), which were ahead of a new 

vogue. 

According to Tokyo FOzoku-shi (Tokyo Life-sty/e) written by Hiraide Kojiro 

in 1899-1902, Tokyo fashion changed markedly after the Japanese victory in 

the Sino-Japanese war in 1895.27 First, Western-style clothes became popular 

for men, while women still wore kimonos. Second, tastes in kimono fashion 

changed from a delicate sensibility to something much bolder. Before the 

Sino-Japanese war, most people wore kimonos of sober colours with subtle 

patterns. However, after the war, kimonos in dark colours with distinct patterns 

became popular. Ifuku to RyOko reported in 1895 that new dyes imported from 

Western countries had increased the variety of colours of kimonos.28 

The operators of the Mitsui kimono shop in Tokyo were the first to perceive 

the "victorious" mood of the Japanese people and they launched a new 

marketing campaign to tap this sentiment. Their promotion of luxurious kimono 

for urban bourgeois women contributed to the historical process of constructing 

a "national dress" in modem Japan. 

Takahashi Yoshio, an executive of the Mitsui Kimono shop, produced a 

newly designed kimono and called it Date-moyo (Smart Design), which 

consisted of patterns of willow, cherry blossom and butterflies dyed onto yellow 

silk.29 The five most popular geisha in Tokyo were commissioned by the Mitsui 

Kimono shop to wear this kimono, and dance to a song that Takahashi 

produced.30 He revived the traditional system of selling tan-mono (rolled cloth 

used for making kimonos) and displayed many products in the shop as in a 

Western department store.31 The shop also published a poster to explain the 

27 Hiraide. KOjirO. Tokyo FOzoku-shi (Life-style in Tokyo). Tokyo. Yasaka ShobO. 1991. pp. 171-183. 
28 Ohashi. MatatarO. ed .• NichiyO Hyskks Zensho Dsi 6 hen: Ifuku to RyOkO (Encyclopaedia for Dairy Use, 
volume 6: Clothes and Fashion). 1895. pp. 18-129. 
29 Takahasi. Yoshio. Houki no Ato, (An Autobiography of Takahshi Yoshio). vol. 1, Tokyo, ShOhOen, 1933. 
~267. 

Ibid. pp. 267-268. 
31 On the renewal of the Mitsui Kimono shop, Hatsuda, TOru. Hyakkaten no TanjO (The Birth of 
Department Stores). Tokyo: Chikuma ShobO. 1999, pp. 75-102. 
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new style of selling kimonos (fig. 3.25). The Mitsui kimono shop later 

established the Mitsukoshi Company in 1904, and publicly claimed that they 

aimed to be the first Japanese department store. 

Mitsukoshi strived to produce a newly designed kimono that would be a 

style of formal dress for Japanese women. In a speech about fashion, 

Takahashi, said that Japanese clothes would change under the influence of 

Western fashion.32 Japanese did not have a vogue in design of kimono so that 

a grandmother could give her kimono in her young age to her granddaughter. 

Takahashi argued that kimono for Japanese women should be gorgeous in 

design to be attractive when socialising with Westerners at parties. In particular, 

an updated design for the collar and a breast of the kimono was needed. Yet, 

he also said that Japanese people should have their own taste, which he 

identified with the term sabi, a word originally associated with the love for the 

tea ceremony and the ink paintings of the fifteenth century. He also said 

Japanese had examples of good colour coordination in art; for example, the 

decorated papers for the album of SanjOrokunin-shO ( Anthology of the 

Thirty-six Master Poets) (fig. 3.26) and Heike N6ky6 (Sutras Donated by the 

Taira Clan) in the twelfth century (fig. 327). In accordance with this executive 

policy, Mitsukoshi developed new designs for kimonos modelled on Japanese 

artworks. The retailer held exhibitions devoted to the artist Ogata Karin 

(1658-1715) in 1904 and opened Karin Zuan-kai (Exhibition of Karin-style 

Design) at the same time.33 Asai ChO, who studied in Paris, found that Karin's 

art had similarities with Art Nouveau in abstract expression with plants and 

flowers in curving form, and encouraged young artists in Kyoto to invent 

modern designs for ceramics and lacquer wares in the early 1900S.34 The art of 

Karin school was called Rimpa, which included the works of Satatsu and his 

32 Takahasi, Yoshio. "RyOkO-dan" (Speech on Fashion), in Hibi, Osuke. ed., Harumoy6 (Kimono Design 
for Spring), 1900, Tokyo: Tokyo Insatsu Kabushiki Gaisha, pp. 65-76. 
33 Mitsukoshi Ltd. ed., Kabushiki Gaisha Mitsukoshi Hyakunen no Kiroku (A Record of 100 yeafS of 
Mitsukoshi Ltd.), Tokyo: Dai Nippon Insatsu, 2005, pp. 62-63. 
34 Marquet, Christophe. "Pari no Asai ChO: Zuan eno Mezame"(Asai ChO in Paris: His Awakening of 
Zuan), in Kindai Gasetsu, nO.1, Tokyo: Meiji Bijutsu Gakkai, 1992, pp12-52. 
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atelier (modelled after Kerin) as well as those of Sakai Heitsu (1761-1829), who 

had learned Kerin's art through his works. Works of Rimpa were gradually 

regarded as typical in Japanese art. 

Mitsukoshi held a competition and awarded a prize for the best Kerin-style 

design for kimono as well. In the next year, they held a contest for Genroku-fO 

Zuan (Genroku style design) and advertised their new style of kimono known as 

the Genroku Moyo (Genroku Pattern) (fig. 3.28), which was a reference to the 

Genroku Period (1688-1703), which was when Korin was active. Takahashi 

again produced a musical dance piece titled Genroku Hanami Odori (A 

Genroku Flower-viewing Dance), and popular geishas danced to the music (fig. 

3.29).35 This retailing initiative, which also included another exhibition to 

commemorate the 200th year of Kerin's death in 1915, promoted the 

appreciation of KOrin as exemplary of the uniqueness of Japanese art.36 The 

activity of Mitsukoshi was made with the clear aim to construct a "national 

dress" for modern Japan. 

In addition to selling kimonos, Mitsukoshi expanded their product line: 

cosmetics, umbrella, shoes, bags and toys. They announced that they would 

become a "Harrods in Asia" in 1907, and supplied facilities for urban life and, 

indeed, offered a comprehensive model of modern life. Mitsukoshi designed 

and constructed the interiors of the new buildings of the Japanese ambassador 

in Paris in 1906-08. Rooms were created in a modernised Japanese manner, 

and the ambassador's "Bamboo Room" was recreated in the Mitsukoshi store in 

Tokyo (fig. 3. 30).37 After retiring from Mitsukoshi, Takahashi became famous 

as a producer of sophisticated tea ceremonies for rich businessmen.38 

Mitsukoshi's initiatives to produce urban lifestyles for the bourgeois led to the 

invention of new Japanese cultural identities. 

35 Takahashi, Yoshio. Houki no A to, vol. 1 , 1933, pp. 415418. 
36 On the process of "rediscovery" of KOrin, see, Tamamushi, Satoko. Ikitsuzukeru K6rin (Etemal K6rin), 
Tokyo: Yoshikawa KObunkan, 2004. 
37 Hatsuda, TOru. Hyakkaten no Tanj6, 1999, p.195-197, and Mitsukoshi no Ayumi HenshO linkai ed., 
Mitsukoshi no Ayumi (History of Mitsukoshl), Tokyo: Mitsukoshi Ltd. ed., 1954, p.17. 
38 On the relationship of tea ceremony with Japanese modem industry, see, Guth, Christine M.E .. Art, Tea, 
and Industry: Masuda Takashi and the Mitsui Circle. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993. 
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As the Japanese word "kimono" originally means "things to wear," the word 

"wa-fuku," has come to be used for the traditional style clothes in general in 

contrasted with the word "yo-fuku." "Wa" means "Japanese" and "fuku" means 

clothes whereas "yo" means "Western." After the Western-style clothes were 

introduced to Japan, various types of kimono that had differed from one's status 

and profession were abstracted and widely categorised in "wa-fuku." This 

process is quite similar with the formation of nihon-ga that was discussed by 

Sato DOshin.39 Different schools of traditional pictures were put into a category 

called nihon-ga after the Western-style paintings were introduced to Japan. 

Thus, it is very natural that the discussion on kimono linked with modern 

Japanese art is to be an important topic of national identity in our discussion. 

The kimonos that Mitsukoshi promoted, however, were exclusively 

women's kimonos. In contrast, for male customers, Mitsukoshi opened a 

division for Western clothes and imported Western suits in 1906 and invited a 

tailor from London.4o The "national dress" that was also created in the nascent 

European countries of the modern age in the course of reviving national history 

was worn mainly by women.41 Thus, women were to embody the national 

identity while men were to join modern European society. 

3.5 Popularisation of "kimono beauty" 

Mitsukoshi adopted Western advertising styles, and publicised its products 

through various media. From 1899, the company began to use installations of 

large hoardings at major railway stations featuring life-size paintings of women 

wearing kimonos by Mitsukoshi. The first hoarding was installed in the 

Shimbashi station (fig. 3.31 ).42 The model for the two images of a woman was 

a geisha named Kofumi. Mitsukoshi also published catalogues with illustrations 

39 SatO, DOshin. 'Nih on Bijutsu' Tanj6 (The Birth of 'Japanese Art), Tokyo: KMansha, 1996. 
40 Mitsukoshi Ltd. ed., Kabushiki Gaisha Mitsukoshi Hyakunen no Kiroku, 2005, p.67. 
41 Blom, Ida; Hagemann, Karen; Hall, Catherine. eds., Gendered Nations; Nationalisms and Gender 
Order in the Long Nineteenth Century, Oxford; New York: Berg, 2000, pp. 11-14. 
42 Hatsuda, TOru. Hyakkaten no TanjO, 1999, pp.96-97, and Mitsukoshi Ltd. ed., Kabushiki Gaisha 
Mitsukoshi Hyakunen no Kiroku, 2005, p. 36. 
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of their new products from 1899, which were eventually replaced by a monthly 

magazine titled Jiko (Taste of Today) in August 1903. One of the books titled 

Harumoyo (Designs for Spring) reprinted newspaper articles that reported on 

the hoarding at Shimbashi station. One of the articles originally in the 

H6chi-shimbun that was reprinted in Harumoy6 gave a detailed explanation of 

the patterns, colour, and the texture of the silk for the kimono that the model 

wore on the hoarding. 

The picture was painted by one of Mitsukoshi's designers, Shimazaki RyGu 

(1865-1937), who explored naturalistic expression in Japanese-style painting. 

One of his masterpieces, Biin (Beautiful Music) (fig. 3.32) won the second prize 

at Tokyo Kangy6 Hakurankai (Tokyo Industrial Exhibition) in 1907. In this 

picture, Shimazaki chose a composition to show only the audience of a music 

performance, without showing any image of the performer. Carpets, wooden 

doors, and an ink painting on the folded screen in the interior were reproduced 

in detail, but it seems to have been difficult for him to make full reproduction of 

each material in reality in a Japanese-style painting. In the case of the 

hoardings for Mitsukoshi, we can surmise that his painting could not reveal 

sufficient information about the texture of the kimono, and so supplemental 

explanations in the newspaper's article were necessary. 

Compared to the attention given to the hoarding by Shimazaki, the fact that 

Yamamoto HOsui also made a hoarding for Mitsukoshi has been virtually 

ignored. It was, however, reproduced in a monograph on Yamamoto (fig. 3. 33), 

where it was described as having been hung on the wall in Shimbashi station 

around 1897.43 Kuroda Seiki mentioned it in his recollection of Yamamoto: "He 

was very careful to paint in detail the difference in texture of kimono, such as 

chirimen (silk crepe) and habutae (satin), and made a great effort to express 

delicateness and elegance.'144 Yamamoto learned academic oil painting in 

43 In, Nagao, Ippai. Yamamoto H6sui, Tokyo: Nagao Ippai, 1940. 
44 Kuroda, Saiki. "Yamamoto H6sui no Itsu jf (Recollection of Yamamoto H{)sui), in Kaigas6shi, Tokyo: 
T{)yM{), no. 234, 1906, p. 15. The original text in Japanese is: rJt;O)~W~~,('~'::'~~Q C ff1&.JO)~iftHi1J'~)~~ 
=m:tt c"::'"* "Z'iF5J"t -5.,::. -is',c,\ L -C.IJI~~j)-C f,!;-')t:o J 
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France under Jean-Leon GerOme, and was good at in expressing the glossy 

surface of silk and embroideries with glittering threads. Among Yamamoto's 

works, Fujinz6 (A Portrait of a Woman) (fig. 3.34) is a particularly good example 

by which to understand Kuroda's comment. This work may help us to imagine 

the hoardings of Mitsukoshi by Yamamoto. We can distinguish the various 

types of silk used in the kimono and accessories in this painting. It is not 

surprising that Mitsukoshi preferred oil painters to promote their new kimono to 

Japanese-style painters. 

Wada Eisaku showed an oil painting titled Aruka Nakika no Toge (Glimpse 

of a Thorn) (fig. 3. 35) at the ninth exhibition of the Hakuba-kai (White Horse 

Society) in 1904. The subject of Aruka Nakika no Toge was taken from a 

popular love story by Ihara Saikaku titled Koshoku Gonin On'na (Love Stories 

of Five Girls) in 1686. Wada depicted the tragic love story of a girl named 

Oshichi with a young man, KichisaburO. He used famous geishas as models for 

both figures, and they wore kimonos of the Genroku-style supplied by 

Mitsukoshi.45 Ishii Hakutei wrote on this painting, "Wad a Eisaku is the first 

painter in Japan who painted this kind of scene taken from a love story, though 

such subjects have been commonly taken on by European painters.'046 In fact, 

a Japanese-style painter, Kaburaki Kiyokata made signboards for theatres in 

the same year, representing a couple in the story (fig. 3.36). In contrast to 

Kiyokata's paintings, which expressed the characters' emotions using dramatic 

gestures, Wad a expressed the scene in which the young couple became aware 

of their love for each other through delicate treatment of their hands and eyes. 

What was truly original in Wada's painting was the idealised manner in which 

he represented the figures. Compared to the images of geisha in popular 

lithographs in the 1880s that we have seen before, the figures in Wada's 

45 Fujishima, Takeji. "Hakuba-Kai Ga HyO' (A Review of the Exhibition of VVhite Horse Society), in MyOjO, 
November 1904, Tokyo: Shinshisha, p. 24. 
46 Ishii, Hakutei. "Hakuba-kai Ga HyO', in MyOjO, November 1904, p. 28. The original text in Japanese is : 
r 7J' ~ 9~4#J.Jm-rpO)7J' ~ 9m:!:I:l:, ~~l!!l A(J).~ C: It V) f.S-t: 9 tl, ..z:a: *f~'':' tt;---C. ~ t: 0 Ii, f1HIl ~ 

fF~a-0. --CfJJ~ c To J 
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painting have egg-shaped, small faces with round eyes and large irises. There 

is even a distinct sparkle in the pupils, which renders these characters in a 

particularly attractive way. 

Okada Saburosuke showed a study for a painting titled Genroku no 

Omokage (Reminiscence of the Genroku Era) (fig. 3.37) at the same exhibition. 

Okada, who was Wada's colleague at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts and had 

also studied under Collin in France with him, depicted a woman's face in a 

similar manner, complete with egg-shaped face and a twinkle in her eyes. 

Okada's work attracted public attention just as Wada's Aruka Nakika no Toge 

had. He completed "Genroku no Omokage" in the following year and sent it to 

the tenth Hakuba-kai exhibition. Okada reported that he had interest in painting 

a subject of the Genroku era while he was in France. Having had this 

opportunity to paint Genroku no Omokage supported by Mitsukoshi, he 

borrowed a kimono of that period from a private collector for his model, and 

then he placed a Mitsukoshi kimono of Genroku design by Mitsukoshi behind 

the model.47 Okada contrasted the two kimonos in the painting and illustrated 

the historical background of the Genroku design by Mitsukoshi. The completed 

work was hung at Shimbashi station.48 It was reproduced in a postcard in 1906 

(fig. 3. 38).49 

In these paintings, wada and Okada created a new type of idealised 

beautiful Japanese woman using the techniques of French academic painting. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Wada learned the European gaze for the 

Japanese woman in kimono, and we can presume that Okada, who had a very 

similar career to Wada, had the same kind of experience in Paris. Upon 

returning from Paris, they identified themselves as men as modernised as 

Europeans, and produced "idealised" images of Japanese women in kimono 

through the "Westernised" gaze. As European painters in the vogue of 

47 Okada, SaburOsuke. "Genroku no Omokage" (Reminiscence of the Genroku Era) by Okada 
SaburOsuke, in Nihon Bijutsu, no. 38, September 1905, pp.59-60. 
48 Ibid., p.60. 

49 On the lower left of the card, we can read English words "Banzai to the British Squadron. July, 1906." 
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japonisme, Wad a and Okada painted gorgeous kimono in detail to enhance the 

beauty of the women in their paintings. Mitsukoshi, who aimed to be a leader of 

urban life of Tokyo, had commercial success by creating advertisements with 

these French-trained painters. 

Okada painted a portrait of Takahashi Chiyoko (fig. 3.39), the wife of 

Takahashi Yoshio, and exhibited it at the Tokyo Kangy6 Hakurankai (The 

Tokyo Exhibition for Industry) in 1907 where it won first prize. In this painting, 

Chiyoko wears a very luxurious kimono in the style of the early Edo period, and 

wears her hair in the fashion of the same period. There seems to be a folding 

screen with flowers and water painted on the golden surface. The screen 

seems to be an example of the Rimpa (KOrin school). Chiyoko was said to be 

good at performing music with tsuzumi (a Japanese hand drum) and koto (a 

Japanese zither)5o She had a slender face and eyes with long slits (fig. 3.40), 

but Okada carefully changed her profile into that of a "beautiful" woman of his 

own invention. Mitsukoshi published a poster from this painting in colour 

lithograph in 1909 under the title of Murasaki no Shirabe (The Excellent 

perfonnerof Tsuzum/) (fig.3.41). This was an innovative project, because the 

model in the poster was not a geisha but a married woman of a bourgeois 

family. Okada painted two large hoardingsfor Mitsukoshi to exhibit in Shimbashi 

station in 1908: Kan'6 no zu (Enjoying the cherry blossoms) and Kanpu no zu 

(Enjoying the Autumn leaves) (figs. 3.42, 3.43). Instead of the images of 

geishas both paintings showed the images of wealthy family in Tokyo who 

enjoyed excursions in the suburbs. They illustrated kimonos for women of 

various ages. Mitsukoshi held a competition that offered a big prize for the best 

poster with an image of a woman in kimono. The first prize was won by 

Hashiguchi GoyO (1880-1921) with his picture titled Kono Bijin (This Beautiful 

Woman) in 1911 (fig. 3.44), which was published in colour lithograph. The 

original picture was exhibited in the Mitsukoshi shop along with other pictures of 

50 Takahashi, Yoshio. Houki no Ato, vol. 1 , 1933, pp. 485-486. 
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the lesser prize winners (fig. 3.45). 

Before Murasaki no Shirabe was published in 1909, Okada produced 

another example of a "kimono beauty" in lithograph for the supplement of the 

new year's issue of newspaper, Jiji Shimpo (The Times Newspaper) in 1908 (fig. 

3.46), which was to advertise the first beauty contest in Japan.51 The Chicago 

Tribune had asked Jiji Shimpo to send them a photograph of the most beautiful 

woman in Japan to select the most beautiful woman in the world. Jiji Shimpo 

worked with other local newspaper companies to collect applicants from allover 

Japan. The first-prize-winner would be awarded a diamond ring, and several 

companies, including Mitsukoshi offered supplementary gifts for the winners.52 

Okada painted a young woman in gorgeous kimono wearing a large diamond 

ring with a gold band as a reference to the contest's first-prize winner. The 

original oil painting is still extant, and is known as Daiyamondo no On'na (A 

Woman with a Diamond) (fig. 3.47),53 while the lithograph was titled Yubiwa (A 

Ring). Geisha and actresses were not eligible to participate in this contest, and 

the winner was a sixteen-year-old student from Joshi Gakushuin, which was a 

school for daughters of upper class and rich urban families. The applications 

and decisions were made based on the photographs (fig. 3.48), and their 

photographs were published in Jiji Shimpo under the title of Nihon Bijin Cho (An 

Album of Beauties) in 1908. The total number of judges was thirteen, which 

included two kabuki actors who played female roles and four other artists: 

Okada Saburosuke, Shimazaki RyQu (painters who worked with Mitsukoshi), 

and two sculptors, Takamura Koun and Shinkai Taketaro. Takahashi Yoshio 

51 On the detail of the beauty contests, see, Inoue, ShOichi, Bijin Kontesto Hyakunen-shi (A One Hundred 
Years of the History of Beauty Contests), Tokyo: Asahi Shimbunsha, 1997, pp. 8-74, and Shinjinbutsu 
Orai-sha ed., Bakumatsu Meiji Bijin CM (Albums of Beauties in the end of Edo and the Meiji Period), 
Tokyo: Shinjinbutsu Orai-sha, 2001. On the beauty contest and the making of the lithograph by Okada, 
see, SatO, Michiko. ·Okada SaburOsuke 'SMjo-zO' to Bijin Shashin Kontesuto" (Portrait of a Girl by Okada 
SaburOsuke and a Beauty Contest by Photographs), in Pola Museum of Art ed., Kuroda Seiki. Kishida 
RyOsei no Jidai: Korekushon ni miru Meiji TaisM no Gaka tachi (The Age of Kuroda Seiki and Kishida 
Ryusei: Meiji and Taisho Era Painters from the Collection), Pola Museum of Art, Pola Art Foundation, 
2005, pp. 66-70. 
52 SatO, Mlchiko. ·Okada SaburOsuke 'SMjo-zO' to Bijin Shashin Kontesuto", in Pola Museum of Art ed., 
Kuroda Seiki, Kishida RyOsei no Jidai: Korekushon ni miru Meiji TaisM no Gaka tachi, 2005, p.67. 
53 Okada signed and dated on the canvas as ·S-OKADA 1908". However, the newspaper reported the 
detail of the painting in the issue dated 5, December 1907, so it should have been almost finished by the 
time. 
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was also a member of the panel of judges. Just in the study of Genroku no 

Omokage, the girl in Okada's painting looked out at viewers with large eyes, 

and cocked her head slightly in a coquettish fashion. The model for the Yubiwa 

was not the actual winner of the contest, but Okada's paintings provided an 

ideal image of modern beauty for the young bourgeois woman. 

The Ministry of Culture established an annual exhibition of painting and 

sculpture in 1907 called the Bunten (an abbreviation for Monbush6 Bijutsu 

Tenrankai, literally, "Art Exhibition of the Ministry of Culture"). This large 

exhibition attracted huge audiences of varied social backgrounds. At the 

Bunten, Okada exhibited the images of women with large eyes of the same kind 

as the posters that have already been discussed: K6i Fujin (A Woman in Red 

Kimono) (fig. 3.49), 1907 and Goy6tsuta (Ivy with Five Leaves) (fig. 3.50),1909. 

Okada also painted a work with a composition similar to Oaiyamondo no On'na 

(A Woman with a Diamond), in which a girl wore a ruby ring, which it seemed 

was the prize for the local winners of the beauty contest in 1907 (fig. 3.51).54 It 

has been pointed out that these images of Okada had an impact on illustrations 

by Takehisa Yumeji, who won great popularity in the 191 Os and 1920s among 

young women.55 

3.6 A Change in representations of "beautiful" women 

Okada produced images of young women with big eyes and painted their 

kimonos in realistic detail. Although these expressions surely had a significant 

impact on contemporary artists, including Japanese-style and other oil painters, 

the images of beautiful women in the Japanese-style paintings have not yet 

been discussed in relation to Japanese oil paintings. One advertisement poster 

54 SatO, Michiko. ·Okada SaburOsuke 'SMjo-z6' to Bijin Shashin Kontesuto", in Pola Museum of Art ed., 
Kuroda Saiki, Kishida RyOsai no Jidai: Korekushon ni miru Maiji TaisM no Gaka tachi, 2005, pp. 66-69. 
55 Kuwahara, Noriko. "Takahisa Yumeji to TaisM-ki no Y6gaka tachi: KOfO-kai, FyOzan-kai, Nika-kai no 
SyOhen" (Takehisa Yumeji and Painters in the TaisM Period: Around KOfO-kai, FyOzan-kai and Nika-kai), 
in Department of Fine Arts, Independent Administrative Institution, National Research Institute for Cultural 
Properties, Tokyo ed., TaisMki Bijutsu Tenrankai no KankyO (Research on Exhibitions in TaishO Period), 
Tokyo: Independent Administrative Institution, National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, Tokyo, 
pp.255-258. 
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for the Sakura Beer Company by a Japanese-style painter, Kitano Tsunetomi 

(1880-1947) (fig. 3.52), shows a woman with a folding screen in the Korin style. 

Okada's influence here is apparent. 

Ikeda Shoen (1886-1917) won the third prize at the Bunten with the work 

titled Utage no Hima (A Rest in a Party) in 1909 (fig. 3.53) and she became a 

popular painter of images of beautiful women. Viewers could understand that 

the woman in the painting was a yajo (the word used for a prostitute before the 

modern age) from the beginning of the Edo era by her design. Another work by 

Ikeda Shoen titled Yume no Ato (Waking after a Dream) (fig.3.54) showed a 

contemporary young woman in a Genroku-design kimono who coquettishly 

cocked her head while looking at the viewers like the women in Okada's 

paintings. Her husband, Ikeda Terukata, was also a Japanese-style painter, 

who exhibited images of "kimono beauties" in the same style as Shoen. 

Uemura ShOen (1875-1949), who was the most famous female painter 

during her lifetime, changed her style in around 1910. She achieved the first 

success of her career in 1890, when her work titled Shiki Bijin zu (Beauties of 

the Four Seasons) was purchased by Prince Arthur, Duke of Connaught and 

Strathearn during his stay in Japan. Bolstered by this success, she painted 

several works of the same subject in similar compositions (fig.3.55). Viewers 

could easily judge the age of each woman by their type of kimono and their hair 

because they followed a convention that mandated a different kimono for 

women of different ages. As we have seen, Takahashi Yoshio criticised this 

kind of fixed custom of wearing kimono and promoted "a fashion" in kimono 

every year. Women in Shiki Bijin zu showed their talents in flower arrangement, 

holding the Chinese lute and ink painting. The idea that a "beautiful" woman 

should have talents in calligraphy, painting, literature and music was a kind of 

the remnant of Chinese literati culture, which filtered into the Japanese 

intellectuals of the Edo period.56 To express a "beautiful" woman, a set of 

56 Kojima, Kaoru. ·ChOgoku-fuku no Josei zO ni miru Kindai Nihon no Aidentiti Keiser, in Annual Reports 
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writing materials associated with Chinese literati culture were sometimes 

painted as props in paintings after the mid-eighteenth century (fig. 3.6)57 We 

can find the iconography of women within a scholar's setting until the middle 

Meiji. A female literati-style painter, Noguchi ShOhin (1847-1917), who was 

nominated as the panel of judges at the Bunten, often painted Japanese 

beauties of that time engaged in some literati pleasures (fig. 3.56).58 

Portraits of geisha in lithographs in the 1880s often showed them within a 

kind of literati setting, such as circular windows or with bonkei (a miniature 

garden made in a pot). For instance, Shimbashi Aiko (A Portrait of Geisha 

named Aiko) represents a woman with a pot of Amur adonis in her hands. 

There are some plum blossoms, which were also loved by literati, which could 

be seen through a circular window. In Bijin Sh6ni 0 Aisuru zu (A Beauty loves 

Her Son) (fig.3.57), a koto, one of the favourite accessories of literati, is hanging 

on the wall in the room behind the circular window. A plum blossom in a pot is 

also visible. In Tokyo Yakko (A Geisha called Yakko) (fig. 3.58), a geisha is 

sitting at her writing desk with some writing paper in front of her. These kinds of 

images of women were not only produced in lithographs. In fact, Kano Bairei, 

one of teachers of Uemura ShOen, painted a geisha standing outside of a room 

furnished in literati style in 1873 (fig. 3.59). 

Takahashi Chiyoko was excellent at performing music, and her portrait by 

Okada SaburOsuke showed her with a tsuzumi as we have seen already. 

However, Okada's other portrayal of women showed mainly their faces and 

beautiful kimono. Thus, in this limited format, the viewer cannot know what kind 

of talents the models had from looking at the paintings. These women stared at 

the viewers in static poses. Now, the viewers could only judge "beauty" by a 

face and a fashion sense. 

of Studies of the Faculty of Letters of Jissen Women's University, vol., 44,2002, pp. 17-37. 
57 Nakamachi, Keiko. "Nihon Kinsei Bijutsu ni okeru Bunjinshumi no KenkyO 1", Jissen Joshi Daigaku 
Bigaku Bijutsushi Gaku, no. 13, 1998, pp. 47-77. 
58 On the analysis on women artists and literati culture, see, Fister, Patricia. ·Woman Artists in Traditional 
Japan", in VVeidner, Marsha. ed., Flowering in the Shadows: Women in the History of Chinese and 
Japanese Painting, Honolulu, 1990, pp.219-240, and Fister, Patricia. Kinsei no Jose; Gaka tachi 
(Japanese Women Artists of the Kinsei Era), Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1994, pp. 52-87. 
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Uemura ShOen still showed an image of a young woman with the koto in 

her work titled Musume Miyuki (A Girl named Miyukl) in 1914 (fig. 3.60), but this 

time she represented the gorgeous kimono in detail, and explained that Miyuki 

was the daughter of a rich family. Shoen painted the sparkling pupils of the girl, 

just as Okada had in his paintings of beautiful women. 

As the Bunten exhibitions attracted an increasing number of visitors, 

images of young women became more popular. The organizer of the ninth 

Bunten of 1915 installed Japanese-style bijinga (paintings of beautiful women) 

in one gallery, which journalists called "bijinga-shitsu" (a room for paintings of 

beautiful women), and the room attracted many viewers.59 Thus as we have 

discussed, viewers could only appreciate "beautiful" women by looking at their 

faces and fashion. Images of beauty no longer required associations with 

special knowledge about literature or other cultural refinements. As a result, 

"kimono beauty" became one of the most popular subjects in modern Japanese 

painting. 

59 Kojima, Kaoru. "Kindai Nihon ni okefll Kanten no Yakuwari to sono Omona Sakuhin no Bunsekr 
(Government-supported Exhibitions and its Role in Modem Japanese Art History), in Art History FOfllm, 
vol. 13, Seoul: Centre for Art Studies, 2001, p. 9-63. 
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Chapter 4 Representing "Toyon with Images of Women 

4.1 Fujishima Takeji and his experience in Europe 

I have already discussed Kuroda Seiki as a central figure in the introduction 

to the male artists' gendered gaze on female images in Japan. As for Kuroda, 

the images of a "kimono beauty" invented by Wada Eisaku and Okada 

SaburOsuke were examined. In this chapter, I will focus on Fujishima Takeji 

because he was one of the three most important oil painters in Japan in the 

period that I deal with in this thesis. 

Like Okada and Wada, Fujishima also started his career at the Tokyo 

School of Fine Arts when the Department of Western-style Painting opened in 

1896. After Kuroda passed away at the age of 58 in 1924, these three professors 

worked as important figures under the government art policy. It should be noted 

that they were not only painters but also high government officials. Wada and 

Okada were appointed members of Teikoku Bijutsuin (the Imperial Academy of 

Art) in 1919, and Fujishima followed them in 1924. The three received the title of 

Teishitsu Gigei-in (the Imperial House Hold Artists) in 1934. Wada was 

appointed head of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1932, but he had to step 

down from this position in 1936, taking responsibility for having caused 

confusion among artists over the reformation of the Exhibition of the Imperial 

Academy. Though he lived until 1959, he was out of the mainstream of art 

politics after he left the school. On the other hand, Okada and Fujishima had 

their own classes and taught students until the 1930s and received the Order of 

Cultural Merit in 1937. Okada lived until 1939 and Fujishima until 1943, which 

means that they were still influential in the art world when Japan invaded China. 

Considering their high positions in the government, they could not live as artists 

free from Japanese imperialism and colonialism. Therefore, analysis on 

Fujishima from this point of view is needed because he lived the longest among 

the three. 
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Fujishima was the son of a samurai in Kagoshima and began learning 

traditional-style painting from a young age. In 1884, he went to Tokyo to learn oil 

painting, but in those days the government had stopped promoting the reception 

of Western culture and K6bu Bijutsu Gakk6 (KObu Art School) was closed in 

1882. Fujishima had no choice but to learn nihon-ga. Around 1888, the artists 

who had been studying in Europe returned to Japan one after another, and they 

organised a group called Meiji Bijutsu Kai (Meiji art group) in 1889. Fujishima 

started learning oil painting under artists of this group, and soon distinguished 

himself as a young oil painter in the exhibitions of Meiji Bijutsu Kai. He painted a 

large canvas titled Sakuragari (Cherry-blossom viewers) (fig. 4.1) for the World's 

Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893, but he had to withdraw it in 

accordance with the decision made by Meiji Bijutsu Kai. Fujishima took his 

subject from ukiyo-e, and showed that women working in the Edo castle were 

allowed to go out to view cherry-blossoms. At that time, he was a student of 

Yamamoto HOsui, who was deeply involved with japonisme during his stay in 

Paris. Yamamoto should have known very well that European viewers welcomed 

ukiyo-e-style images of Japanese women in kimonos. Though Fujishima had not 

been to Europe, he already understood Western people's gaze on the "exotic" 

images of Japanese women in kimonos. 

Kuroda Seiki came back from Paris in 1893, and as a result of his efforts, 

Fujishima was appointed associate professor at Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 

1896. Fujishima learned some ideas about European art from Kuroda, and 

exhibited works offemale nudes, such as Yoku-go (After Taking a Bath) (fig. 2.4), 

at Hakuba-kai (White Horse Society). His caricatures published in My6j6 in 

protest of the control of the police on paintings of female nudes (fig. 2.5) 

demonstrate that they also understood Kuroda's ideas about Western art. He 

also sent Chihan N6ry6 (Summer Evening at Lakeside) to the Paris Exposition 

Universelle of 1900 (fig. 3.19). Though it still depicts women in kimonos as a 

typical Japanese subject for Western eyes, it also portrays the image of 

" 
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contemporary women of that age. Fujishima, at this time, showed not only 

Japanese "exoticism" but also tried to express modernity by showing images of 

contemporary girls in his oil paintings. Whereas Wada and Okada, who were 

back from Paris, had invented a "kimono beauty," Fujishima had already 

abandoned academic representation of "kimono beauty" and exhibited Ch6 

(Butterflies) (fig. 4.2) with its highly symbolical style at the ninth exhibition of the 

Hakuba-kai in 1904. 

If we divide his life into two phases, the first phase includes his years of 

yearning for European art. The second phase includes his years as a prominent 

oil painter and an important figure in Japanese cultural policy. It is significant to 

note that his career during the first phase coincides with the period when the 

Japanese government struggled to catch up with European countries. Japan 

concluded a treaty with the United Kingdom in 1902, and was finally able to 

revise unequal treaties with other Western countries. In 1905, Japan won the 

Russo-Japanese war, and the Japanese public was excited that Japan had 

become a nation of the first grade. Fujishima was sent to Europe by the 

Japanese government in November 1905, just after the Meiji government had 

attained its goal. The second half of his career after he came back to Japan in 

January 1910 was the period of Japanese imperialism and the colonisation of 

Korea in the same year. Fujishima visited Japanese colonies several times on 

governmental missions. 

In previous chapters, we have examined how other Japanese artists 

changed while they spent time in Europe, and Fujishima's case is no exception. 

His time in Europe saw changes that were both physical and spiritual. Figure 4.3 

shows him in a shosei (a young student) fashion when he was around twenty 

years old. This fashion mirrored that of the students of K6bu Bijutsu Gakk6 (fig. 

2.21). Here, Fujishima appears skinny and frail, but his pose with a palette and 

brushes conveys his strong will to be an oil painter. The other photograph was 

taken during his stay in France; in this photo, he sports a moustache and a 
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dandy fashion (fig. 4.4). He looks comparatively dignified, strong and masculine. 

He recalled that "It was a remarkable turning point in my life that I had changed 

completely in constitution as well as in my mind.,,1 A journalist reported 

Fujishima's impression when he came back from Europe as follows: 

He had always been a man of good appearance, but now he looks much 

more dignified after having had the experiences in Europe. He has a 

well-formed white face and a high-bridged nose, abundant dark hair parted 

in two and a sharply turned-up handlebar moustache. All of these things 

seem to suggest to us that he is not an ordinary Japanese.2 

Yashiro Yukio, a well-known art historian, wrote of his impression of Fujishima 

after his return from Europe as follows: "Fujishima is, so to speak, a good 

example of man, as he has a magnificently built body and handsome masculine 

face."3 As we have already examined in chapter 2.3., Fujishima, just as other 

male Japanese artists, assimilated himself into Western culture in Europe which 

turned him into "the artistic dandy." In Fujishima's case, his change was not only 

limited to fashion, but also the physical, which surprised his acquaintances. He 

looked quite "masculine" and Europeanised. How, then, had he embraced 

European culture in his mind? 

When Fujishima went to Paris, he was thirty-eight years old, and was one of 

the leading oil painters in Japan. He learned French when he was young and he 

did not have trouble with French as most Japanese artists did when they arrived 

1 Fujisima, Takeji. "Watashi no Gakusei Jidat(My Student Life), in Bijutsu Shinron, Tokyo: Bijutsu 
Shinronsha, vol. 3, no. 4, April 1928, p, 68. The original text in Japanese is: rW/"F:9'1I:tt*(/){;$:'I{ c.l:;t; 
0) -~ L.1t :: c ~;tf1. 0) - ~ 9'1 0) Ir. to! I±Hl~. 1.' lJ.:. J 
2 RikurO, "Shin-kichO YOgaka no KaigO: KOsetsu Tenrankai HyO, TaiO Kaikodan" (A Meeting of Oil Painters 
Retumed from Europe: A Review of the Bunten Exhibition and a Talk on Recollection of Their Stay in 
Europe); in Bijutsu ShimpO, vol. 10, no. 1,1 November 1910, Tokyo: GahOsha, p. 27. The original text in 
Japanese is: r5tn' .;m*O)mtJt -:J1t A 1.' ~-:Jt.:tJt, ~'Ji~o)~~I:m L.,f,:M~tJ'X-13t cv:l1*I:to! ~j tl t.:. 
B~O)iii, ~lt\., ftl:5tltt.:J~U'O)~(/)'f:, t:' / c:m.O)~EUJ:'"'J t.::IJ -1 1: J!rJ!ftl.(/) u~, *tL't){ H *A~'C' 
to! It\{iiJlftJ' ~1Ift~ L. L'.;Q~ -j 1:~,I;ttl ~. J 
3 Yashiro, Yukio. "Fujishima Takeji" (Fujishima Takeji), in Geijutsu Shinch6, January 1954, Tokyo: 
ShinchOsha, p. 210. Original text in Japanese is: riliMJli1i!:..q- t.: .Q{.$:~ c:, !JJtla~(/) ~ L.lt' <g~I:J!( ~Hl t.:, 
mbl;t:'J.}110)m*~t.:lt\to!A -r~-::Jt':.J 
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in Paris. After Japan's victory in the Russo-Japanese war, the Japanese legation 

was raised to the status of an embassy, and the Japanese government 

purchased a new building where the interior was designed by Mitsukoshi in 

1906-08, as we have seen before. Fujishima did not need to be as modest with 

French people as Kuroda did when he arrived at a young age. He enrolled in the 

atelier of Femand Cormon (1845-1924) in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts on 27 

January 1906,4 and studied in Paris for two years. He received a letter by 

Cormon to Carolus-Duran, the head of the Academy de France in Rome dated 5, 

December 1907, and subsequently moved to Rome.5 He regularly showed his 

works to Carolus-Duran and received his comments.6 After staying in Rome for 

two years, he went back to Japan in January 1910.7 

Though he studied under academic teachers, he must have witnessed 

many works of art in the new trend while he was in Paris. The Salon d'Automne, 

which was established in 1903, and the Salon des Independents both had 

already become centres of attention in the development of modern art. Just 

before he arrived in Paris at the end of 1905, Matisse and his associates 

displayed their works known as "Les Fauves" at the third exhibition of the Salon 

d'Automne. At the fourth Salon d'Automne the following year, the retrospective 

exhibition of Gauguin was held, and a big retrospective exhibition of Cezanne 

followed at the fifth Salon d'Automne in 1907. Fujishima wrote that he saw these 

exhibitions.8 Young Japanese artists, such as SaitO Yori (1885-1959), Takamura 

KOtarO (1883-1956) and Arishima Ikuma (1882-1974) who were in Paris during 

this period, had been deeply impressed with these new movements. Their 

writings in magazines left an impression on Japanese artists. 

4 Document AJ521291 in the National Archive in Paris. The result of my research was published in Kojima, 
Kaoru. "Furansu Kokuritsu Bijutsu Gakk6 ni Mananda Nihonjin RyOgakusef (Japanese Students Studied in 
at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in France), in Jissen Joshi Daigaku Bigaku Bijutsushi Gaku, no. 13, 1998, 
~p.99-112. 

Sakai, Saisui. "Genkon no Taika 15: Fujishima Takeji shi" (Important Contemporary Painters 15: 
Fujishima Takeji), in Bijutsu Shimp6, vol.10, no. 9, July 1911, p.274. 
6 Fujishima, Takeji. "Ashiato 0 Tadorite" (Trace of My Life), in Geijutsu no Esupuri, Tokyo: ChOOkOron 
Bijutsu Shuppan, 1982, p.207. 
7 Tokyo Geijutsu Daigaku Hyakunen-shi: Tokyuo Bijutsu Gakk6-hen (One Hundred History of the Tokyo 
National University of Fine Arts & Music: Tokyo School of Fine Arts), vol.2, Tokyo: GyOsei, 1992, p.317. 
8 Fujishima, Takeji. "Ashiato 0 Tadorite," in Geijutsu no Esupuri, 1982, p.205-206. 
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As Fujishima recounts, his major works painted in France were stolen in 

Rome,9 and therefore, the extent of his reception of the fauvisim and other new 

movements in French art was not known. Only the small oil sketches he 

produced while he was in Switzerland and Rome provide us with any clue to his 

progress (figs. 4.5 and 4.6). These show that he no longer followed a naturalistic 

style like Kuroda, though he did not completely abandon realistic expression in 

the end. There was an episode in which Giacomo Balla (1871-1958) once visited 

Fujishima's atelier and told Fujishima that his painting had something poetic 

about it.10 After Fujishima came back to Japan, he painted several works of 

European subjects. Kampidorio no Afari (Around Campidoglio) (fig. 4.7) shows 

cityscapes near Campidoglio in Rome in two oblong panels. He created a 

constructive composition using numerous fine brushstrokes. The style 

resembled some of the paintings by The Nabis, and the lyrical atmosphere of his 

expression and the format for decorative panels resemble Balla's early works 

before he joined the Futurist Movement with works such as Maggio (May) (fig. 

4.8). 

However, in looking over Fujishima's sketches in Italy, we cannot trace his 

association with contemporary Italian society. His paintings mainly show ruins of 

ancient Rome, with a few portraits of professional models. Though European art 

had its roots in the Renaissance, Paris had become the centre of modern art in 

the nineteenth century. Italy was a new nation, having been established in 1861, 

and it was still on its way to modernisation around the turn of the century. French 

artists such as Camille Corot (1796-1875), Ernest Hebert (1817-1908), Leon 

Bonnat (1833-1922) and William Bouguereau (1825-1905), painted the pastoral 

scenes with beautiful young Italian women in peasant clothes, often depicted 

with children (figs. 4.9 and fig. 4.10).11 These images showed an idealised, 

innocent world far removed from modern culture, and reminded viewers of the 

9 Ibid., p.207. 
10 Sakai, Saisui. "Genkon no Taika 15: Fujishima Takeji shi", in 8ijutsu ShimpO, vo1.10, no. 9, July 1911, 
~.270. 

1 Brettell, Richard R.; Brettll, Caroline B., Les Peintres et Ie paysan au XIXe siecle, Geneva: Skila, 1983. 
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Renaissance paintings on biblical subjects, such as those by Raffaello. These 

images of Italian women presented Italy as "the past" in contrast to the 

modernised urban life in France. Carolus-Duran (1837-1917) stayed in Italy from 

1862 to 1865, and he depicted rural people in the Roman countryside in a 

painting titled I'Assasine, Souvenir de la Campagne Romaine (The Assassinated, 

Memory of Countryside of Rome) (fig. 4.11) in 1862, which was shown at the 

Salon and purchased by the French government. 

Italian models were welcomed by academic painters and more than five 

hundred models of Italian origin worked in Paris around 1888.12 Hyakutake 

Kaneyuki (1842-1884), who studied under Bonnat in Paris after his stay in Rome, 

also painted a girl dressed in Italian peasant garb (fig. 4.12). He had learned 

from his teacher the gaze upon an Italian woman as well as oil painting 

technique. Asai Chu, who travelled to Rome after his stay in Paris around1900, 

made some Haiku poems sentimentalising ruins of the ancient Roman Empire. 

Japanese artists who had studied in France had acquired the French view on 

Italy, and they regarded Italy as a land with a glorious past. 

Fujishima did not paint a large canvas during his stay in Rome. Oil sketches 

he brought back reveal that he chose ancient ruins and gardens of villas in the 

Renaissance period as his subjects. After Fujishima went back to Japan, he 

gave interviews with journalists and told them that the best art school in the 

world was the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. 13 He criticised the standard of the 

students in the national art school in Rome as being much lower than that in the 

Tokyo School of Fine Arts. Though he praised wall paintings by Raffaello and 

Michelangelo highly, with regard to contemporary Italian art, he commented, 

"Anyone who travelled to Italy has contempt for Italian art because of its 

tendency to be rough.,,14 It should be noted that Fujishima studied at the 

12 Ducourau, Vincent. Musee Bonnat: Bayonne, Paris: Reunion des Musees Nationaux, 2004, p.52. 
13 "/tari-fO no Hekiga" (Wall Paintings of Italian Style), in Yorozu ChOhO, 24 January 1910, Tokyo: Yorozu 
ChOhO KankO-kai, p.2. 
14 Fujishima, Takaeji. " TaiO Kembun SDsoku" (Some Impression in Europe), in Bijutsu ShimpO, vol.9, no.5, 
March, 1910, p.12. The original Japanese text is: r {Jl":tfljl:1J1ft ~ t)U) Ij:M A 'tfJt:tfljl!Ht-i(/) ,5L~tJ: ~ ~ 
itIIJ'£: J! l, z ,£:ffUll ten,) 't (/)(U.H)o J 
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Academy de France while he was in Italy, which means he was in the milieu of 

French art even when he was in Rome. After becoming assimilated in French 

culture for two years, he stayed in Italy just with a perspective similar to that of a 

French man who enjoyed views in Rome.15 Though Fujishima respected Italian 

art, he regarded it as having declined after the sixteenth century. 16 

4.2 Representation of the images of Korea by Fujishima 

When he came back to Japan, the Japanese government had started an 

exhibition named Bunten in 1907. Oil painters had established a conservative 

style with naturalistic representation. Fujishima found some of his paintings were 

not naturalistic enough to be admitted to the Bunten exhibitions. Some of the 

young artists who were in Europe during the same period as Fujishima 

demanded that the government open a new section in Bunten for more 

avant-garde paintings. Their request was rejected and they formed a new group 

named Nika (The Secondary Section) in opposition to Bunten in 1914. Fujishima, 

persuaded by Kuroda, did not join the group, and he lived as an artist belonging 

to the Establishment from that time forward. He was sent to Korea by the 

Ministry of Education for a month in 1913. After his return, Fujishima wrote an 

essay for a magazine about his impressions of Korea.17 This essay explains that 

he found the Japanese landscape boring after he had travelled Europe. On the 

contrary, he really enjoyed looking around Korea. He explained his impression 

as follows: 

While most of the Japanese landscape looks like a miniature garden, Korea, 

which is in fact a peninsula, seems to be continental. Korea, whose shape 

15 The discussion on Fujishima's experience in France and his gaze upon Italy, see, Kojima, Kaoru. 
"Fujishima Takeji ni okeru 'SeiyO' to 'fOyO- (Fujishima Takeji's 'East' and 'West'), in KOno Motoaki Sensei 
Taikan Klnen RonbunshO HenshO linka! ed., Bijutsushika, Oini Warau: KOno sensei no tameno Nihon 
Bijutsushi RonshO (Aft HistOrian, Making Merry: A Col/ection of Essays on Japanese Aft in Honour of 
Professor KOno Motoakl), Tokyo: BrOcke, 2006, pp.387 -406. 
16 Fujishima, Takeji. "Dekadansu no Igr (The Meaning of 'Decadence'), in Bijutsu Shimp() yolo 10, no. 8, 
June, 1911, pp.7-8. 
17 Fujishima, Takeji. "ChOsen KankO Shokan" (Memory of a Journey to ChOsen), Bijutsu ShimpO, yo1.13, 
no.5, 1914, pp.11-13. 
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juts out from the continent, immediately reminds me of Italy, and much in 

common in the scenery. The bright colour of the ground and the bare 

mountains studded with pine trees make the landscape so beautiful. Mild 

sunshine illuminates the bare mountains and the ground in bright colour, 

and they show good contrast with the clear blue sky whose colour seems to 

be deeper. ( ... ) If we could compare the Japanese landscape with that of 

Switzerland, the landscape of Korea should be compared with that of Italy. 18 

Fujishima compared Korea with Italy because they are both peninsulas of large 

continents, and because the light and colour were very bright. Not only were 

there such geographical similarities, but he also found a common historical 

aspect between the two. He wrote that Korean art had attained its highest level 

during Sangoku Jidai (Three Kingdoms, first century B.C. to mid-seventh century 

A.D.) and declined gradually through the Unified Silla (668-935) period and the 

Koryo dynasty (918-1392).19 The passage by Fujishima translated above on his 

impression of Korea was published in an art magazine, Bijutsu Shimpo which 

carried the article by Sekino Tadashi titled "Chosen Kofun no Hekiga ni tsuite" 

(On Wall Paintings in Ancient Tombs in Korea) at the same time.20 Sekino 

reported the results of his research on ancient ruins in Korea the previous year, 

and wrote that he had found three ancient tombs with wall paintings from around 

the fifth or sixth century. Sekino was a professor of the Department of 

Technology in Tokyo Teikoku University (Tokyo Imperial University) who studied 

various fields, including the history of art and architecture, and archaeology.21 

18 Ibid., pp. 11-12.The original text in Japanese is: r B *f1'Jttt!(})§UiU;t, 1nJJii1."~) j;.Jifiltjp:~J1."qn\, '1lJlU 
11, *.ltt~tJl G, *~(J(JO).Iltt!Jl~ ~~L"'9 0 *~O)it!!~a-~WL~~ tllt.::it!!m!J t , l!!l1:(¥::t::t'IJ a- ii~ ~ it 
*'9tJl , jt;it!!0) .~!JlXMi.Q W::t:fIJl: fJ2U,:,¢.f.!J'j. t- )~L"'9 0 it!! 00 0) @,t;\BAtR:1.", ~Lll !J{j. < --:rc C::: 0 
c': .01:, fJ\t.tnl,'i?:.tlit G tl "(@~ t~ C, -JlJfift a-~ L., < 5t it*'9 0 -ftU:, ~\J ~d G ':-J n\t~ H ()) yt 
{>, ~~n\t~~(})"" ~ ) {5tJ{, ~LlJ~it!!iIDO)BA.Q ~)± (}){S c:, ftlMOO L., ,,(, --Jl~W I: Ji.it * '90 (rt111a) ¥i 
L., B *(})mm:a-f/fiti!!n:Jt«Q .: C: nltll*t.: G, '1lJljf(})/I,-JIHt, W::t:fljl: m:;~'9« ~ f) 0)1." it'> G -j C: ,[l,O * 
'9oJ 
19 Ibid., pp.11-13. 
20 Bifutsu Shimp6, vol.13, no.5, 1914, pp. 8-10. 
21 On Sekino's work and fieldwork headed by him, see, Fujii, Keisuke; Saotome, Masahiro; Tsunoda, 
Mayumi; Nishiaki, Yoshihiro. eds., Sekino Tadashi Ajia T6sa (Tadashi Sekino: Explorer of Asia), Tokyo: 
Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, 2005. 
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He was sent to Korea in 1902 for the first time by the Japanese government, and 

he started intensive research on Korea after 1909. He continued his research 

commissioned by the Chosen Sotokufu (the Governor-General of Korea) from 

1910 until 1934. Sekino's scientific fieldwork over the vast domain of Korea, as 

well as in Japan, profited much from progress in the study of Japanese history 

on art and culture, but it was carried out under Japanese colonial policy. Kan 

Sanken pointed out that his research aim in Korea was to find traces of the roots 

of Japanese culture, and it was not to establish Korean history. He argued that 

Sekino was only interested in the ancient culture in Korea and neglected the 

Choson (Joseon) Dynasty because Korea had built their own cultural identity. 22 

Fujishima's views on Korean history, for example that only the ancient period 

was worthy to of esteem, coincided with that of Sekino. Fujishima's essay on 

Korea was printed along with three of his sketches of Korean landscapes. Three 

oil paintings that seemed to have been made from these sketches are still extant. 

These paintings show "the bright colour of the ground" and the "good contrast 

with clear blue sky" as Fujishima had written. One of the paintings shows two 

Korean women walking in the countryside in the traditional style of clothing of the 

late Choson Dynasty (1392-1910) (fig. 4.13). Fujishima found "exotic" beauty in 

female fashion in Korea as well as the landscape and wrote: 

Furthermore, the clothes of Korean people are interesting. While men are 

usually dressed in white, female dresses are made with combinations of 

simple colour, such as red blouse with white skirt, or that of green, purple 

and yellow. If we view them from a distance, they look like colour spots-

very lovely. Korea, in all aspects, has not changed or progressed much, and 

the clothes still seem to be reminiscent of ancient ages. I was deeply 

impressed with the beauty of green cloth that women used to cover their 

22 ·Sekino Tadashi to Kankoku Kenchiku-sht (Sekino Tadashi and History of Korean Architecture), in Fujii, 
Keisuke; Saotome, Masahiro; Tsunoda, Mayumi; Nishiaki, Yoshihiro. eds., Sekino Tadashi Ajia TOsa, 2005, 
pp.187-188. 
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heads and of the pale-coloured skirts that flutter in the wind. I feel like I am 

watching a hand-scroll of around the twelfth century in Japan displayed 

before me.23 

He compared the scenery in Korea with women and with the Japanese twelfth 

century. Though the female dress in Korea seemed to have common elements 

in deSign with Japanese clothing of the ancient ages, it is not difficult to point out 

the connection between Fujishima's gaze on Korean women and colonialism. 

Fujishima mentioned Delacroix and Orientalism in French art caused by the 

French Occupation of Algeria, and wrote that Japanese artists would also benefit 

from the colonization of Korea.24 As he was an eminent professor of the Tokyo 

School of Fine Arts, his opinion may have affected Japanese colonial policy. As 

he mentioned Orienta list paintings by French artists, he regarded Korea just as 

Algeria had been regarded as the "exotic other" by the French.25 Kuraya Mika 

has argued that Fujishima's impression was not unusual among Japanese who 

travelled to Korea under the Japanese occupation. She pointed out that their 

inclination to compare Korea to ancient Japan was a reflection of Japanese 

imperialism.26 Although Kim Jungsun agrees with these points, she also pointed 

out that Fujishima developed new images of women after his experience?7 She 

also argued that Fujishima understood the theory of synthesis by Gauguin, 

because Fujishima had written that he had seen female figures as colour 

23 Fujishima, Takeji. "ChOsen Kank6 Shokan," Bijutsu Shimp6, vol.13, no.5, 1914, p.11. The original text in 
Japanese is: r -ftll:, ~t¥AO)ijIH~1Jf:RiftiB ~'~L"9, ~0)*1~H;I:*tJfB (})~ L"91J', !lffl A.I;l:W !tI.Mit.t 
fS'S:fflOTIi!iT, l:t<1J{~1.', 1iO)~1J'S e1J', jt;91-, fj, fUt~e~""")t-:jil::, *~t~{5(}).t~U: t) I::5L 
~ ~PJTtA lkr.:J:: ~'~1.'9 0 ~t¥lj:, ~T O)J~U::~T, 1!:l~IHt l ~'~fl::~~:JP:1J't~1J\""")t-:~I::, -t-<l)ijlil~ 
1::1;1:, ~:t MjlI, I!:l~O)ifti~1J'~-:JT @~ ~1::~,I;l:tl *90 l!Ii A.(})1Jn ~\L"m~ j\)}@(})~k~.), 1W0,(})"lit 
0), JlII::II!".Q~1J~, fAr c:t ~,,~~ l.., ~'@1J~Jr> I') *90 1*:t B *(})::£~~{~(})~~~~ U~O)~~I= Q.Q ~ 

t.t~~"I51J~ l.., *901 
24 Ibid, pp. 12-13. 
25 Kojima, Kaoru. "Fujishima no Egaita Josei-z6" (Images of Woman by Fujishima), in Kojima, Kaoru ed., 
Fujishima Takkeji, Tokyo: ShinchOsha, 1998. 
26 Kuraya, Mika. "KOnstler auf Koreareise: Das Fremde in Japanischen Blick, 1895 und 1945" (Artists' 
Journey to Korea: Strangers in Japanese eyes, from 1895 to 1945), in Comparativ, no.3, 1998, Leipzig: 
Comparativ, pp. 82-97. 
27 Kim, Jungsun. "Fujishima Takeji no CMsen Hy6sho: S6shoku-ga no Kanten kara" (The Representation 
of Joseon by Fujishima Takeji: With a Foucus on His Decorative Paintings, in Bijutsushi, October 2005, 
Sendai: The Japan Art History Society, pp.160-174. 
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spots,28 and he developed images of women to symbolise more general ideas 

that are not limited by nation and time.29 

After returning from Korea, Fujishima worked on several paintings with 

images of Korean women. One of them is now titled Hanakago (Flower Basket, 

1913, fig.4.14). It shows a woman wearing a white chogori (short jacket) and a 

red chi'ma (skirt) that was a typical costume for a woman in the Choson Dynasty. 

Fujishima painted this work with bold brushstrokes using complementary colours. 

The woman holding a flower basket with her hands on her head has a frontal 

perspective and she looks as monumental as a caryatid. Kim Jungsun admits 

that the Korean women carrying water jars or laundry on the head were one of a 

group of typical subjects used to show life in Korea in paintings and photographs, 

but she argued that Hanakago did not follow the iconography of "female 

labourers in traditional costume." She pointed out that Fujishima had aimed to 

express a symbolic figure such as a woman in Autumn by Puvis de Chavanne 

(fig. 4.15).30 I would like to suggest a more concrete source of Hanakago, which 

was the work by Carolus-Duran.31 Fujishima wrote an article on Carolus-Duran 

in a magazine titled Bijutsu in May 1917.32 On the frontispiece of the issue, there 

was a colour plate of the painting by Carolus-Duran titled Bara no Hanauri (Rose 

Vendor, fig. 4.16). It shows an Italian woman holding a bag of flowers on her 

head. Carolus-Duran must have shown a woman from Chiociaria, in the Roman 

countryside. Women from Chiociaria earned their living by selling flowers in 

Rome and by working as models for painters. Fujishima also made a study of a 

model from Chiociaria (fig. 4.17). However, a woman in Bara no Hanauri is not 

shown in the local clothes of Chiociaria. She is wearing a white blouse and a red 

skirt with a sash. The basket is full of red and white roses. The colour of the 

28 Kim, Jungsun. Fujishima Takeji saku Hanakago K6 (A Study of Hanakago by Fujishima Takeji), in The 
~uShu Art Society ed., De afte, Fukuoka: Nishinihon Bunka KyOkai, no.22, April 2006, p.63-64. 

Kim, Jungsun. "Fujishima Takeji no ChOsen Hy6sho: S6shoku-ga no Kanten karan, in Bijutsushi, October 
2005, pp.160-174. 
30 Kim, Jungsun. "Fujishima Takeji saku Hanakago K6," in De afte, nO.22, April, 2006, pp. 55-72. 
31 Kojima, Keoru. "Fujishima Takeji ni okeru 'Seiy6' to 'T6y6, m in KOno Motoaki Sensei Taikan Kinen 
RonbunshO HenshO linkai ed., Bijutsushika, Oini Warau.· K6no sensei no tameno Nihon Bijutsushi RonshO, 
2006, pp.387-406. 
32 Bijutsu, vol. 1, no. 7. May, 1917, Tokyo: Shichimensha. 
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flowers and clothes are quite similar to Hanakago. As has been discussed. 

Fujishima, who had assimilated with French artists, also shared their views on 

Italy. For Fujishima, the relationship of Korea and Japan was equivalent to that 

of Italy and France. Just as he regarded art in Italy as once splendid but now in 

decline, he thought Korean art had been glorious in the ancient period but had 

similarly fallen off. Fujishima noted this analogy between Italy and Korea, and 

painted an image of Korea that corresponded to the image of Italy by his French 

teacher. Having painted Hanakago, Fujishima gained a similar space to 

Carolus-Duran. Having a Westernised and masculine outward appearance. 

Fujishima had changed in his mind as well. 

However, there was a difference between the paintings by Fujishima and 

the one by Carolus-Duran. Whereas the Italian woman in the painting by 

Carolus-Duran twisted her body and posed attractively for the viewers, the 

woman in Fujishima's painting was depicted from the front and she seemed to 

look down on the viewers as though she was a caryatid. As Kim has pointed out, 

the woman in Hanakago was not much eroticised under the gaze of the rulers. 33 

Thus, we need to explore further what Fujishima really wanted to express in his 

images of women in traditional costume. 

Fujishima had been working on a plan to make a triptych titled Kara-yo 

Sanbu-saku (A Triptych in Chinese Style, fig. 4.18). It was never completed, but 

oil studies for it enable us to imagine what he wanted to express. Studies for the 

three panels of the triptych seem to have been framed together while he was 

alive, and they were exhibited for the first time at his posthumous exhibition in 

1943 (fig. 4.19). However, the catalogue for this exhibition gave the title of this 

work as simply Sanbu-saku (Trilogy), 34 and the title by which the work is now 

known was given subsequently by Kumamoto KenjirO in 1967.35 The reason the 

word Kara-yo was added to the title is still unknown. The word kara had been 

33 Kim, Jungsun. "Fujishima Takeji saku Hanakago KO: in De Me, nO.22, April, 2006, pp. 55-72. 
34lwasa, Arata. ed., Fujishima Takeji /saku Tenrankai (The Posthumous Exhibition of Fujishima Takejl) , 
Tokyo: Fujishima Takeji Isaku Tenrankai Jimusho, 1943. 
35 Kumamoto, KenjirO. ed., Fujishima Takeji, Tokyo: Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha, 1967. 
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used in Japan from the middle ages to refer to Chinese culture in general. The 

three panels now show two women standing in the left panel, one woman 

standing in the right panel and a woman on a horse in the centre panel. The tall 

hairstyles of these women are reminiscent of those of YO (young, a ceramic 

figurine) of the Tang dynasty (618-907) discovered in Turfan (fig. 4.20). The 

landscape which includes a blue sky and an expanse in bright colours was not 

completed; however, enough has been rendered to have its colour remind us of 

Korea. Further support that Fujishima was trying to add images of Korea can be 

found in that he made two paintings of a Korean woman on the reverse of both 

side panels (fig. 4.21). They were discovered when the frame was taken off to 

restore the painting. The fact that they were concealed in the frame may have 

meant that Fujishima had abandoned the plan. However, these paintings 

resembled another work by Fujishima titled Tamatebako (A Treasured Box) on 

which Fujishima worked in 1914, but the catalogue of his posthumous exhibition 

printed this work's date as around 1918. Thus, we can surmise that the plan for 

the triptych had been made around the second half of 1910s.36 As this work was 

never completed, Fujishima's intentions for this project are not clear. Analysis on 

another work titled T6y6-buri (Eastern Style) can, however, provide some clues 

to understanding what his aims might have been. 

4.3 Profiles of women in Chinese dress by Fujishima 

In 1911, China's Republican Revolution occurred and the elites of the Qing 

court fled from China to Japan with their possessions. This caused a recurrence 

36 Kaizuka, Tsuyoshi; Nakata, Hiroko; Ueno, KenzO. eds.,Fujishima Takeji, Tokyo: Bridgestone Museum of 
Art, Ishibashi Foundation, Kurume: Ishibashi Museum of Art, Ishibashi Foundation and Tokyo: Nihon Keizai 
Shimbun, 2002, p.87. 
40 Clark, Timothy. "Japanese Paintings of Chinese Beauties in the Late Edo Period", in Murase, Mieko; 
Smith, Judith G., eds, The Arts of Japan.' An Intemational Symposium, New York: The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, 2000, pp.220-251 
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of the vogue of Chinese culture in Japan. At the Ninth Bunten in 1915, Fujishima 

exhibited a painting titled Nioi (Perfume) (fig.4.22), which depicted a woman in 

Manchurian court dress sitting beside flowers and a small snuff bottle. As the 

title Nioi indicates, both flowers and snuff have a strong perfume. The woman in 

the painting is gazing at the viewers with an air of mystery as though she is luring 

men. This is an early example of an image of a woman in Chinese dress painted 

by Japanese painters, though such images became quite popular in Teikoku 

Bijutsu-in Tenrankai (The Exhibition of the Imperial Academy), the new form of 

the Bunten after 1919 (the name was abbreviated as Teiten). 

Images of women in Chinese dress had been depicted in Japanese 

paintings for centuries, but there was a remarkable vogue of this sort of image 

developed by the Okya School after the mid-eighteenth century (fig. 4. 23).40 

This type of Chinese woman often wore a phoenix hair ornament and dressed in 

Han Chinese-style dresses. Whereas such images survived until the modern 

age (fig.4. 24), the new image of a Chinese woman by Fujishima was wearing a 

Manchurian court dress.41 

In 1924, Fujishima painted a profile of a Japanese woman in Chinese dress 

titled Taya-burl (In a Manner of Taya, fig. 4.25). The dress seems to have a 

pattern of peonies, which had symbolised wealth and honour in both China and 

Japan. The dress may be a court dress with the wide sleeves popular in the late 

Qing dynasty. There was also a hair ornament that was made with precious 

stones in the Qing dynasty. Her face and neck were carefully painted in three 

dimensions, and the lustre in the hair and the surface of the dress is reproduced 

in a realistic manner. Fujishima recalled that this work was a landmark in his 

career. 42 He described Taya-burl as follows: 

In the Italian Renaissance, artists painted numerous profiles of women. I 

41 This issue is discussed in detail in Kojima, Kaoru. "ChOgoku-fuku no Josei z(j ni miru Kindai Nihon no 
Aidentiti Keiser (The images of woman in Chinese dress and formation of Japanese national identity). in 
Annual Reports of Studies of the Faculty of LeNers of Jissen Women's University. vol.. 44. 2002. pp. 17-37. 
42 Fujishima. Takeji. "Ashiato 0 Tadorite: in Geijutsu no Esupuri, 1982, p.218. 
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kept staring at the paintings by Piero della Francesca and Leonardo da 

Vinci hung on the wall in the gallery of the art museum in Milan, never bored, 

because I felt that these paintings caused me the same kind of feeling as 

Toyo teki seishin (Spirit of the East). I was especially interested in the brush 

work by Piero della Francesca which was quite simplified. Based on such 

research, I really wanted to use a Chinese dress in my painting, and 

collected as many as fifty or sixty Chinese dresses at that time. ( ... ) This 

was not because I intended to paint a Chinese. I wanted to create a typical 

toyo beauty with a Japanese woman as a model. ( ... ) My aim is to paint 

something unaffected by Western feeling using exclusively Western 

materials. I am not interested in reconstructing the customs and 

paraphernalia realistically in accordance with history. We do not need such 

exacting research in modern art. I have been insisting for years on the 

elimination of the notion of "the Easf' and "the West". 43 

He only mentioned the names of Piero della Francesca and Leonardo da Vinci in 

Milan, but he had been interested in other paintings of profiles of women such as 

Portrait of Ginevera d'Este by Pisanerllo in the Louvre, whose copy he had made 

and brought back to Japan (fig. 4.26). It is clear that he did not intend to 

reproduce a portrait of a real woman, but he wanted to express toyo seishin 

(spirit of the East) by using an image of a woman. This image should not simply 

follow the idea of toyo, which had been contrasted with seiyo. What Fujishima 

aimed to create here was an iconography that would unite the East and the West, 

or more precisely, the iconography of the East that unified the West. Later in 

43 Ibid .• pp.218-219. The original text in Japanese is: r 1 !7 I) 7 (}))( ;i!HjjJilllli¥{~I: f;:tk(})~~O)ta'i'lJ;I){~;I)\ 
~t::.o ~.:r.o· 7)\.;7· 77/-f-::r.7..7J, v::tT)H~· '/. r]{ /-f-t~cO)~:a:~t:.~C:;I)', ~fJMI:'€)~ 
~t~]'n~(j(jft~III:~i! L., l~\ .QO.n:\ ~ '7 J O)~*ftIlO)~mi 1:J!~n\~ltHs!:a:*,jHtl ~ \t:. 'f) 0) -r:iY.n t:.o 
,*1: 77 /-f- ::r.7..7J(})~Jt(})flU9~ht:.ffl.;I){, iliis < ,~,"J lJ! li!t:.o ..'fA,t~Jfll~-fI:iJlg.9 ~ 'fJO)C:t"\'J 
f'1 IJ )t!~"~;I){J:. <, .:t(}) IJ!{I( IJ c )t!~la1 A"~:a: N:~l1i, /\Tf,{I: :t)& Iu -r ~ \t:.o (9'1~) ~,9" l 'f) :1ZJJB A. 
:a:7'J\;: -j c P -j 11111;1)\ I? -r:1;U~ ~\o B *(}) 5( :a:1'~h l*~l'J<Jt~A~trJ~:a:-::l < -;1 L R.t:.;1)\ -) t::.O)-r~ 7!Jo 

(I:j:l~) iN~fi!ii(})~*'I-:a:I!M! L., l, iN~~,*Hlht:. 'tJ O):a:ta'i;: "j c L., l ~\ ~ 0 lIi'f{t(/)l!Im-\,J~J{t~ c I: 
1'1-rtlJ~ml'L\ -r: ~.Q 0 ilif~~iiIli I: 1'1..'f -5 L., t:.1HiEl'1~\~ c L., l ~ \t~ ~ \0 r"JIIli I: )fUfc1:: 7'J1rtirt c;l)\ ~ \ -) Il.~ 
:a:Jft@J"9 ~ (})1Jt ;f1.(})4'*(}) :tom-r: ~ ~ 0 J . 
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1939, Fujishima wrote, 

Just as paintings of toyo have their tradition, oil paintings have their own 

traditional spirit. It is the Latin spirit that originated from Italy and developed 

in France. We should understand this tradition when we paint oil paintings. 

We cannot paint oil paintings only with the Japanese spirit.44 

These words provide a clue to understanding why Fujishima found the spirit of 

the East in Renaissance paintings. We have already learned that Fujishima 

regarded France as a model of modernity, whereas Italy was seen as a place of 

great history. He found that French art was derived from Italian art and had 

inherited "the Latin spirit." Just as French art had its origin in Italy, Japanese art 

had its origin in Korea and China. When Fujishima conceived that the Latin spirit 

corresponded to the t6y6 seishin (the spirit of the East), he placed Japan in the 

same position as France. In this way, as we have seen before, Korea could be 

regarded as the equivalent of Italy, and we can suppose that he extended this 

idea of Korea to China as well. 

Fujishima, under the title of Toy6-buri, united the idea of China and Italy in 

one particular work. It was painted in oil, which was the technique associated 

with the Italian Renaissance, and his composition of a woman's profile was also 

associated with the Italian Renaissance. The Japanese who wore the Chinese 

dress may have symbolised that Japan had inherited cultural tradition from 

China, and the female image was to represent modern Japan that embodied 

both cultural legacy of the East and the West. As images of women in Han 

Chinese dresses in pre-modem Japanese paintings had reflected the long 

Japanese admiration for Chinese culture, Fujishima used Manchurian dress in 

44 Fujishima, Takeji. "Gashitsu no Kotoba" (Words from an Atelier), in Geijutsu no Esupuri, 1982, pp. 66-e7. 
The original text in Japanese is: f]10$[iJjj ~:~i*t'f[iJjjO)fi*1t7'J~~.Q.t -j I:, illl~~: li* t.:.i1!l~O)bMtI'fJt~fitI 
7'J~Mff9.Qo l' ~ I) 7~::Mi* t)"7 7 /' 7..7'J~.~ l-t.:. 77 /~~7'J~-tn '1.'~.Qo illl~t.!:tiIi < ':ti~..)ti t)-t(/) 
fitrc~5l..Q ;:c7'J~*~l'~.Qo B *m~t~lt-r~\< Gi1Il~t.!:tiIi;: -j c l, -C't), i"n'i~J!Il-r~.QoJ 
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his paintings to express the new ideology of toyo that Japan formed in the 

modern age, as I have already mentioned. The title Toyo-buri has been 

translated into English in various ways, but in most cases, the word orienta/ism 

has been used, though it is now abundantly clear that this translation is not 

appropriate. It has been used since the 1970s, without accounting for the 

definition popularised by Edward Said. Even if this title is used in reference to 

Said, colonialism in Fujishima's ideas could not be defined as simply 

"orientalism." Literally, Toyo-buri could be translated to "Eastern Style.". To 

make the meaning more clear, we should add some further explanation, such as 

"Painting of Eastern Style." When we have understood Fujishima's idea on this 

painting as such, we will be able to analyse Kara-yo Sanbu-saku as well. 

Though words are different, "Kara-yo" and "Toyo-bun" had similar meaning. 

However, compared to "kara," "toyo" had a more precise meaning for placing 

Japan at the centre of the East Asia, so the title Karaya Sanbusaku might not 

have been given by Fujishima. Whereas Fujishima succeeded in expressing his 

ideas clearly in Toya-buri, he could not complete Kara-yo Sanbu-saku. This 

means that he tried to formulate such a concept after he came back from Korea 

and accomplished it in 1924. If we go back to Hanakago in 1913, we will be 

aware that he had already tried to unite the idea of the East and the West in this 

painting. This is why the woman in Hanakago is not simply depicted as an 

attractive woman as was the one in the painting by Carolus-Duran. 

Was it Fujishima's intention to unite the East and the West in his paintings 

only based on his experiences in Europe and Korea, then? Did this idea reflect 

some kind of spirit of the age when Japan had expanded its territory in East 

Asia? SatO DOshin has pointed out that books on Toyo Bijutsushi (the history of 

Eastern art) from Japan's point of view were published during early twentieth 

century, and the publicity attained its peak in 1920s and 1930s.45 As Sate has 

45 SatO, DOshin. ·Sekai-kan no Saihen to Rekishi-kan no Saihen" (Reorganising World Views, Reorganising 
Historical Views), in Ima Nihon no Bijutushigaku wo Furikaeru (The Present, and the Discipline of Art 
History in Japan), Tokyo: Tokyo National Research Institute of Cultural Properties, 1999, pp.111-127 
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argued, this was linked with Kokoku Shikan (The Japanese imperial historical 

view), which included nationalism and imperialism. Although there is no question 

that Japanese art had in fact originated in Chinese and Korean art, Japan 

reformulated the art history of East Asia into the context of Toyo 8ijutushi, 

thereby placing Japan in the centre. 

At this point, it will be helpful to return to Kara-yo Sanbu-saku. In the centre 

panel of this work, Fujishima planned to paint a woman on a horse. I have 

compared this to a YO of the Tang dynasty. The example that I chose as figure. 

4.19 was formerly owned by a monk, Otani K6zui (1876-1948), who was the 

twenty-second abbot of the West Honganji Monastery of J6do shinshO (a 

denomination of Buddhism founded by Shinran).46 With a considerable budget at 

his disposal, he organised three expeditions to India and Central Asia between 

1902 and 1914. Since the end of the nineteenth century, expeditions organised 

by European scholars competed in exploring Central Asia, which reflected those 

nations' imperialist expansions. Following the Swedish explorer Sven Anders 

Hedin, Sir Marc Aurel Stein from England headed three expeditions to Central 

Asia between 1900 and 1916, and travelled to Taklamakan, Tibet. Paul Periot 

from France explored Tumchuq, Kucha and Dunhuang from 1906 to 1908. The 

Otani expeditions, which had the aim of researching the history of Buddhism, 

were not supported by the Japanese government. However, they were inspired 

by the other explorers from Europe. The Otani expeditions brought back 

innumerable historical materials, which were shown in West Honganji in 1903 

and at the National Museum in Kyoto in 1904. They were published in many 

magazines and were researched by scholars in Kyoto. They were sent to the 

magnificent villa of Otani named Niraku-s6 built in 1908, and exhibited to the 

public in 1912, 1913 and1914. However, Otani lost support from West Honganji 

in 1914, and he sold most of his collection as well as Niraku-so. Some of his 

collection was sold to the Governor-General Terauchi Masatake in Seoul, and 

46 On Otani KOzui and his expeditions, see, Wada, Hidetoshi. ed., Nirakus6 to Otani Tankentai (Villa Niraku 
and Otani Expeditions), Ashiya: Ashiya City Museum of Art & History, 1999. 
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housed in Chosen Sotokuhu Hakubutsukan (The Museum of Governor-General 

in Korea). They were shown to the public in 1916, and they are now in the 

collection of the National Museum of Korea. Another part of his collection was 

brought to Lu-shun in 1914 where Otani had his second house. They were 

deposited to Kantocho Hakubutsukan (Museum of the Guangdong 

Governor-General) established in 1918 in Lu-shun, and now in the collection of 

the Museum of Lu-shun. 

It is uncertain whether Fujishima ever saw the Otani collection, but he must 

have known about these expeditions and their collection that resulted from it, as 

it was reported extensively in journals and magazines. Fujishima's intent to 

express a comprehensive image of toyo might have been partly inspired by the 

expeditions. China was a part of Central Asia after all. The fact that Fujishima 

himself owned a YO of a horse (fig. 4. 27),47 testifies to his interest in 

archaeological pieces from China. 

Fujishima made another study that seemed to be related to the triptych titled 

Kiba Fujin zo (A Woman on Horseback, fig. 4. 28). It shows a woman in red 

riding on a white horse in the mountains. Clothes of female and male figures 

showed the style of the Tang Dynasty. Fujishima intended to paint a scene of 

falconry played by equestrian in the Tang dynasty in this painting. The white 

horse's left side was depicted with its head down, and in a pose that suggests 

trotting. A dog is running in front of the horse and looking back at it. This kind of 

composition is also seen in a page of May in the Tres Riches Heures du duc de 

Berry (The Very Beautiful Book of Hours for the Duke of Berry) by the Limbourg 

brothers in the Musee Conde in Chantilly from fifteenth-century France. The 

page of May (foI.5v., fig. 4.29) shows a woman on a white horse, whose shape 

resembles the white horse in Fujishima's painting. Unless this similarity is mere 

coincidence, Fujishima was clearly trying to unite European art and Asian 

subject in this painting, as well as Toyo-buri. 

47An illustration in Bijutsu, vol.1, no. 7, May 1917, Tokyo: Shichimensha, p.4. 
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Kiba Fujin zo must be a study for a much larger panel because it was made 

on a carton and painted in rough brushstrokes. Instead of completing Kiba Fujin 

zo and Kara-yo Sanbu-saku, Fujishima seemed to have changed his mind. 

Toyo-buri has been regarded one of Fujishima's masterpiece, but another 

painting that he exhibited at the same exhibition, the fifth Teiten, titled Amazonu 

(Amazon) has not been analysed until recently (fig. 4.30). It shows a girl in 

swimwear riding a horse on the seashore with a dog to the left of the horse. The 

composition of a woman riding on a horse with a dog is very similar, though 

other elements are totally different. Nakata Hiroko suggested that the concept of 

Amazonu had been made from Kiba Fujin zoo She pointed out that Amazonu 

showed a mixture of something antique and modern, and also the mixture of 

toyo and seiyo.4f3 Fujishima made his own commentary on this picture as well: 

Amazonu is a painting of a girl riding on horseback in a beach. I have never 

witnessed such a scene. In fact, however modern women have become, it is 

unlikely that a woman would come to the beach riding on a horse. As I have 

mentioned repeatedly, I believe that the composition of a painting could be 

as surreal as it likes. If I could have attained to express something, it could 

be sportsmanship or the beauty of good health.49 

Though Japanese women did not ride horses on the seashore, French women 

did. Carolus-Duran painted a very large canvas depicting his sister-in-law riding 

a horse at the seashore in 1873 (fig. 4. 31). Fujishima wrote on this painting titled 

Au bord de /a mer ou Portrait equestre de Mile Sophie Croizette (At the 

Seashore, or a Portrait of Miss Sophie Croizette on Horseback) in his essay 

dedicated to Carolus-Duran upon the occasion of his death. He wrote that this 

48Kaizuka. Tsuyoshi; Nakata, Hiroko; Ueno. Kenzo. ed .. Fujishima Takeji. 2002. p.90. 
49 Fujishima, Takeji. "Ashiato 0 Tadorite" , in Geijutsu no Esupuri. 1982, p.219. The original text in Japanese 
is: rll'y? 'J-){ J fJ:tfeJJ<mJi1::p.t(tJtm I: *":J -C'lt'i:!P: l-C~) ~dZl'C'i1f> Go -t-tHJ:.I3t~l¥Jt~$'JU.:: ll', 
-t- A"t~:7't. ~.7j.t.:lIR 1: 'b toJ. <, ~~~D{iiT I: ~?f /' toJ.3('C' 'b~.~ 'C'tfe*mJiI: *,Q 3( :1,> ~A,-t': -) l'i1f> t) ?tt;t 
\')0 Ill.( \,\ '5 .t '5 l:fLlJ:lllliOO.~IJ:~Dfiifl:mlj~I¥J'C' it~n l' :t It) It) c![l, ') -C \, \ ~ 0 i1f> 0) ~tll::f) ll<ffl.l?ft 
t::.:t O)tJ{1J I') c t',flli, A ~- '/' m~ c 7'.1\, OO!~~ C 7'.1\ ~) '5 :t O)'C' Ji) 7) '50 J 
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painting had a good reputation in the upper-class society in Paris.50 Fujishima 

may have had an opportunity to see this painting because it had been on the 

wall in Carolus-Duran's atelier. 51 Sophie was a star in the fashionable world in 

Paris at that time, and the painting showed her in quite up-to-date fashion. The 

painting showed her in the centre of a huge canvas in a regular square. The 

portrait was completed in academic style, but the expression of the seascape 

was rendered in bold touches. About a half century later, Fujishima represented 

in Amaz6nu a woman in a much more modern fashion and manner. He painted 

the surface of the sea in two different colours divided by the figure of a woman 

on a horse. 

If Fujishima really painted this picture based on his teacher's work, we will 

be able to understand that Fujishima had intended to express a modern image 

by means of a woman on a horseback, instead of expressing the Asian past. In 

this way, we can find his true aim to make this painting as a contrast to T6y6-buri 

because the two paintings were exhibited at the same time in the fifth Teiten in 

1924. Whereas T6y6-buri is not very large in size and is painted in very realistic 

manner, Amaz6nu is painted on a large canvas in more expressionistic style 

than T6y6-buri. The two paintings were made to show the two aspects of 

Fujishima's ideology about the world. Wihle Amaz6nu signified modern Japan as 

the equivalent of modern France, T6y6-buri must be understood to express the 

Japanese "origin" in East Asia united with the "origin" of modern art in Europe. 

Carolus-Duran has been well known for his portraits of women of 

upper-class society, but he painted landscapes, too (fig. 4.32). These paintings 

were rendered with very strong wide brushstrokes using viscous oil. Fujishima 

painted landscape pictures with the same kind of brushstrokes in his later period 

(fig. 4.33). We should say that Fujishima learned quite well the art of his teacher 

while he was in Europe. 

50 Fujishima, Takeji. "Futsukoku Geien no Ichi My6j6 tarishi Karoryusu Dyuran-sht (Mr. Carolus-Duran: A 
Star in French Art World), in Bijutsu, vol. 1 , no. 7, May 1917, p. 8. 
51 Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille; Musee des Augustins, Toulouse eds., Calous-Duran 1837-1917, Paris: 
Reunion des Musee Nationaux, 2003, p.120. 
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After Toy6-buri, Fujishima worked on several profiles of women in Chinese 

dress. Among them, Hokei (Woman with an Orchid, 1926, fig. 4.34) is the most 

well known picture, though it has not been exhibited for decades. This work 

premiered at the first Shotoku Taishi Hasan Bijutsu Tenrankai (Shotoku Taishi 

Commemorative Exhibition), which was held as the inauguration of the 

Metropolitan Art Museum in Tokyo. Although Toyo-buri has a strong Chinese 

mood overall, with a fan and Chinese calligraphy on a board behind the woman, 

the composition of Hokei easily reminds us of the Renaissance paintings. The 

woman in Hokei wears a Chinese dress, as does the one in Toyo-buri, but she 

has an orchid instead of Chinese fan, and her profile is against the blue sky. 

These composition resembles the portraits by Italian Renaissance painters such 

as Piero della Francesca, in which a profile was presented from a close 

perspective against a landscape and a sweeping sky. Detailed representation 

carefully rendered by minute brushstrokes in the face, dress and ornaments in 

Hokei also bears similarity to Renaissance painting. Fujishima's woman holding 

an orchid has the kind of expression that was also seen in portraits of the 

fifteenth century and the sixteenth century in Europe, though more often in the 

northern countries than in Italy. In these paintings, the subjects typically have 

something small in their hands to indicate their attribution. In Fujishima's work, 

the intended attribution orchid is not clear. However, an orchid, which was 

traditionally loved by Chinese scholars, seems to emphasise the woman's noble 

beauty. Luxurious embroidery in her dress shows patterns of bats, which 

symbolise good fortune, as well as flowers, which indicate happiness. Despite 

some differences in detail, the whole composition of Hoke; resembles A Portrait 

of a Young Lady by Antonio del Polaiuolo in Berlin (fig. 4.35) in its colour of dress 

and the shape of the adorned hair. As Polaiuolo worked on several portraits of 

women in profile, there is a possibility that Fujishima saw one of them, possibly 

even in Berlin when he visited Germany during his stay in Europe. As Hokei had 

followed the Renaissance paintings in composition and in expression more 
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faithfully than T6y6-buri, it could express better the artist's idea of uniting the 

tradition of the East and the West. 

4.4 Admiration and desire reflected in the images of women in Chinese 

dress 

Fujishima sent another profile of a woman in Chinese dress to the eighth 

Teiten in 1927. This work's title was Kosenbi (Woman with Chinese-style Hair, 

fig. 4.36). These images of women in Chinese dress after Nioi in 1915 must have 

had impacts on other artists. His colleagues at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts 

also exhibited oil paintings of women in Chinese dresses at Teiten. Some 

examples of these are Meisho (Toilette, 1920) by Ihara Usaburo, Ginpei no Mae 

(Woman Sitting Before a Silver Screen, 1925, fig. 4.37) and Hana Kanzashi 

(Woman Wearing HairOmaments, 1927, fig. 4.38) by Kobayashi Mango. 

However, painters had different ideas in expressing these images of women in 

Chinese dress. In Hana Kanzashi, Kobayashi showed a Japanese woman 

playing with an ornament that had been worn by a court lady in the Qing dynasty. 

The artist even added a yellow cloth with dragon patterns on the wall behind the 

woman. As the yellow colour and the dragon pattern were allowed only to the 

emperor, the cloth suggested that the emperor's garb had been used as a wall 

decoration in Japan. The whole composition expresses the decay of China and 

the supremacy of Japan. Whereas Fujishima used Chinese dress to cite a 

historical connection between China and Japan, Kobayashi uses Chinese 

clothing as "otherness" here to suggest "exoticism." 

Those artists who did not want to participate in the Teiten exhibitions, also 

produced paintings of women in Chinese dress. In contrast to Fujishima, RyOsei 

was an independent artist who sold his works only to a handful of collectors. 

RyOsei's painting titled Shinafuku Kitaru Imouto Teruko no z6 (A Portrait of 

Painter's Sister, Teruko in Chinese Dress) in 1921 (fig. 4.39) is another early 

example of a painting of a woman in Chinese dress. This is a portrait of RyOsei's 
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younger sister Teruko in a Manchurian dress. Her face and clothes stand out 

clearly against the dark background. He used a transparent dark red colour on 

the dress to deliberately render the shiny surface of the silk deliberately. As 

RyOsei's daughter later wrote, it was not a sexualised image of a woman at all 

but a portrait of the painter's dear sister. It seemed to reflect RyOsei's pure 

admiration for Chinese dress and his love for his sister. 52 His father, Kishida 

GinkO was a journalist who had a deep knowledge of Chinese culture, and 

associated himself with intellectuals at the end of the Qing dynasty. On the other 

hand, Kishida GinkO had established his fortune by patenting an eyewash from 

an American missionary. He built a large house and a shop in the centre of 

Tokyo, and his children were brought up in a modern manner. RyOsei, who 

started his career as an oil painter, learned Western art from photographs and 

admired Renoir and Van Gogh before turning to Van Eyck and DOrer. As 

mentioned before, after China's Republican Revolution in 1911, many former 

elites of the Qing Dynasty sold their property in Japan, which accounts for the 

enrichment of Japanese collections of Chinese paintings and books. RyOsei 

developed his interest in Chinese paintings in the 1920s, stimulated by the 

members of Shirakaba (White Birch) magazine, which was published by a group 

of artists, writers and intellectuals. Seeing some members' collections of 

Chinese paintings as well as meeting an English artist, Bernard Leech 

(1887-1979) who had been to China, RyOsei himself started to collect Chinese 

paintings. He believed that he bought works of the Sung and the Yuan Dynasties, 

though most of them must have really been made in the Ming and the Qing 

Dynasties.53 He studied Chinese-style paintings by copying these paintings and 

albums of woodblock prints published in China (fig. 4.40). His na'ive admiration 

52 Kishida, Reiko. Chichi. Ryiisei (My Father. Kshida RyQsel). Tokyo: ChOOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1987, 
W'.133-134. 

The biography of Kishida RyOsei has been well investigated based on his diaries, and as for a standard 
writing of his biography, see, Tomiyama, Hideo. Kishida ROsei, Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1986. 
Writings by Kishida including hid diaries are published in, Oka, IsaburO; Umehara, RyOsaburO. eds., Kishida 
RyOsei ZenshO(The Complete Writings by Kishida ROsel), voI.1-10,Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1979-1980. My 
description on Kishida here is based on a paper at a workshop of the Eastem Section of Japan Art History 
Society, 28 July 2001: Kojima, Kaoru. Kindai ni okeru Bunjin Shumi no Heny6 to ShOen (Change and 
Decline of Literati Culture in Modem Japan). 
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of China seems to be seen in a portrait of him wearing Chinese clothes (fig. 4. 

41). 

His devotion to Chinese paintings seems to have accorded with his memory 

of his father who died when he was a child. He made a portrait of his father as a 

literatus in 1925 (fig. 4.42), while he portrayed himself in a Chinese-style study 

room in a new house in Kamakura (fig. 4.43). A Chinese-style work titled 

Shunjitsu Reijitsu (A Calm and Fine Day in Spring, fig. 4.44) shows his happy 

memories of the days when he lived in Kugenuma in Kanagawa from 1917 to 

1923. Though it was drawn in Chinese style, it shows Mt. Fuji. Among the small 

figures of the literati enjoying fishing, we can see a man with a hat walking with a 

small child in a red kimono. This must be a self portrait with his beloved daughter, 

Reiko. RyOsei digested Chinese literati culture in his own way and made it his 

identity. However, he needed to confront the real China in his time. He went to 

Manchuria in 1929 in hopes of being able to sell his paintings to Japanese 

officials of the South Manchurian Railroad Company. The result was 

disappointing, and he did not enjoy the northern Chinese landscape. He died on 

his way back to Kamakura when he was only 38 years old. His case reveals the 

complex situation between China and Japan at that time. Though Japanese 

were familiar with and had learned much from traditional Chinese culture they 

had to justify their invasion of China. Some scholars such as Inoue TetsujirO and 

KatO Hiroyuki, have argued that Chinese culture had been transmitted to Japan 

so many centuries previously that Japanese could identify it as their own 

tradition.54RyOsei's case proves that even an independent artist was not free 

from the context of Japanese nationalism of this period. 

In the 1930s, images of women in modern Chinese dress gradually became 

popular in Japanese paintings. The robe painted in Toyo-buri seems to be a 

changyi (an informal court dress) of the Tongzhi period (1862-1874, fig.4.45) but 

54 Sen, C. "Nissin SensOgo ni okero tai ChOgoku kan oyobi Nihonjin no Serohu ImfJiji" (Japanese View on 
China and Japanese Self-image after the Sino-Japanese War), in Suzuki, Sadami ed., Zasshi TaiyOto 
Kokumin Bunka no Keisei (A Magazin "TaiyO· and the Formation of the National Culture), Kyoto, 
Shibunkaku Shuppan, 2001, pp.250-279. 
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the dress in H6kei has a upright collar that indicates that it was made in the early 

1900s. The Manchurian dresses worn by wealthier women were called qipao, 

but they lost popularity after the establishment of the Chinese Republic in 1912. 

Under the influence of Western fashion, a new style of qipao was designed, 

whose fonn had become progressively more slender in the sleeves and body. 55 

Modern Chinese dress gained popularity in Shanghai, and other urban centres 

in the 1920s and 1930s, and images of young women in modern Chinese 

dresses were popularised by commercial posters, photographs and films 

consumed by Westerners and Japanese (fig. 4.46).56 

Chinese produced images of them for Westerners since the eighteenth 

century including the China Trade Paintings consumed by the Westerners in the 

vogue of Chinoiserie. Similar to images of Japanese women in kimono, women 

in Chinese dress, especially noble women in luxurious dress had been received 

as examples of "exotic" beauty by the West. Rawanchaikul Toshiko pointed out 

that an image of the "exotic" land of Cathay instead of the real China had been 

formed by the West and, 

The pale and dainty images of females, dressed in brilliantly embroidered 

Chinese costumes with graceful hair accessories, were a representation of 

Cathay, the land shrouded in mystery. Thus, the exotically depicted women 

continued to be painted for the longest duration as the typical image of 

"China" as far back as the late Qing and until the early Republican era of the 

early 20th century. It is impossible not to envisage here the power of 

Western (= male) colonial rulers (= buyers) who enjoyed viewing the 

representation of the "other" as women. But at the same time, we must also 

remember that the image was also a representation of the beautiful "China 

55 ClarX, Hazel. "The Cheung Sam: Issues of Fashion and Cultural Revolution", in Steel, Valerie; Major, 
John S. eds., China Chic: East Meets West, New YorX; London: Yale University Press, 1999, pp.155-159. 
56 These examples were shown in the exhibition titled China Dream: Another Flow of Chinese Modem Art 
organised by Fukuoka Asian Art Museum, 2004. 
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= self' to the Chinese.57 

Rawanchaikul admitted that images of modern girls in commercial posters were 

often expressed in a sexualised manner to be the object of the male gaze. Thus, 

the images were consumed by male viewers as well as the products that the 

poster advertised. However, she also argued that the images of attractive 

Chinese women were not only consumed by Westerners but also became the 

idealised image of the Chinese self. She argued that such images reflected "the 

norm of the time when women were liberated by the blooming women's rights 

movement," and "was precisely a representation of the aspiration for modern life 

style, and the dreams of emancipation held by women in Shanghai and Hong 

Kong at that time."58 The numerous posters showing Chinese girls in modern 

fashion had been supported by Chinese as a kind of idealised self image of the 

woman "liberated" from feudalistic values. Ironically, these same "liberated" 

women had drawn negative reactions from Chinese men and some male 

Chinese writers even went so far as to depict these modern Chinese women in 

Shanghai as "femmes fatales" who toyed with men.59 Xie Li, who examined the 

formation of the modern qipao from Manchurian dress, also argued that the 

modern qipao became a national dress in modern China, as it was also well 

received by Han Chinese women.50 

The above discussion demonstrates that the images of Chinese beauties in 

modern dress were an object under male gaze but also served as the ideal 

57 Rawanchaikul, Toshiko. "Another Current of Chinese Modem Art," in Rawanchaikul, Toshiko and 
Horikawa, Lisa ed., China Dream: Another Flow of Chinese Modem Art, Fukuoka: Fukuoka Asian Art 
Museum, and Niigata: The Niigata Bandaijima Art Museum, 2004, p. 167. Her texts cited above were 
translated in English in the catalogue. The Japanese text is: rllilUilJ... t) 0)t1J 1:'~7'J\t~q:l~ijlil ~ .... n1t~1)\tJ 
tlMi IJ ~ L- t.:.@.I3O)iUftJ./lsiA fll;t, "':nl~ IJ ~~O)",,- )vl:~a=:tlt.:.±tt!! r:f- -V t 1 J 0)1:<*1:' ~ ... ) t::. 
~~~.~~~=+, x~~~~~~m~h~./lsiAfl~, ft~~~ r~OOJ 1~-~~lT,~~~W 
~O)m*a';~mJOlI:¥.Q *1."O)fitJ±H,mlYl, m~~~t Gtlt::. ~~ x.Qo + = I:, fili~~t(tt ~ l Tt<* 
l$~9.Q l1§T$ (13 21"~ IJ ~tt) 0)~1iu\';tt!!)tftC.1!f (~hF) 0):11 ~~JE ltJ~'hltl::I;t~'7'J\t~~\tJ" [Ii] 

,*1:, ~1]lI AI: C"J L"1;t, ~.Qv l-\,) r~OO =13 2J 0)l:<-.1"t1J"J t::. = ~ f) 'Ytx T.}) ~ t::. ~ '0 J . 
58 Ibid. 
59 Liu, Vi. "roshi FOzoku no Sh6chO toshiteno 'Modan Garu" ('Modem Girl' as a Symbol of City Life), in Ajia 
~O.gak~, no.6.2,ApriI20Q4, Tokyo: Bensei ShobO, pp.121-129. . 

Xle, Lt. Chama Doresu 0 Matou Joseitachi: Chipao ni miru Chpugokuno Kin-gendai (Women dressed m 
Chinese Dress: Analysis on Qipao in Modem China), Tokyo: SeikOsha, 2004. 
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image of the "China = self." Japanese reception of these images could be also 

analysed from both sides. Japanese writers created characters of modern, 

sexualised girls in Shanghai as had Chinese writers. Ikeda Shinobu argued that 

such a Japanese gaze on Chinese women was reflected in images of Japanese 

women in Chinese dress.61 However, if we only consider the gaze of imperialism 

of the Japanese male on the Chinese woman, the vogue of Chinese dress and 

its images in Japan after 1920s could not be fully explained. There must have 

been an aspect that the new idea of "China-self' expressed in the images of 

modern Chinese women that also was attractive to Japanese women. A 

newspaper reported that Chinese-style dress had become so popular in 1924 

that patterns and design in Chinese style had come to be adopted even in 

kimonos.62 Masamune Tokusaburo, an oil painter who studied in Paris and had 

associated with Henri Matisse, painted his wife in a Chinese-style dress several 

times after he returned to Japan in1924. Kaburaki Kiyokata, a leading 

Japanese-style painter of the period wrote on one of Masamune's painting (fig. 4. 

47) that was shown at the Nika exhibition in 1931 in a book published in the 

same year as follows: 

To produce images of women in Chinese-style dress has been tried by 

many painters for several years, and in fact Chinese-style dresses were 

currently in vogue in women's fashion that could be regularly seen in the 

streets. We could say that this painting depicted a woman who was fond of 

such taste. The artist has expressed the beauty of a Chinese-style dress 

naturally in good arrangement of bright and pleasant colour directly.63 

61 Ikeda, Shinobu. "' Shina-fuku no On'na' to iu YOwaku" (The Allure of Women clothed in Chinese Dress) in 
Rekishigaku KenkyO (Journal of Historical Studies), no. 765, August 2002, pp.1-37. 
62 "Chikagoro Medatte kita ChOgoku-fuku no RyOk6" (Recent Vogue in Chinese-style Dress), in Yomiuti 
Shimbun, 28 September 1924. 
63 An explanation by Kaburaki Kiyokata on Plate 23, in Kaburaki, Kiyokata. ed., Gendai Sakka Bijinga 
ZenshO: Y6ga-hen JO (The Complete Series of Paintings of Beauties by Contemporary Artists: The volume 
of Oil Paintings, 1), Tokyo: ShinchOsha,1931. The original text in Japanese is: r jOJ~mH:.r;1iilltm )\.if!:fr 
-:J < ~ 0)[;1, t!t:!f:*, Ii \ 0 Ii\ ;z~Jf~.1iO: J:: "')ltJtJp~ tl t:. C: ::. 0 (' it Q tJ{, ~ t:. ~~ I:t3 ~ \ l f), .~;'f, 

tIi AO)"~~O)l:I: -t-O)mtIT~ ~ l' fij~l: lIt llt-t-tl:a- ~1tltt:. t) l t:.o ::. (/)~[j., ~) ~ t) ~I: c.! "') l 
t-:.~JJ.I:~ ~ :9(110)- A Hi Ii It:. fJ 0)(' ~ G -j 0 HA Q < tltJ:: It \f3~(/) 7'7/ :; ;J.. -..( / (/) 'j t; I:, ;!Ol~Rfl(/) 
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Kaburaki Kiyokata witnessed the vogue of Chinese-style dresses in Japanese 

women, and linked it with the images of Japanese women in Chinese dress 

represented in paintings. In the vogue of such modern Chinese-style dress in 

Japan, Yasui SOtarO's Kin'y6 (A Portrait of Kin'y6, 1934, fig. 4.48), was a portrait 

of a Japanese woman, Odagiri Mineko, who had been nicknamed Kin'yO as if 

she were Chinese. She lived in Manchuria and was asked by Hosokawa 

Moritatsu to model for Yasui.64 Yasui depicted her sitting in a relaxed manner 

crossing her legs. She gave us the impression that she was a woman as 

independent and modern as modern Chinese women who had been liberated 

from old customs. On the other hand, she was depicted as a sexualised woman 

who even crossed her legs to reveal a long slit in her dress before the male 

(artist's) gaze. Okada SaburOsuke painted Fujin HanshinzO (A Portrait of a 

Woman) in 1936 (fig. 4.49), which shows a woman in a modern Chinese dress. 

The model was painted in profile with a technique that showed a similarity to one 

in a fresco, and it seemed that Okada, in a sense, followed the images of women 

created by Fujishima by using a profile that symbolised the fusion of tradition of 

the East and the West. These paintings by Yasui and Okada will be better 

understood when we compare them with their works from the same period 

depicting women in kimono of the same period, which we will discuss in the next 

chapter. 

J:. ~ tJt , :h ~ c tct G "9tJE" G h L ~ ~ 0 j 

64 Odagiri, Mineko .• 'Kin'yO' no Omoide" (Memory of 'Kin 'yO'), in Gendai no Me, no.43, 1 May 1958, Tokyo: 
Kokuritsu Kindai Bijutsukan, pp. 2-3. 
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Chapter 5 Representation of "Otherness" and Imperialism in "Kimono 

Beauty" 

5.1 Umehara RyuzaburO and his images of women under the Westernised 

gaze 

As we have discussed in chapter 3, fashionable kimono in modern age was 

devised to invent a "national dress." A particular type of images of "beautiful 

young girl" dressed in such modern kimono were created at the beginning of the 

20th century, which became popular in Bunten (Art Exhibition of the Ministry of 

Culture), which started in 1907. In this chapter, we will explore images of women 

in kimono after the 1920s, whose nationalist content will be exposed by 

contrasting them with images of women dressed in East Asian fashion. Japan 

had increased its power after the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-05, and profited 

much from its participation in the First World War. As a result of the Treaty of 

Versailles in 1919, Japan expanded its territory to Micronesia. Encouraged by 

prosperity in economy, increasing numbers of Japanese artists visited Europe, 

including Japanese-style painters. On the other hand, after the colonisation of 

Korea in 1910, Japan confronted resistance in Korea. The Chosen Bijutsu 

Tenrankai (Korean Art Exhibition), whose name was abbreviated as Senten, was 

established in 1922 as part of the Korean rule under Japanese cultural policy. It 

was modelled on Teiten (The Exhibition of Imperial Academy) and Korean artists 

could submit their works to these exhibitions as could Japanese artists, but Kim 

Hyeshin has discovered that Korean artists were encouraged to express a weak 

and submissive image of Korea in their paintings.1 Some of the Japanese 

painters visited Korea as judges of the Senten, and made works with Korean 

subjects, which we will discuss later. 

As we have already analysed the case of Fujishima Takeji from the point 

1 Kim, Hyeshin. Kankoku Kindai Bijutsu KenkyD: Shokuminchiki 'CMsen Bijutsu Tenrankai ni miru Ibunka 
Shihai to Bunka Hy6sM (Research on Korean Modem Art: Controls over Korean Culture and Its 
Representation in Analysis on 'Chosen B/jutsu Tenranakai . in the Colonial Period). Tokyo: BrOcke, 2005. 
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view of a triangular relationship among the West, Japan and East Asia, the 

ideology of imperialism in Japanese art of this period could not simply be 

explained by the dichotomy of Japan, the dominator and the East Asia, the 

dominated. Leading Japanese artists visited Koera, Taiwan and China after they 

studied in Europe, mainly in France, as in the case of Fujishima. Fujishima was 

not the only artist who had acquired a "Westernised" and "masculine" self in 

France and represented East Asia with female images. 

Umehara RyOzaburO (1888-1986) went to Paris for the first time from 1908 

to 1913. He was born in Kyoto and studied painting in Kansai Bijutsuin (Kansai 

Art School), but was associated with many artists of his generation in Paris from 

the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, such as Takamura KOtarO, SaitO Yori, Yamashita 

ShintarO, and Arishima Ikuma. From Kyoto, Umehara's colleague at Kansai 

Bijutsuin, Yasui SOtarO and Tanaka Kisaku were in Paris. They introduced to 

Japan the art of Renoir, Gauguin, Cezanne, Rodin and Fauvism after they went 

back to Japan. Umehara was well known as a student of Renoir because he 

visited Renoir several times during his stay in France and had advice on his 

paintings.2 Discussion of Renoir in Japanese magazines, including writings by 

Umehara, increased from around 1910. He wrote that he hesitated to pay a visit 

to Renoir in Cagne while he enjoyed the beautiful scenery of the COte d'Azur and 

played in casinos in Monte Carlo with silver coins in his hand.3 This episode 

must have stimulated interest in Renoir and Umehara in Japan, coupled with the 

image of Umehara, who was a good-looking and smart man born into a wealthy 

family. Kin no Kubikazari (Gold Necklace) by Umehara in 1913 (fig. 5.1) showed 

his strong admiration for Renoir in colour and in subject-the female nude. The 

woman looks like female images in Renoir's late figure style, in which women 

had "breasts shaped like ripe fruits" and "pretty little heads containing no 

2 On reception of Renoir by Japanese artists including Umehara, see, Kojima, Kaoru. "Nihonjin Gaka ni 
Totte no Runow~ru: Arushu no Zenei toshite" (Renoir as a Symbol of the "Avant-garde" for Japanese 
Artists), in Bridgestone Museum of Art ed., Runow~ru to Nihon no Gaka-tachi (Renoir and Japanese 
Painters), Bridgestone Museum of Art, the Ishibashi Foundation, 1995, pp.16-22 
3 Umehara, RyOzaburO. "RunowfJru Sensei" (Monsieur Renoir), in 8ijutsu Shimpc'), vol.16, no.6, April 1917. 
Tokyo: GahOsha, p.15-17. 
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thoughts of any consequence," as Tamar Garb described.4 Japanese art 

magazines issued writings on Renoir based on freely translated European 

sources. One of the articles described women in the nude in Renoir's paintings 

as "a lump of flesh shining like a pearl" and continued, "They are elegant, neat, 

healthy, natural and strapping.,,5 Japanese received Renoir as a painter of 

female nudes, not as an impressionist. Yamashita ShintarO purchased a small 

painting of a female nude (fig. 5.2) when he visited Renoir in Paris in 1909 with 

Umehara.6 He sent it to the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, and it was introduced in 

colour plate in a magazine in November 1910.7 Another painting of Renoir, 

purchased in 1913 by Chara SOichirO directly from the artist, is a more typical 

example of a female nude in the late style of Renoir (fig. 5.3), which had 

"maternal" body with "broad hips, small apple-like breasts and thick ankles.,,8 

Students of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts had gathered in May 1910 at a 

small exhibition held by Abusanto-kai (the Absinthe Group) in Tokyo and hung 

up a photograph of a painting by Renoir. Students of the Japanese-style art 

joined in and are said to have painted works in the style of Renoir and Cezanne 

in oil paintings.9 Expression of sexuality in Renoir's paintings stimulated young 

artists, and liberated them from academic representation of the female nude. 

Among the members of Abusanto-kai, Yorozu TetsugorO painted Ratai Bijin 

(Nude Beauty) for his graduate work of the Tokyo School of Fine Arts in 1912 (fig. 

5.4). The composition of the painting, which shows a half naked woman lying on 

the grass, is common to works of Kuroda Seiki and Rapha~1 Collin, but the 

painting by Yorozu is far from the elegance of bel/e-epoque. It seems to be that 

he made a parody of Kuroda's paintings. Though van Gough did not paint 

4 Garb, Tamar. Bodies of Modernity: Figure and Flesh in Fin-de-Siecle France, London: Thames and 
Hudson Ltd., p.162. 
5 Camille-Mauclair, translated by Sanada, Shinkichi, "Ogyusuto Runow~ru" (Auguste Renoir) in Gendai no 
YOga, vol. 2, no.4, 1913, p.1. The Japanese expression is: r~O). < .$(/)~"j t~:ttJ If§~t~::t-+./ (:: L 
L:t~ c! oj t~'t L L 1:.t~-f*~O)~) ~):tl:-r ct> ~ 0 J 
~ Bridgestone Museum of Art ed., Yamashita ShintarO, Tokyo: Bijutsu Shuppansha, 1955, p.6. 

Front page of Bijutsu ShimpO, vol. 10, no.1, November1910. 
8 Pointon, Marcia. Naked Authority: The Body in Western Painting 1830-1908, Cambridge; New York; Port 
fhester; M~.lboume;. Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1990, pp.92-93. 

Tokyo GelJutsu Dalgaku Hyakunen-shi: Tokyo Bijutsu GakkO-hen (One Hundred History of the Tokyo 
National University of Fine Arts & Music: Tokyo School of Fine Arts), vol.2, Tokyo: GyOsei, 1992, p.508. 
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female nudes in any major works, Yorozu, who admired van Gough, painted a 

nude in a manner reminiscent of van Gough. The models in Western art for 

Japanese were no longer academic art after 1910, however the male-centred 

structure established in Japanese art had not changed, or actually strengthened. 

Umehara, who was a good student of Renoir, was most interested in 

painting female nudes throughout his life. He had no trace of showing particular 

concern in women in kimonos, maybe because kimonos concealed the female 

body. Chikus6 Rafu (Nude by a Window open to a Bamboo Garden) (fig. 5.5) 

has been highly estimated by Japanese critics, shows a muscular body with 

"breasts shaped like ripe fruits," big arms and broad hip like the nude by Renoir 

as Tamar had described. The skin of the model was painted with bold 

brushstrokes in green colour made from Japanese traditional pigments. He 

expressed reflection of the light through bamboo outside the window on her skin. 

After Japan had occupied Beijing under the Sino-Japanese War, he regularly 

visited from 1939 to 1943 and stayed in a hotel in Beijing for more than one 

month at a time. He mainly worked on views over the Forbidden City and 

Chang-an Street, but also made a number of paintings of Chinese girls, who 

were working in Beijing as hostesses at nightclubs. 1o Umehara painted them 

with big arms, which showed his interest in parts of the female body exposed by 

modern Chinese dress (fig. 5.6).11 Among these paintings in Beijing, there is a 

picture of a girl who played the Chinese lute (fig. 5.7). Yashiro Yukio, an art critic 

and art historian who was in Beijing with Umehara, found a girl playing Chinese 

lute interesting and advised Umehara to paint her.12 The Chinese lute was once 

popular in Japan, but had been gradually abandoned in the modern age. As we 

have seen, Uemura ShOen depicted a woman with a Chinese lute as an 

10 On the Umehara working in Beijin, see, Yashiro, Yukio. Gohho, Runo~ru, Umehara, Yasui (Gogh, Renoir, 
Umehara and YasUl) , Tokyo: ShinchOsha, 1972, pp.150-175. 
11 Ikeda Shinobu pointed out that these paintings by Umehara reflected the male gaze under Japanese 
imperialism, in 'Umehaf8 RyOzaburO no KOnyan Rensaku (1939-1943) 0 Megutte" (On a Series of 
Paintings of Chinese Girls by Umehara RyOzaburO: 1939-1943), in A report of a research project for kagaku 
kinkyO-hi (researches supported by the Japanese Govemment) headed by Nagata, Ken'ichi titled NijOseiki 
ni Okeru SensO to HyOshO / Geijutsu: Tenji, EizO, Insatsu, Purodakutsu (Waf and Representation/Art in the 
~wenti~th Cent~ry: Exhibition, Movie, Prints and Products) in March 2005, pp. 2-15. 

Yashlro, Yuklo. Gohho, Runow~ru, Umehara, Yasui, 1972, pp.173-175. 
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attribution of a "beautiful" woman who had a talent in music in the 1890s, but she 

did not show such an image afterwards. Images of women playing instruments 

such as gekkin (Chinese guitar) and shamisen (Japanese guitar with three 

strings), popular since the Edo period, decreased in modern Japan. The piano, 

violin and modern koto became exemplary, instead. According to Osa Shizue, 

the modern koto had been encouraged as well as piano, because it was easily 

adapted to the western musical scale. She has discussed that this phenomenon 

was all part of a national strategy to create a "modern sound."13 Yashiro and 

Umehara may have found "pre-modern sound" in Beijing interesting. Yashiro 

recalled that one of the hostesses played the lute after they had heard a play by 

a male player of the Chinese lute. They were not interested in the sight of a male 

professional player but were attracted to a performance by the girl. Yashiro 

wrote, "Quin-quin was absorbed in playing the Chinese lute and sang songs, 

without noticing our gaze at her innocent face, big arms and her interesting 

posture.,,14 Here, a woman with a musical instrument of round shape seemed to 

be associated with sexual connotation under male gaze, like a woman with a 

mandolin in Western art. One could conjecture that he found a sense of 

superiority and "exoticism" in painting such women in China under Japanese 

occupation. These paintings in Beijing were painted with Japanese pigments 

solved with oil on paper. Umehara gazed at China through his Westernised eyes 

and expressed it in "Japanised" oil paintings as a member of the rulers. 

5.2 Search for modem images of Japanese beauty 

In Kyoto, Tanaka Kisaku (1885-1945), who had been to Paris with Umehara, 

was active as an art critic. He formed a working group with critics and artists 

called Mumei-kai (Anonymous Group) in December 1909. Tanaka gave a lecture 

\3 Osa, Shizue, Kindsi Nihon to Kokugo Nashonarizumu (Nationalism of 'National Language' of Modem 
Japan), Tokyo: Yoshikawa KObunkan, 1998. 
14 Yashiro, Yukio, Gohho, Runowaru, Umehaf8, Yasui, 1972, pp.174. The original text in Japanese is: 
r:fVn'J~, mg~.< 1l1i3(0)1!UI~3tttJ:II~, :fl:htJ:JI)il~, ~$I}O)OOS ~ 1= ~A 7l ~\~:::. C MJl f) tH\1", 

~k';t.9'lI:tJ:-:JL, mf!!~.~\L, 1i-:J"J~oJ 
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at the fourth meeting of the group on 19 March 1910, where he introduced artists 

such as Whisthler, Renoir, Gauguin, Puivis de Chavanne and Matisse. He 

explained recent writings on modern art by John Ruskin, Maulice Denis and 

Hippolite Taine.15 Tanaka's lecture gave new information about European 

modern art to Japanese artists. Young artists including Tsuchida Bakusen 

(1887-1936) formed Kuroneko-kai (The Black Cat Group) with Tanaka in 

December 1910. The name was taken from the famous French cafe named Le 

Chat Noir (The Black Cat) in Montmartre,,16 Members included works of a 

French-trained oil painter, Umehara RyOzaburO and Tsuda SeifO. The April 28, 

1911 issue of the newspaper Hinode Shimbun, reported that members were 

preparing for the exhibition: 

Members of Kuroneko-kai, such as Tanaka Zennosuke, Kuroda JOtarO, 

Tsuda SeifO, and Tanaka Kisaku recently have been working on a model for 

the celestial woman together almost every evening at Mr. Nishikawa's 

house in OshikOji MiyukichO. SeifO paints her portrait, and Kisaku is making 

a sculpture of her nude. ( ... ) The model for the celestial woman is good in 

face and proportion. She is one of the best models in Japan we can find 

now. 17 

The "model for the celestial woman" is a nude model. Takeuchi SeihO 

(1864-1942), Tsuchida Bakusen's teacher, was working on a ceiling painting of 

Higashi Honganji temple in Kyoto at that time and he hired a model who could 

pose nude for his drawing for celestial women on the ceiling (fig. 5.7). Seiho was 

15 Records of Tanaka's lecture were reported in several issues of Hinode Shimbun, and they were reprinted 
in Shimada, Yasuhiro. Kyoto no Nihonga: Kinda; no YOran (Nihon-ga Paintings in Kyoto: Early days of 
modem ages), Kyoto: Kyoto Shlmbunsha, 1991, pp.385-405. 
16Shimada, Yasuhiro. Kyoto no N;honga: Kinda; no YOran, 1991, pp.416-417. 
17 The National Museum of Modem Art, Kyoto. ed. Kinda; Kyoto Gadan to Seiy6: Nihonga no Kishutachi 
(Modem Kyoto Painting Circle and Western Culture- Revolutionaries in Nihon-ga), Kyoto:The National 
Museum of Modem Art, Kyoto, 1999, p.124. The original text in Japanese is: r,w.Ji~(})fTll:p~,z!I}]. .~,IH ill: 
:;t:tlB, $IE •• , IE 1:j:l#f1!31reli~ 8 *fij;~0)~ oj I:, ¥I!!j\~~~Plrt~ Q (1tj JIlf1C fJ~ tl:Jk-Cf1tJ(}) A t(1) 

-l::-r )v~m'*"T(fPJtl t>~,O~,OO)rtf1!l:tt. \..., "(@t.:.. "tI.!Hi ~fl~m~ jlHFfili~f*:(})9J1f.~ft t) 
-:J~c11JQ. (rp~) ~:t(O)-l::T}valiJtt>1' ~~{;$:t>1::", ~rl:~ltQF34';;fi~(})!If::CT)vtDft~.J 
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a Japanese-style painter, but travelled to Europe in 1900 and learned about 

Western art. It was still quite challenging for a Japanese-style painter in Kyoto to 

use a nude model in those days. SeihO could not complete the ceiling painting, 

but his students had of the opportunity to do life study of the female nude. In this 

situation, young male artists gathered around a female nude model. 

The group disbanded before they held an exhibition, and some of the 

members, including Tsuchida Bakusen, quickly formed a new group called Ru 

Masuku (The Mask), which is a transliteration of "Le Mask" in French. They held 

an exhibition in May 1911, made a booklet and wrote their manifesto: 

Once Eugene Carriere wrote for an exhibition of Rodin that "La transmission 

de la pensee par I'art, com me la transmission de la vie, oeuvre de passion 

et d'amour." This is what we want to convey thorough our works. We also 

expect that not only our poor works but also our exhibition itself will be an 

expression of our passion and sexual desire.18 

This manifesto tells us clearly that eroticism was the core of their artistic 

motivation. They used metaphors of love and sexuality to explain their passion 

for art. Art groups tied with masculine camaraderie increased in Japan centred 

on the female nude and "eros." 

The paintings shown in Ru Masuku were not well known, with the exception 

of a work by Bakusen titled Kami (Hair, fig. 5.9), which was subsequently a prize 

winner at the fifth Bunten. This painting shows a woman in underwear of kimono 

with a glimpse of her underwear fixing her hair before a mirror; voyeurism of a 

woman getting dressed was a common male-centred subject. Bakusen painted 

the arms and fingers of the model by using reddish tones to express the shades 

of soft skin. Viewers can gaze sideways at her breast, which is slightly revealed 

18 Ibid.,p.124. The original text in Japanese is: rEugene Carriere tJ{ Rodin {t"'h~IJ[~I:Jf L -C La 
transmission de la pensee par I'art, comme la transmission de la vie, oeuvre de passion et d'amour. c ~~-:J 
tt -:.. c f;tfL~~ ~flk O)ftdbO)Wjq-~ c -:.. 01.' if;; ~ nt, {>n{T XfL~O) 1t L It ,{tIm!:). 9j.l:fL~(/)r*'i~-t-
0) 'bO)ntm~cit~O)PJftF-r if;; t) t:..l,,) c~,..s,o J 
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by rolled up sleeves, though her face is hidden by her arm. 

His other works, such as Shima-no On'na (Is/and Women) (fig. 5.10) in 

1912 and Ama (Woman Divers) (fig. 5.11) in 1913 have been explained in 

numerous exhibition catalogues and books as examples that show his interest in 

Gauguin. Shima-no On'na was made after a trip to Hachijo-jima (HachijO Island), 

a small island located 287 kilo meters south of Tokyo. Though he made the 

painting based on his real experience, his images were not represented 

realistically. Figures of half-naked women are drawn in simplified forms without 

individuality. The woman on the right side of the picture is combing her hair. This 

kind of images of combing woman might have been derived from ukiyo-e prints 

and was used by the Western artists such as by Degas, Mary Cassatt and 

Renoir in their works. It is impossible to pinpoint what Bakusen used as his 

source, whether ukiyo-e prints or the Western paintings, though he was quite 

aware of the eroticism inherent in this kind of posture of a woman as Doris 

Croissant has previously shown. Women combing or washing their hair half 

nude was a particularly common theme for Japanese artists in the 191 Os. For 

example, Kaburaki Kiyokata showed two women in such a pose in a pair of 

screens titled Kurokami (Black Hair) at the eleventh Bunten in 1917 (fig. 5.12). 

He wrote that he had seen a Kabuki play and was impressed with a scene in 

which an actor playing the role of a young woman washing her hair in the early 

morning.19 To give another example, Nojima YasuzO (1910-1932), who was a 

painter, a photographer and a patron well associated with Umehara and RyOsei, 

took a photograph titled "Woman Combing Her Hair" in 1914 (fig. 5.13). 

Nonagase Banka (1889-1964), who organised the Kokuga Sosaku Kyokai 

(Association to Create National Paintings) with Bakusen, exhibited Shoka no 

Nagare (Mountain Torrent in Early Summer) (fig. 5.14) for its first exhibition in 

1918. He showed two women and a boy in a tropical setting, which expressed a 

primitive sexuality just as Bakusen's Shima no On'na had. Although the 

19 Kaburaki, Kiyokata. "Kurokami" (Black Hair), in Bi no Kuni, Tokyo: KOrakusha, vol. 11, no. 8, August 1935, 
pp.37-39. 
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iconography they used was nothing new, young artists expressed sexuality in 

their works in a more straightforward way stimulated by a new trend in European 

art. Croissant also pointed out that the image of the women with the mortar on 

the left screen had an erotic meaning associated with old vulgar love song, or 

perhaps even a pornographic allusion.2o 

Interest in the "southern" islands was not particular to Bakusen. Wada 

SanzO went to Oshima in preparation for his oil painting for the first Bunten in 

1907, where he won the second prize with Nampu (South Wind), which showed 

fishermen on a boat to Oshima. Nakamura Tsune stayed in Oshima in 1914 and 

1915 and painted landscapes of the island. Oshima is the largest island among 

the Izu Islands, which also include HachijO-jima and Miyake-jima. During the Edo 

Period, these islands were a place for banishment. Bakusen was born in Sado, 

which is an island on the north side of Honshu (the main island of Japan) where 

exiles lived before the Edo period. For him, Hachijo Islands were a totally 

unknown distant place. It is no wonder that he found life on a southern island to 

be somewhat exotic. It could be said that Bakusen portrayed women in Shima 

no On'na as "the other" from the perspective of people living in urban life,21 just 

as Gauguin had expressed "otherness" in his paintings of Tahiti. 22 Unlike usual 

Japanese-style paintings, Bakusen did not leave the background of Shima no 

On'na blank but rather covered it with thick pigments of yellowish colour, as if he 

had painted it with oil using a painting knife. Female figures were drawn in bold 

lines that expressed the voluptuousness of their bodies with broad hips and 

large breasts. These aspects of this painting showed the artist's interest in 

Western-style paintings, such as those by Renoir and Gauguin. 

In Ama, he covered the whole surface with colour pigments, on top of which 

20 Croissant, Doris. "Icons of Feminitiy: Japanese national Painting and the Paradox of Modernity," in 
Mostow, Joshua S.; Bryson, Norman; Graybill, Maribeth. eds., Gender and Power in the Japanese Visual 
Field, Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2003, pp. 120-122. 
21 The first remark on the "otherness· expressed in Bakusen's Shima no On'na was made by Ikeda Shinobu. 
See, Ikeda, Shinobu. Nihon Kaiga no Josei-z6 Jendashi no Shiten karn (Images of Women in Japanese 
Paintings: from the View Point of Gender Studies), Tokyo: Chikuma ShobO, 1998. 
22For an example of a research on the issues of colonialism on Gauguin, Eisenman, Stephen F. Gauguin's 
Skirt, London: Thames and Hudson, 1997. 
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female figures were expressed in simple forms with curvy outlines. This reminds 

us of the previous discussion on the discourse about female nudes explained as 

a component of wavy lines. Bakusen must have been mainly interested in 

composing the shape of female nudes in nature, in an environment opposite that 

of modern city. Matsumoto MatatarO pointed out that lines and colours were so 

simplified that a primitive life unaffected by culture was well represented.23 

On this painting, Croissant pointed out that the sleeping woman in the left of 

the picture resembles the reclining woman in Hodler's painting, The Night 

(1889-1890, Bern: Kunst Museum). She surmised that Bakusen could have 

known this famous painting, but also assumed that "both artists had 

independently made use of prototypes found in erotic art,,24 and gave the 

examples of shunga (pornography in Edo period) and a set of well-known 

ukiyo-e prints by Utamaro, Awabi-tori (Abalone Divers) (fig. 5.15). Though it is 

possible that Bakusen had seen such images in ukiyo-e, it is more likely that he 

was not conscious of his using the iconology from ukiyo-e. The episode of 

Kaburaki Kiyokata of his seeing the image of a woman combing her hair in a 

scene of a Kabuki play does much to explain that such iconography of eroticism 

that ukiyo-e painters expressed was still alive and was widely recognised as 

such. When Japanese-style painters were as interested in painting female nudes 

as oil painters, Ama was a convenient subject. Chigusa SOun (1873-1944), who, 

like Bakusen, was also a student of Takeuchi SeihO and had joined Mumei-kai 

with him, displayed a work called Ama (Woman Divers) in 1908 (fig. 5.16) at the 

exhibition of Heigo-gakai, which was a small group of Japanese-style painters 

who pursued nude studies.25 

In preparation for Ama, Bakusen went to Nagiri village in Mie prefecture to 

the south of Kyoto, where Chigusa SOun had visited for his Ama?6 Nagiri village 

23 Matsumoto, MatatarO, Gendai no Nihonga (Contemporary Nihon-ga), Tokyo: Hokubunkan, 1927, p. 283. 
24 Croissant, Doris. "Icons of Feminitiy: Japanese national Painting and the Paradox of Modernity: in 
Mostow, Joshua S.; Bryson, Norman; Graybill, Maribeth. eds., Gender and Power: in the Japanese Visual 
Field, 2003, p.124. 
25 On Heigo-gakai, see, Shimada, Yasuhiro. KyOto no Nihonga: Kindai no YOran, 1991, pp. 232-238. 
26 Shimada, Yasuhiro. "Yomigaeru Chigusa SOun" (Chigusa SOun Rediscovered), in Nihonga no 
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located to the south of Kyoto was a warm local place with natural surroundings 

by the sea. Just like the south Boso for painters in Tokyo, Nagiri village provided 

good locations for painters from Kyoto to sketch. As we have seen in the 

manifestos for Kamen-kai, Bakusen and his friends had knowledge of French art 

after impressionism, and received it as a way of expressing eroticism that 

liberated themselves from established art. Shima no On'na and Ama showed his 

practice of expression in sexuality by showing female nudes in nature. 

Another reason that Bakusen and his colleagues were interested in 

depicting female subjects in nature could be the impact of Matsumoto Matataro. 

Matsumoto was a scholar of psychology at Kyoto Imperial University but also an 

art critic. After Kyoto Kaiga Senmon Gakko (Kyoto Painting School) had been 

established in 1909, Matsumoto was installed as a headmaster of the school and 

was nominated to be a member of the panel of judges at Bunten. Murakami 

Bunga, a writer for Hinode Shimbun (Sunrise Newspaper) in Kyoto, discussed 

through his column in the newspaper in 1919 the importance of Matsumoto who 

had encouraged students to work on the subjects known as den-en shumi (taste 

for rural subjects).27 This is considerable, as this remark was made by a writer 

who could have witnessed art scene first hand, and that it was written in as early 

as 1919. Matsumoto suggested new subjects for young artists to work on. 

Among them, he promoted the theme of woman in nature. He wrote that artists 

in Kyoto could easily find subjects of young women working in the suburbs. 

Matsumoto even praised Shima no On'na by Bakusen as a good example of a 

rural subject.28 According to Murakami, students of the school devoted 

themselves to sketching tea pickers in Uji (a famous place for producing tea in 

the south of Kyoto) and oharame (flower vendors who hail from the north of 

Jikkensha, Chigusa SOun Kaiko-ten (A Retrospective of Chigusa SOun, an Experimental Artist), Kyoto: 
Kl.oto-shi Syakai KyOiku SinkO Zaidan and Kyoto-shi KyOiku linkai, 1991, pp. 1-2. 
2 Murakami's column was titled "Kaiga ShinkOshi "(A History of Progress in Painting) and it was reprinted 
with comments by Shimada Ya8uhiro in, Simada, Ya8uhiro. KyOto no Nihonga: Kindai no Y6ran, 1991, pp. 
434-437. 
28 Matsumoto, MatatarO. Gendai no Nihonga, 1927, pp.71-78. (This part was included in the first edition 
published in 1915). 
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Kyoto), encouraged by Matsumoto's lectures.29 Bakusen exhibited a work called 

Oharame in the ninth Bunten, which was well received by the public (fig. 5.17). It 

should be noted that Matsumoto was not born in Kyoto, but in Gunma in the 

eastern part of Japan. He could gaze at rural female workers in Kyoto and their 

natural surroundings as an outsider. It should be recalled that Bakusen was also 

born in Sado, a distant island, and therefore could have understood 

Matsumoto's idea well. 

By 1919, Bakusen no longer applied for the Bunten and organised a group 

of Japanese-style painters with his colleagues at Kyoto Kaiga Senmon Gakk6 

(Kyoto Painting School), which was called Kokuga S6saku Ky6kai (Association 

to Create National Paintings). For the first exhibition, Bakusen showed Yuna (A 

Courtisan in a Bathhouse) (fig. 5.18). For this painting, he prepared by making 

several drawings of a nude model. A woman's round face and her round breast 

might be a reminiscent of Renoir's paintings. Bakusen, had a strong admiration 

for Western art and went to France with his friends in 1921. He travelled around 

Europe until 1923, when he returned to Japan.30 In Paris, he frequently visited 

galleries, such as Durand-Ruel and Bernheim-Jeune, as well as museums. At 

one point, he visited a house where Renoir had lived in his later days in Cagne 

on his way to Italy, where he could see Renoir's paintings left in his atelier. 31 

Bakusen then visited major cities in Italy for a month, where he was much 

impressed with the Renaissance art, especially the works by Bernardino Luini, 

Benozzo Gozzoli and Fra Angerico. Finally, he travelled to Spain, Germany, 

England, Holland and Belgium. During his stay in Paris, he made a great effort to 

purchase artwork by modern French artists, including Renoir, Cezanne, van 

29 Sihmada, Yasuhiro. KyOto no Nihonga: Kindai no YOran, 1991, p. 436-437. 
30 Bakusen's everyday life can be known from his numerous letters to his patron and his wife. They are 
reprinted in Tanaka, Hisao. ed., " Tsuchida Bakusen nOYOropa kara no Shokan" (Tsuchida Bakusen's 
Letters from Europe), in SeijOdaigaku Daigakuin Bungaku KenkyOka ed., BigakuBijutushi RonshO, no. 4, 
part 2, August, 1984, pp.3-186, no.6, July 1987, pp. 39-274, and no. 7, pp. 39-147. Some of them were 
printed in the catalogue: The National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo, ed., Tsuchida Bakusen-ten, Tokyo: 
Nihon Keizai Shimbunsha, 1997. 
31 Osaka Jiji ShimpO ed., Osha Geijutsu Junrei KiM, Osaka: Osaka Jiji ShimpO, 1923, pp. 62-69. 
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Gough and Redon, though they were small pieces.32 During his stay in Europe, 

he sketched landscapes and made studies with models. A drawing for a painting 

of French women, which he could not finish, shows a cubist composition in the 

Art Deco style (fig.5.19). 

After returning from his stay in Europe, he was impressed with the beauty of 

Japanese women and the Japanese landscape as if he were a foreigner 

beholding an exotic spectacle. He wrote his impression of the Japanese art that 

he saw in the Imperial Household Museum in Kyoto and Nara: 

They are as magnificent of works as those that I was so impressed with in 

France and in Italy. ( ... ) I wondered how such splendid art could be born in 

this small country of Japan in East Asia. ( ... ) I am pleased to be able to have 

fresh interest in looking at Japanese people and landscapes these days as 

if I am an etranger. I am shocked by the beauty when I look at houses in the 

countryside because of their natural and complex structures, maiko 

hairstyles of and the knot in the scarf worn by oharame, and I cannot 

move.33 

Bakusen had acquired the eye of a Westerner through his experience in Europe, 

and gazed at Japanese landscape, women and art as if he was a stranger. 

Contrary to Fujishima, Bakusen praised these Japanese things enthusiastically. 

He compared a Japanese hand scroll with a miniature in Persia, a Buddhist 

sculpture by Unkei with a sculpture by Michelangelo, and concluded that these 

Japanese art works were superior to those of European art. He gave up the 

painting of women in Paris but worked on two large paintings of maiko and 

32 The National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo, ed., Tsuchida Bakusen-ten, 1997, pp. 178-179. 
33 Tsuchida, Bakusen. "KichO-go no Dai-ichi InshO" (The First Impression After Coming Back to Japan), in 
ChOObijutsu, Tokyo: ChOObijutsusha, vol. 9, no. 9, September1923, pp. 140-141. The original Japanese text 
is r 13 7h~~{L.MIDi~fjt::tftJ1.' ~tlij1!lt'L\ G t.::V:~t~tF.rtl c 1PI.fi~I: ..'f:tH;t~~ rJ G ~\:t=) 0) 1.'90 (ql~) .:t 
< ~ :::. -j G t.::V:l*t~ ~ Q)i"Jf:::, 0) J.~:t(~O)'J\@!l \ El * I: 1:tlt.: 'b O)t-: c-·-t ;Y;:!~Hlt~~7'J\ G * 90 (J1=l~) :::. (}) 

iJtl3 ~~;t~-:>L.:r. " '7 ./~-O).fil: El *Q) A!Io/J, ~1;tJ!li\,fl;I:~~t.d'~,*~l1f-).tJ\tij)R.Q (}) ~~Iv l."r,Ii * 
90 :::'h~~~~~~-:>~W~.Q)I3.l.'G~'b.~Q)~~.h~L, x.HO)~O)m~, *~~O)fM 
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oharame and showed a work titled Bugi Rinsen (A Maiko in Japanese Garden) 

(fig. 5.20) at the fourth exhibition of Kokuga S6saku Ky6kai in 1924. He 

completed another work, Oharame (Flower Vendors) (fig. 5.21) in 1927, and 

exhibited it at the sixth exhibition of Kokuga S6saku Ky6kai. He rediscovered the 

subjects of women and nature in Kyoto that Matumoto MatatarO had suggested 

as though he was a foreigner. 

It would be easy to conclude that Bakusen had become a kind of 

"Japano-centrist", but he did not abandon what he had studied in Europe. For 

Bugi Rinsen and Oharame, Bakusen prepared numbers of sketches and plans 

of compositions in the same way as an academic painter composes paintings. 

He did make large works in the same way before he had been to Europe, but he 

succeeded in shaping his concept clear with much more constructive 

compositions than before. In Bugi Rinsen, he depicted a maiko sitting in a 

Japanese garden that was elaborately arranged in intricate detail based on his 

intensive studies. Stones and trees in the garden were made into simplified 

geometric forms. The sky and the water were painted in the same greenish-blue 

colour, which unified the whole composition with the green lawn and trees. One 

could identify the impact of modern artists like Cezanne in the geometric 

composition, as well as the trace of the Early Renaissance and Renaissance art. 

The contrast of the large figure with the small trees and a maiko's round face 

might look like the paintings of the Early Renaissance, for example landscape by 

Benozzo Gozzoli and the Virgin Mary in Fra Angelico (fig. 5.22).34 In Oharame, 

Bakusen painted dandelions and yamabuki (kerria) in round yellow patterns that 

were proportionally large. These covered the ground and the background, which 

altered the viewer's perception of depth. Such expression is also similar to the 

early Renaissance paintings or Persian miniatures. The triangular composition 

of three figures sitting on the ground, that could be compared with Le Oejeuner 

34 Furuta RyO also suggested the possibility of Gozzoli's impact on "Bugi Rinsen" in "Tsuchida Bakusen 
Shiron: MeisM 0 Chushin nisite" (Tsuchida Bakusen: With a Focus on Maiko Girt), in MUESUM, Tokyo: 
Tokyo National Museum, no.599, December 2005, pp. 57-69. 
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sur I'herbe (Luncheon on the Grass) by Edouard Manet, seems to be modelled 

after a kind of alter paintings showing Maria and a child with saints. It seems that 

Bakusen doubled images of oharame's white scarf with that of Mary with a veil. 

Here, Bakusen did not add the elements of "Toyo" in this painting like Fujishima, 

but he also tried to produce "Japanese" images using figures of women in nature 

with fusing the Renaissance art. For him, images of women were a kind of 

vehicle to express his ideas. He no longer had interest in female nudes that had 

symbolised the Western art for him before he had been to Europe, but hairstyles 

and kimono fashion helped him to show "Japaneseness" in his paintings. His 

1930 painting of a maiko girl (fig. 5.23) depicts her in a room rendered in pale 

colours. Only the patterns of the kimono she wears stand out in vivid colour. In 

this painting, he abandoned the elements to reveal the impact of European 

paintings. The maiko was only needed to add the colour patterns on her kimono 

in this painting. In fact, the painter was more interested in showing "kimono with 

a woman" than "a woman in kimono." Let us now look at another leading 

Japanese-style painter in Kyoto, Kikuchi Keigetsu (1879-1955), who had 

significant shared experience with Bakusen. Keigetsu was born in Nagano and 

studied art in Kyoto, where he was an outsider just as Bakusen was. He also 

travelled in Europe in 1922-23 and made several sketches and copies of the 

Early Renaissance and the Renaissance paintings during his trip (fig. 5.24). He 

did not choose "the avant-garde" position like Bakusen, but was quite committed 

to inventing a new style of expression in his paintings. He worked on a variety of 

subjects and had mainly depicted contemporary scenes before he went to 

Europe. His 1924 work titled Ry{jjo (Standing Women) (fig. 5.25), which was 

shown in the fifth Teiten in the year following his return to Japan showed women 

who resembled y6 figurines from the Tang dynasty. Inspired by the Renaissance 

paintings, Keigetsu must have been attempting to express T6y6 as Fujishima 

had. 

In 1928, he depicted women living on an isolated island of the southern 
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archipelago of Yaeyama near Okinawa in a work titled Haihateroma 

(Haihateroma Island) (fig. 5.26). Okinawa became Japanese territory in 1879, 

which marked the first step in imperialism in modern Japan. In the legend of 

Okinawa, Haihateroma Island was a kind of paradise whose real existence was 

uncertain. It was said to be an island far in the south of the Hateruma Island in 

the Yaeyama archipelago. This archipelago was ruled by Japan after the 

Sino-Japanese war. Keigetsu showed women in ethnic clothes sitting in 

southern landscapes with vivid colour, in a manner that he had never attempted 

before his travels in Europe. The scenery seems to be that of a pastoral utopian 

world. In Haihateroma, his emphasis on contrast of perspective and delicate 

description in landscape may be a reflection of his study of the Early 

Renaissance paintings that he encountered in Italy. Kikuchi's images of women 

in primitive fashion represented the Japanese borderlands in the south as a 

primitive utopia. Women were represented with downcast eyes and bare feet 

while they were engaged in a traditional work. In the background, small figures 

showing native people carrying loads on their head emphasised the "otherness" 

and "primitiveness" of the world in the painting. 

5.3 "Kimono Beauty" in contrast with female images in colonies 

The economic depression after the big earthquake in Tokyo in 1923 

rendered the management of Kokuga S6saku Ky6kai difficult. The group added 

an oil painting department in 1925, but the nihon-ga department was disbanded 

in 1928. Beginning the following year, Bakusen sent his paintings to Teiten and 

was nominated to be a member of the panel of judges in 1930. Bakusen's Keshi 

(Poppies) (fig. 5.27) was submitted for this Teiten and was purchased by 

Kunaish6 (the Imperial Household Ministry) in 1929. He was no longer an 

"avant-garde" artist. Poppies had been depicted in Chinese paintings by court 

painters in the Song and the Yuan Dynasties, known as intai-ga (paintings in the 
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manner by court painters), which had been highly esteemed in Japan. 35 Other 

artists besides Bakusen, such as Kobayashi Kokei and Maeda Seison, worked 

on this subject in the 1920s and 1930s. Maeda's painting can be explained as a 

version of Rimpa style that depicted pods of opium (fig. 5.28). These paintings 

reflected the artists' studies on paintings from the Chinese and Japanese past. 

However, they also witnessed Japanese society advancing toward war. 

Bakusen made numerous studies of poppies for his painting by visiting poppy 

farms. In fact, poppy cultivation was encouraged by the Japanese government 

after the end of the First World War in order to secure enough morphine for 

Japan.36 Supported by the government, Japanese farmers profited by poppy 

cultivation.37 Thus, the poppies in Bakusen's painting reflected an aspect of 

contemporary Japanese society. 

Bakusen travelled to Korea in 1933 and depicted two Korean courtesans in 

Heish6 (Wooden Bed), a painting that was shown at the fourteenth Teiten 

exhibition (fig.5.29). This work was painted mostly in white with simple contour 

lines and the figures of the Korean girls look faint and humble. It is clear that they 

are kisaeng (a kind of geisha in Korea, a hostess) because a bed and a mirror 

were also included. In a letter, Bakusen acknowledged that he was less 

interested in Korean models than Japanese maiko because he could not find 

any beautiful model or was discouraged by their cheap clothes. 38 Bakusen, who 

discovered his identity as a Japanese painter by painting the beauty of kimono, 

needed to devise a new method of expression to show the colonised culture 

using images of women. In this painting, critics found evidence of Bakusen's 

study on ancient paintings in China, and esteemed beauties in lines.39 

35 The National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo ed., The National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo, ed, 
Tsuchida Bakusen-ten, 1997, p.126 and p .181. 
36 • Yakus6 no Shishoku KenkyO" (Research on Cultivation of Medical Herbs), in Karafuto Nichi Nichi 
Shimbun, 20 January 1918, in Kobe University Library, Digital Archive, 
(http:/twww.lib.kobe-u.ac.jp/dlib/jndex.html) reported the government's encouragement of farmers to 
cultivate medical herbs, including poppies. 
37 "Moukaru Keshi Saibai" (The Cultivation of Poppies is Profitable), in Osaka Asahi Shimbun, 23 July 1929, 
in Kobe University Library, Digital Archive. 
38 A letter from Tsuchida Bakusen to Ikeda KOei on 31 May 1933 cited in The National Museum of Modem 
Art, Tokyo ed., Tsuchida Bakusen-ten, 1997, p. 182. 
39 Reviews of HeishO by Kaburaki Kyokata, in T6ei, November 1933 and Nakata Katsunosuke in Tokyo 
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"Kisaeng Tourism" was a main entertainment for Japanese travellers, and 

numerous postcards with photographs of kisaeng were produced. Kawamura 

Minato has pointed out that these images of kisaeng were always chi'ma and 

ch6gori with the same hairstyles, and often lean on something and cock their 

heads without looking at the viewers directly.4o He concluded that these postcard 

images were made under the gaze of male Japanese who ruled its colony. Two 

kisaeng in Bakusen's painting were also shown in submissive poses. As Kim 

Hyeshin has noted, images of kisaeng, including that by Bakusen, were depicted 

under gendered male gaze of Japanese so as to represent the colonised Korea 

with sexualised images.41 

8akusen's Heisho was exhibited in the eleventh Teiten in 1933. In this year, 

Tairei Kinen Kyoto Bijutsukan (the Commemoration Art Museum for the 

Enthronement of the Emperor in Kyoto, now known as the Kyoto Municipal 

Museum of Art) opened. It was established by the city of Kyoto and supported by 

leading financiers and citizens in Kyoto to commemorate the ceremony of 

Gotaiten (the enthronement) of ShOwa Emperor in 1928.42 For the opening of 

the museum, the eleventh Teiten had an encore exhibit in Kyoto after Tokyo. A 

photograph of the gallery at the exhibition illustrated quite well the gendered 

power relationship between Korea and Japan (fig. 5.30). Two young Japanese 

women in luxurious kimono are watching Heish6 in the museum to 

commemorate the Japanese emperor, which exemplifies the imperial power of 

Japan. Gorgeous kimono and simple chi'ma and ch6gori make explicit the 

contrast between modern prosperous life in Kyoto and an exploited people of a 

colony. In the galleries of Teiten in the new museum, citizens of Kyoto could 

have seen Arisan no Gogatsu (Mount Ari in May) (fig. 5.31), by Kawamura 

Asahi Shimbun, 19 October 1933, reprinted in The National Museum of Modem Art, Tokyo ed., Tsuchida 
Bakusen-ten, 1997, p. 182. 
40 Kawamura, Minato. K1sen: Mono iu Hana no Bunka-shi (Cultural History on Kisaeng), Tokyo: Sakuhinsha, 
2001, pp. 202-219. 
41 Kim, Hyeshin. Kankoku Kindai Bijutsu KenkyO: Shokuminchiki 'Ch6sen Bijutsu Tenrankai ni miru Ibunka 
Shihai to Bunka Hy6sh(), 2005, pp. 102-110. 
42 Yoshinaka, Mitsuyo. ed., Uruwashi no Kyoto, Itoshi no Bijutsukan (7dh Anniversary Celebration: 
Favorites & Memories), Kyoto: Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art, 2003. 
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ManshO (1880-1942), and Asa (Morning) (fig, 5.32), by Katsuta Tetsu 

(1896-1980) as well as Heisho. Arisan no Gogatsu was one of a pair of paintings 

titled Taiwan Shoken (Impression in Taiwan) and another piece was a scene of a 

cityscape in Taiwan.43 Arisan was the Japanese name of a mountain in Taiwan 

near Niitaka-yama (New High Mountain). Mt. Fuji is the highest mountain in 

Japan, and a kind of Japanese national symbol. However, Japanese found in 

Taiwan a mountain higher than Mt. Fuji, and called it Niitaka-yama, which 

became a symbol of Japanese territorial expansion. Kawamura's work showed a 

view of a steep mountain in Taiwan in rather traditional technique. In other words, 

Japanese colonial holdings were perfectly visualised as Japanese territory in this 

painting. This work was purchased by the Imperial Household Ministry and 

housed in the Imperial Palace. Another work by Katsuta Tetsu showed very 

modern life with an interior that included a record player, a bed and a rattan chair 

as well as a window with lace curtains. A woman in the room is wearing a 

Western-style summer dress has a permed hair, which was a typical Moga 

fashion. The word Moga, which is an abbreviated form of the Japanese words 

for "Modern Girl," was popularised in the 1920s. This word had a negative 

connotation and was used to criticise young women who had less conservative 

morals.44 A woman in Katsuta's Asa was represented in an eroticised manner, 

lying on a bed with exposed arms. The image of Moga was also an object of 

male desire just like the kisaeng in Heisho. 

In the year after the opening of Tairei Kinen Kyoto Bijutsukan, an inaugural 

exhibition was held in the museum. Taira; Hoshuku kai (the Society to 

Commemorate the Enthronement of the Emperor), organised in Kyoto, had not 

43 Comments on this painting by Okuma Toshiyuki in KunaichO San-no-maru ShOzOkan ed., Kanten 0 

lrodotta Meihin. Wadaisaku: Taish6. Sh6wa shoki no Kaiga to KOgei (Masterpieces and Conversation 
Pieces in the Governmental Exhibitions: Paintings and Craft Works of the Taisho and Early Showa Periods), 
Tokyo: The Museum of the Imperial Collections, 2005, pp. 55-56. He pOinted out the imperialism reflected 
in this painting. 
44 Definitions of the word "Moga" by male writers of the period were discussed in the following articles: 
Silverberg, Miriam. "The Modem Girl as Militant" in Lee, Bemstein Gail. ed., Recreating Japanese Women, 
1600-1945, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press, 1991, pp. 239-266. On the 
examination of images of Moga, see Mizusawa, Tsutomu. ed., Mobo Moga: 1910-1935 (Modem Boy 
Modem Girl: Modernity in Japanese Art. 1910-1935), Kamakura: Museum of Modem Art, Kamakura, 1998. 
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only raised the foundation to build the museum but also donated several 

artworks to the museum.45 Among them, Piano (Piano, fig.5.33) by Nakamura 

DaizaburO (1898-1947) commemorated a concert held in a junior high school in 

Kyoto when the piano was donated to the school. A young pianist wearing a 

gorgeous kimono reflected the modern atmosphere in the urban city where a 

woman could have higher education. However, the composition still followed a 

kind of cliche in which the female image was shown with a musical instrument. 

The woman in this painting had worked twice for the public. The first time was 

the commemoration of a concert, and the second time was the celebration of the 

opening of the museum. This demonstrates an expected task of a "kimono 

beauty" as a kind of accessory to modern cities in the Japanese Empire. 

Nakamura also produced a fashionable "kimono beauty" in a modern interior, 

using popular actress Irie Takako as a model. This work was exhibited at Teiten 

in 1930 (fig. 5.34).46 Though she worked as a movie actress, she was born into a 

family of kazoku (aristocrats under the rule of the Meiji Government), which 

might have facilitated her fame. 

Kikuchi Keigetsu exhibited paintings of contemporary women fashionably 

dressed in modernised kimono in the first half of the 1930s. For example, Yuzen 

no Shojo (A Young Woman Dressed in Kimono Dyed in Yuzen) (fig. 5. 35) in 

1933 was shown at an exhibition for members of his atelier, and Sansaku (A 

Walk) (fig. 5.36) was exhibited in the fifteenth Teiten in 1934. In Yuzen no Shojo, 

A young woman wearing a pair of slippers sits on a chair with a cushion, which 

indicates her residence in a modern home. As the title indicates, the artist's main 

purpose is to depict the colour combination of this beautifully dyed kimono. 

Another picture, Sansaku, shows a girl with short hair in a striped kimono, that 

was in fashion in the 1930s, walking with a Western breed of dog, which also 

illustrates modern urban situation. Whereas Moga were not welcomed for their 

independent behaviour that threatened the government policy of "good wife, 

45yoshinaka, Mitsuyo. ed., Uruwashi no Kyoto, Itoshi no Bijutsukan, 2003, pp. 10-11. 
46 Honolulu Academy of Arts ed., TaishO Chic, Seatle: University of Washington Press, 2002, p. 73. 
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wise mother," these "good" young women neatly dressed in kimono in modern 

fashion were a desirable subject for urban male viewers. 

Hayami GyoshO (1894-1935) is another example to be explored by the 

representation of "otherness" in contrast to "kimono beauties" after his 

experience in Europe. GyoshO was born in Tokyo and studied in the private art 

school of Matsumoto FOko. He joined a group known as Seki-y6-kai (The Group 

of the Red Sun), headed by Imamura ShikO, which was active from 1914 until 

ShikO's death in 1915. Members held an exhibition in tents in a their patron's 

huge garden in 1914. They got the idea for such an exhibition after hearing 

about Ie Salon des Independents (The Independent Exhibitions) that was held at 

a temporary site by the side of the Seine River in Paris.47 Imamura ShikO must 

have had interest in Impressionism, for he produced paintings with colourful 

dotted brush strokes similar to the method of making ink paintings. Members 

wore black mantles with the Chinese character meaning "badness" and strolled 

through the centre of Tokyo in such a strange fashion (fig.5.37).48 Their 

behaviour was like that of the "bohemian" artists. 

From around 1920, GyoshO pursued realistic expression with minute 

brushstrokes. His small works of still life showed his strong interest in the 

Chinese paintings of the Song and Yuan dynasties (fig. 5.38), which reflected 

"the new vogue of Chinese culture" that we have discussed in the previous 

chapter. He changed his style again in around 1928, exhibiting Suitai Ryokushi 

(Gardens in the Early Summery, which showed a new direction for exploring a 

constructive composition on a pair of gold screens. After absorbing various 

styles of art, he went to Rome in 1930 as an attendant of Yokoyama Taikan, the 

famous nationalist artist, as a member of a mission for an exhibition called 

Esposizione d'Arte Giapponese (The Japanese Art Exhibition), held at Palazzo 

delle Esposizioni. This was sponsored by Okura KihachirO, a leader of the Okura 

47 Kuramoto, Taeko. Hayami Gyoshu no Geijutsu (The Art of Hayami GyoshO), Tokyo: Nihon Keizai 
Shimbunsha, 1992, pp. 102-103. 
48 Ibid., p. 120. 
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financial group. Though sponsored by a private company, the exhibition was 

linked with national policy, related to which Japan would make a military 

agreement with Italy in 1937.49 Mussolini was invited to the opening ceremony 

and Emperor Emanuel III visited the exhibition. Around two hundred 

Japanese-style paintings by artists of Teiten and members of Nihon Bijutsuin 

group were sent to Rome, and tokonoma (a kind of alcove for decoration with 

pictures and flowers in Japanese architecture) were set up in galleries. 

Exhibitions of nihon-ga abroad were successively organised during this period, 

which provided artists with the opportunity to join committees with government 

officials. 

Gyoshu, who had been working independent of governmental art policy 

became involved with nationalism after this experience. It is also worth noting 

that he had viewed major works of the Renaissance in Italy intensively, and 

travelled to France, Spain and England and returned to Japan via Egypt where 

he went sightseeing for ten days. When he came back to Japan, he realized the 

beauty of Japanese women just as Bakusen had upon his return to Japan. He 

wrote about this experience: 

After returning from a trip to Europe, I found a special interest in the 

Japanese custom of sitting on the floor, to which I had previously been 

accustomed. Impressed by our habit that contrasted to the Europeans, who 

usually sit on chairs, I was compelled not only to depict such human figures 

but also wanted to express various sitting poses of Japanese.50 

49 For details of this exhibition, see, Nihon Bijutsuin Hyakunenshi HenshOiinkai ed., Nihon Bijutsuin 
Hyakunenshi (One Hundred Histories of Nihon Bijutsuin), Tokyo: Nihon Bijutsuin, vol., 6, 1995, pp. 965-984, 
and Kusanagi, Natsuko. " 193O-nen kaisai, Nihon Bijutsu-ten ni Kanshite" (On the Art Exhibition of Japanese 
Art Held in 1930), in Kindai Gasetsu, no.11, Tokyo: Meiji Bijutsu Gakkai, 2002, pp. 127-140. 
50 Hayami, GyoshO. ·Seisaku ShinkyO: Zakyo no ShDsei" (My Interest in Making a Work: A Custom of 
Sittting), in Binokuni, Tokyo: KOrakusha, vol. 7, nO.9, September 1931, p.12, in the original Japanese is r~ 
ME!!O)1*fTtJ\ G ~-:>-CMI:~~}!'II.tl-C ~t.:.~.Q ~mtJ{. ~ ~ G I: ~A.. G tl t.:.o I:!X'H~ A(})fi;f f(})'U;I;·I:.tJ
l, -C ~F.Ji9 .Q;ft4 O)~i1I:M~t.t!i!&$l\:a:@ v)t.:. 0)1:'. A!tJJJiiIll :a: 1&-:> -C 5tI1H \ ~ v \.5-.lfilh Itt)\ t) 1:'tJ. <. 4'-!f 
1:~tt.Q A 0)1,. \ -0 VI -0 O)~m :a:~lJll, It VI C::,~. -:> t.:.o J 
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This was his explanation for a pair of paintings titled On'na Nidai (Two Views of 

Women) in 1931 (fig. 5.39), which he showed at the eighteenth Inten (an 

abbreviated word for Saiko Nihon Bijutsu in Tenrankai, which means the 

Revived Exhibition of Nihon Bijutsu in). Though he wrote that he wanted to 

express the Japanese custom of sitting on tatami or floor, his main interest 

seemed to be in the expression of the twisted movements of human bodies after 

he had seen European paintings. In this pair of paintings, GyoshQ showed only 

female images with no background. One of them showed a woman in summer 

kimono sitting in polite manner straightening her "obi" (sash) with her hands. The 

other depicted a woman setting her hair and showing bare arms. To express a 

typical Japanese lifestyle, the artist chose to show female bodies strained by 

kimono in unstable postures, which he gazed at as though he were a stranger. In 

the following year, he again worked on a female figure, titled Hana no Katawara 

(Sitting beside Flowers) (fig.5.40). It showed a young woman in a modern interior 

with a pet spitz and a vase full of dahlias. Her kimono had a broad stripe patterns 

that harmonised with the patterns on the backs of the chairs and the tablecloth. 

This image of a woman in kimono served to make a geometrical construction in 

the painting. Just as the maiko in Bugi Rinsen by Bakusen, a female figure is a 

vehicle for a male artist to communicate his idea. 

GyoshQ was sent to Korea as a judge for Senten in May 1933, where he 

met Bakusen, and he toured historical places in Korea sketching ancient art and 

landscapes.51 However, when he produced a work to express his impression of 

Korea, he used exclusively female images. He exhibited a series of paintings 

titled SeikyO Fujo Sho: Dogi, Karupo, Syokujo, Kinutauchi and Harunigakusa 

(Abstracts of Women's Life in Korea: Child Kisaeng, Prostitutes, Weaving 

Woman, Woman Softening a Cloth, and Processing Herbs) (fig. 5.41a) at the 

twentieth Inten in 1933. All of these images of women were represented in a 

small portion in a scene, and were displayed as if they were plates for a large 

51 On his stay in Korea, see Tanabe, KOji. "ChOsen ni okeru GyoshO-kun" (GyoshO in Korea), in Binokuni, 
Tokyo: KOrakusha, vol.11 , no.5, May 1935, p. 68. 
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emakimono (Hand scrolls with pictures) (fig. 5.41b). This calls to mind 

Fujishima's words of how he felt as if he was looking at a hand-scroll of around 

the twelfth century when looking at the scenery in Korea. Kampo was a 

derogatory term for a certain rank of kisaeng and they was shown in a modest 

traditional house. The male gaze on prostitutes in the colony is reflected in this 

title itself.52 The painting of the weaving woman was planned after GyoshO had 

seen a picture of a woman weaving from the eighteenth century in Korea. He 

could sketch a woman who was actually weaving in the countryside of Gyeongju, 

where he went to see famous Seokguram Grotto. 53 This could be used to explain 

that he had discovered premodern life in Korea. All the scenes showed 

traditional female labourers in Korea, in which the artist expressed the thin 

women. He wrote, 

When I went to Korea, it was the end of spring. This season is called 

ShunkyCl (poor spring) in Korea as they become most skinny at this time 

from having eaten the stores of food but not yet received a new harvest. I 

did not know about such a thing until I went to Korea but I was able to visit 

there in the season when the most representative Korea could be seen.54 

GyoshO visualised Korean female images as subalterns, who were poor and still 

lived traditional life. When we compare these female figures in Korea with his 

images of women in kimono in modern settings, the difference is very clear. At 

the following exhibition of the twenty-first Inten in 1934, GyoshO tried to make a 

large work titled Fujo Gunzo (A Group of Women) (fig. 5.42), which was to be a 

kind of a grande peinture with composed figures. In this painting, GyoshO tried to 

52 Kim, Hyeshin, Kankoku Kindai Bijutsu KenkyO: Shokuminchiki 'CMsen Bijutsu Tenrankai ni miru {bunka 
Shihai to Bunka HyOsM, 2005, p. 102. 
53 KatO, ShOrin. "Hayami Sensei no Shasef (Sketches by Mr. Hayami), in Kawaklta, Michiaki. ed., Hayemi 
GyoshO 1 (Hayami GyoshO vo/.1), Tokyo: GakushO KenkyOsha, 1992, pp.175-177. 
54 Yamatane Museum of Art ed., Kaiga no Shin Seimei: Hayami GyoshO Garon (A Real Life in a Painting: 
Essays on Paintings by Hayami GyoshO), Tokyo: ChQOkOron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1996, p.18. The original text 
in Japanese is: r~l:fMJ{fT~~L-t-=~Ij:~O)*-r. !l!Jln-elj: r~~.1 C~\_S~IP.ft::~--j-r. rrj£tt~~* 
«~-::>L. ~~Ij:~t::J&flO)tJ~~IUl-r. -.!ltt~~~~ -j -r9o ~tnj:tT-)L~JJtY.>L~nt,:·$1."-qt;{. 
-.lIl~a9tJfIIJ¥ I? L- ~~~~-::Jt.:O)-r"9 oj 
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represent modern Japanese women in kimono. Two sitting women may have 

been a variation of the On'na Nidai, which expressed a characteristic Japanese 

custom. A woman in the centre sitting on a chair resembled a young woman in 

Hana no Katawara, which may have represented modern life in contemporary 

Japan. Judging from the compilation of images of women in kimono that he had 

worked on, he planned a monumental work to symbolically express 

contemporary Japan as a mixture of modernism and tradition. 

5.4 Uemura Shoen and her representation of "kimono beauty" 

A discussion about female artist Uemura ShOen (1875-1949) is essential to 

an analysis on "kimono beauty" by nihon-ga artists. As we have discussed in 

chapter 3, she developed a new style of "kimono beauty" in the 191 Os. Her 

works were regularly accepted by Bunten from the start in 1907 and she was 

viewed as a pioneer of female nihon-ga artists. A native of Kyoto, she began her 

study of nihon-ga after she graduated from primary school in 1887. Fortunate 

enough for her, she began her study early enough in Kyoto to have avoided the 

gendered educational system that was instituted under the Meiji government. 

This was also before the masculine camaraderie of art students was introduced 

in Japan. In the late nineteenth century in Japan, the literacy rate was high and 

wives and daughters of scholars enjoyed making ink paintings and practicing 

calligraphy.55 Another female painter, Noguchi ShOhin (1847-1917), who was 

also mentioned in chapter 3, was one of the last examples of female painters 

trained under the pre-modern educational system but the first female artist to 

establish her fame under the Meiji government. ShOhin's fame derived from her 

success in the newly established exhibition system in Tokyo, and from her 

position as a private art teacher for female members of the imperial family. 

Though ShOhin painted mainly Sansui-ga (Chinese-style landscape paintings) 

and ShOen painted images of women exclusively, their careers had common 

55 Examples of female artists in the Edo period were examined in: Fister, Patricia. Kinsei no Josei Gaka 
tachi (Japanese Women Artists of the Kinsei Era), Kyoto: Shibunkaku, 1994. 
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elements. Both women needed to support their families by painting, both 

attained success by sending their works to public exhibitions held by the 

government and both had female patrons, including the Taisho Empress in 

Shoen's case. ShOhin was the first female painter to be nominated as a 

Teishitsu Gigei-in (Court Artist to the Imperial Court) and ShOen was the second. 

Thus, ShOen had lived a very different life from her male contemporaries and 

she continued producing images of beautiful women throughout her life. 

However, if we examine her career after the 1930s, it will be clear that she was 

not free from nationalism of the period. 

In the 1910s and 1920s, the number of female nihon-ga painters had 

increased and they showed bijin-ga (pictures of beautiful women) at Bunten and 

Teiten. The activities of younger artists attracted eyes of critics and works by 

ShOen gradually became less prominent among them. Ikeda ShOen, whom we 

have discussed in relation to images of beautiful women by Okada Saburosuke 

in chapter 3, had good reputation for her sweet and girlish face. Shima Seien 

depicted casual life in Osaka and her works were regularly exhibited at Bunten 

after 1912. Matsuri no Yosoo; (Dressing Up for a Festival) in 1913 expressed 

inner conflicts between rich and poor girls in Osaka in a day of a festival (fig. 

5.43). ShOen did not hide her irritation with these rivals. In a magazine article of 

1920, she was reported to have remarked as follows; 

Nowadays 'Woman Painter' has become a kind of fashion. Everyone is so 

boasting about herself and is falling into ecstasy, that no one would be able 

to build her own sanctuary of the fine arts. ( ... ) Newspapers and magazines 

irresponsibly praise them and show their unskilful works in photographs and 

make their heads swell. I cannot find any trace of originalities in works by 

such young women nowadays, maybe because they have become painters 

so thoughtlessly. 56 

56 Uemura. ShOen. "RaidOsei ni Tomu Gendai JoryOgaks" (Thoughtless Female Contemporary Artists), in 
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She even complained that young artists had emulated her name by taking 

names ending with "-en." 

She struggled to produce new images of beautiful women in Hanagatami (A 

Flower Basket) (fig. 5.44), which was exhibited at the ninth Bunten in 1915. This 

work showed an insane woman, who was a character in a Noh play. In this 

picture, the artist's aim is obviously to give a detailed depiction of a court lady's 

kimono in the middle ages. She realistically reproduced the texture of the 

kimono's semitransparent cloth inner layer. This was expressed so delicately 

that her technique cannot be discerned by a viewing a photographic 

reproduction. However, the ninth Bunten became notorious for showing too 

many bijin-ga, and her work was not commented on much in the magazine 

reviews of Bunten. She showed again an insane woman out of jealousy in the 

next Bunten who was also a character in a Noh play titled Hono'o (Frame) (fig. 

5.45), and later recalled that she was in a slump at that time.57 

She produced an image of a Chinese woman at Teiten in 1922 (fig. 5.46), 

which showed Y6kihi (Yang Guife/) wearing a phoenix hair ornament in the same 

manner as the work by Okyo on the same subject (fig. 4.21). Eroticised images 

of Y6kihi may reflect her quick response to the vogue of Chinese culture under 

Japanese imperialism. In this picture, ShOen attempted a highly difficult 

expression to show the image of a girl and furniture seen through a 

semitransparent screen on the left while bamboo leaves are seen through 

bamboo blinds in the background. ShOen repeatedly used this technique of 

showing something through bamboo blinds in her painting, including in a set of 

paintings for the the TaishO Empress (fig. 5.47). Research on kimono at the 

Kawakita, Michiaki; Baba, KyOko. eds., SeibishO, SeibishO-shOi, Tokyo: KOdansha, 1987, pp. 179-180. The 
original text in Japanese is: rl,-\ 'J 1:: h!'fl-R1.' 1;1 r:tdfttJ' ~ J nt-fj0) imfi I: t~ -) "( ~ \.Q 0) 1.'(;1tJ It \ n' c .'.t~ 
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court in the middle ages for Hanagatami was applied to these paintings for the 

court. ShOen was asked to paint before the TaishO Empress in 1916, and was 

commissioned to create these paintings at that' time, though she was unable to 

finish them until 1937. She received a commission from the court in 1928 to 

create a painting to celebrate the enthronement of the ShOwa Emperor. She had 

also been asked to make a screen as a bride's household effect for Tokugawa 

Kikuko, daughter of the last shogun of the Tokugawa shogunate, who married 

Prince Takamatu in 1933. In this period, successive exhibitions of Japanese art 

abroad were held in Paris (1929), Rome (1930), Berlin (1931), a travelling exhibit 

in the United States (1931) and Thailand (1931). The reasons and organisers for 

these exhibitions were different, but they can all be considered as part of 

Japanese foreign diplomacy in a broad sense.58 Through participation in these 

exhibitions and through her connection with the imperial family, ShOen must 

have been gradually become regarded as an important artist by the government. 

The Ministry of Education and Culture decided to reorganise Teiten in 1935, 

which caused great confusion among artists. On 26 February 1936, the 

so-called 2-26 Incident took place and Ministers were attacked in a coup d'etat 

by young military authorities. After a new cabinet was created, the government 

resumed Bunten; these subsequent exhibitions are known as Shin-Bunten (New 

Bunten). For the special exhibition of Shin-Bunten, ShOen exhibited a huge 

picture that was purchased by the government titled Jo-no-mai (Dance 

Performed in a Noh Play) (fig. 5.48). She continued sending her works to 

Shin-Bunten every year and these works have been regarded as the most 

important of her career. Her fame reached its peak when she was appointed as 

Teikoku Bijutsuin Kaiin (a Member of the Imperial Academy) in July 1941. 

Magazines printed special issues about her with illustrations and critics hastened 

to compose celebratory essays. Kanzaki Kenichi, a leading art critic in Kyoto, 

conceded that her images of beautiful women seemed too meticulous and stiff to 

58 On the exhibitions in Berlin and in the United States, see, Nihon Bijutuin Hyakunenshi HenshOiinkai ed., 
Nihon Bijutsuin Hyakunenshi, Tokyo: Nihon Bijutsuin, 1995 pp. 987-1007. 
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express the beauty of woman. However, he continued as follows: 

Her works show us clearly that we should abandon former views on 

"beauty" and on women in order to catch up with new ideas about women or 

women's life, which has been recently formed in the period of Japanese 

people needing to change their minds in the wake of the Incident. In fact, 

women need to have, or are urged to have, a strong will to cooperate with or 

compete with men instead of being indulged by men. What a great number 

of women have lost their sons, husbands and fathers! When we think how 

dramatically these women were made to change their outlook on life, we 

should admit that we are not allowed to follow conservative ideas about 

women, about beauty and about the images of beautiful women. 59 

This comment seems to be a strained interpretation of Sh6en's art, and he 

seems to be reacting to previous critiques of her works. However, praise like this 

became common and she was regarded as a strong woman and a painter who 

represented strong women. 

In the autumn of the same year, she was asked to make a consolation visit 

to China by KachCJtetsud6 (Railroad Company in Middle China), which she did at 

the age of sixty-six. The company was primarily managed by the Japanese army 

after Japan had occupied the district around Shanghai and Hangzhou during the 

war. Sh6en was greeted at the Japanese army headquarters and by Wang Zhao 

Ming, the representative of a puppet government under Japanese occupation. 

Photographs of this event were issued in an art magazine titled Kokuga 

(National Painting), in an issue devoted to Sh6en showing her works with plates 

59 Kanzaki, Kenichi. ·Uemura SMen Joshi no Geijutsuin Kaiin Honin" (An Appointment of Uemura ShOen 
as a Member ofthe Imperial Academy), in TOe;, June 1941, p. 69. The original text is: r ltiili$1t(})!f'}j'5H:J
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(fig. 5.49).60 Her biography titled Seibish6 (Memories of Blue Eyebrows) was 

published in 1943 (fig. 5.50),61 at a time when publishing was strictly restricted 

by the government to save resources for the Pacific War. Shoen never married 

and was a single mother. Her father had died before she was born, and she was 

brought up by her mother who ran a green tea shop. Shoen later supported her 

mother and son by selling her pictures. Single motherhood was frowned upon by 

Japanese society at that time, but the book never mentions this topic. Instead, 

Shoen's mother was praised as wise mother. Shoen herself was also presented 

as another wise mother to her son. The front page of the book bears a title letter 

and an illustration by her son, Uemura ShOkO, who was active as a nihon-ga 

artist. This is printed on a coarse paper and contains some plates of 

representative works by Shoen. The first plate showed Boshi (Mother and a 

Child) (fig, 5.51) in 1914, and the essays started with one on a memory of her 

mother. The book ends with her essay on her consolation visit to China, and 

there was an afterword by her son as well. In short, this book focused on 

motherhood. It introduced two eminent working mothers who brought up their 

children in fatherless families. Considering Kanzaki's previously cited comments, 

it is clear that ShOen was celebrated as a good model at a time when the number 

of fatherless families was increasing because of the war. Women needed to 

work to give logistic support for the war while their husbands were off fighting, all 

while bringing up children who would be future soldiers. 

We should now return to an examination of Jo-no-mai. ShOen explained 

only briefly that it was her ideal image of a woman who had "imperturbable 

dignity, but was also graceful and behaved resolutely. ,,62 What exactly this meant 

was not clear, but certainly this work does not simply show a "kimono beauty" 

but conveys us something strict and tense. This work depicts a scene from the 

Noh play Shimai, which was a short, informal performance danced by single 

60 Kokuga. April 1942. Tokyo: TOeisha. 
61 Uemura. ShOen. SeibishO. 1943. 
62 Uemura. ShOen. SeibishO. 1943. p. 153. 
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performer without a mask. Jo-no-mai is performed by a dancer who plays the 

role of a spirit. However, Shimai is usually performed in kimono with hakama, as 

shown in another work of the same title by Yamakawa ShQhO (fig. 5. 52). ShOen 

did not provide any reason for her depiction of gorgeous kimono but did write 

that she took care not be confused with butt) (dance) or Western-style dance.53 

As we have already discussed with regard to "kimono beauties" by Bakusen and 

GyoshQ, comparing their images of Korean woman, we will be able to examine 

Jo-no-mai by contrasting it to other paintings of butt) and Western-style dance. In 

fact, dance was a radical topic in modern Japanese art. Mizusawa Tsutomu 

pointed out that avant-garde artists in Tokyo such as Yorozu TetsugorO had 

been interested in Western-style modern dance in the 1910s, which served to 

awaken physical consciousness against the ideas they had acquired in their 

academic art training.54 In the 1920s, expressionism dance in Germany was 

introduced in Japan when Murayama Tomoyoshi and SaitO KazO introduced 

Noeu Tanz after their study on art in Berlin. Additionally, Kume TamijQrO went to 

England and was associated with Ezra Pound and W.B. Yeats, whom he helped 

to make a performance titled "At the Hawk's Well" (1916), which was inspired by 

Japanese Noh theatre. Omuka Toshiharu argued that Kume recognised his 

cultural identity by finding his "culture of the body" by Noh, which Kume had 

performed from his childhood.65 The example of Kume reveals that the reception 

of avant-garde art and modem dance was related to traditional dance. 

Sai shO-ki (Choi Seung-Hee), a Korean dancer (1911-1969) experienced 

great popularity in Japan in the 1930s (fig. 5.53 and fig. 5.54). She learned 

modern dance from Ishii Baku in Tokyo and mixed this style with Korean 

traditional dance. In Korea, kisaeng originally entertained men with dancing and 

63 Uemura, ShOen. "Shimai, Y6kyoku nado· (Shimai and Y6kyoku, etc.), in Kawakita, Michiaki; Baba, KyOko. 
eds., SeibishO, SeibisM-shOi, 1987, p. 161. 
64 Mizusawa, Tsutomu. "The Artists Start to Dance", in Being Modem in Japan: Culture and Society from 
the 1910s to the 1930s, Tipton, Eilse K. ; Clark, John. eds., Honolulu, University of Hawaii Press, 2000, pp. 
104-204. 
65 Omuka, Toshiharu. "Kume TamijurO to Shintai Bunka" (TamijOrO Kume and Culture of Body). in Kimura, 
Rieko. ed., Dansu! Niju-seiki ShotO no Bijutsu to ButO (Dance in Japanese Modem Art). Utsunomiya: 
Tochigi Prefectural Museum of Fine Arts, 2003, pp. 155-166. 
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music, and Japanese and Korean artists depicted them in paintings under 

Japanese occupation (fig. 5.55 and fig. 5.56). The popularity of Sai sh6-ki, which 

was not limited among the avant-garde culture, must have been related to the 

gaze of male Japanese on Korean dancing women. Though the picture does not 

exist, there is a photograph of Yasui SOtarO working on her portrait.66 Kimura 

Rieko pointed out that dance by Sai was gazed by male Japanese with sexual 

interests and Sai needed to produce not only modern dance but also Ch6sen 

But6 (Korean dance) for Japanese audience.67 Though she danced it as 

expression of her identity, she was always gazed as "other" in Japan. When we 

consider the increasing interest in dance in Japan in the 1930s, we will be able 

to understand ShOen's explanation about Jo-no-mai that she did not want it to be 

confused as but6 (dance) or Western-style dance. The reason the woman in 

Jo-no-mai wears a gorgeous kimono must have been to unambiguously 

demonstrate the" Japaneseness" of the image. The obi (sash) is made of gold 

textile and had embroidered phoenix patterns which is interesting because 

Chinese legend holds that the phoenix appears when the emperor is virtuous. 

The rainbow pattern on the cloud on the kimono is zuiun (cloud of fortune), which 

is said to be an auspicious sign. When viewed in contrast with a painting of 

Korean and modern dance, the message of Jo-no-mai becomes apparent. Here, 

the artist expressed her resolution to be a representative artist of the Japanese 

Empire, against which she could not resist. If this explanation is correct, we are 

able to find the impact of Jo-no-mai in a painting by a pro-Japanese Korean 

painter, Sim Honggu, titled Senfuku (Costume for the Battle Dance) (fig. 5.57). 

This work was exhibited at the seventeenth Sen-ten in 1938. It showed a woman 

in a traditional Korean costume that was used in dances depicting battle 

scenes.68 

66 The photograph is reproduced in the following exhibition catalogue, 
67 Kimura, Rieko. ·Sai shO ki no ChOsen ButO 0 Megutte" (On Korean Dance by Choi Seung-Hee), in A 
report of a research project for kagaku kenkyO-hi (researches supported by the Japanese Government) 
headed by Nagata, Ken'ichi, titled NijOseiki ni Okeru Sen sO to HyOshO / Geijutsu.· Tenji, EizO, Insatsu 
Purodakutsu, March 2005, pp.112-123. 
68 Kim, Hyeshin. "Images of VVomen during the Krean Colonial Period", in Mostow, Josua S.; Bryson, 
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ShOen exhibited Kinuta (A Block for Beating Cloth) (fig. 5.58) in 1937 at the 

second Shin Bun-ten. Its title refers to a Noh play of around the sixteenth century. 

Its heroine waits for her absent husband to return home for three years. She was 

informed of an old story in China about a wife who made sounds by kinuta 

missing her husband who was imprisoned by enemies in a far-away place. 

ShOen must have related this story with Japanese wives who sent their 

husbands to war. In April 1937, the National Mobilisation Law was enacted and 

all Japanese people was urged to obey any orders made by the government for 

military purposes. In the second Shin Bun-ten, another important artist, Yasuda 

Yukihiko, showed a work expressing the war regime, which resonated with the 

old Chinese story. This was titled Sonshi Rokukihei (Sun Tzu Training Court 

Ladies) (fig. 5.59). The story is on an episode in the life of Sun Tzu, who is said 

to be the author of the sixth-century BC work, The Art of War. The king asked 

Sun Tzu if he could control women using his principles of war. He tried to train 

court ladies in the inner palace, but a favourite of the king refused his command. 

Sun Tzu killed her and made the rest of ladies obey him, whereupon the king 

praised Sun. This story readily reveals the morale of the war regime in Japan at 

that time. 

ShOen preferred to create images set in the past. After she published 

SeibishO, the married women shown in her paintings such as YOgre (Evening 

Dusk) (fig. 5.60) and BanshO (Late Autumn) (fig. 5.61) have been mostly 

understood as reflections of the images of ShOen's mother. However, a woman 

threading a needle in the faint light outside in YOgre could be seen as a woman 

who kept working without turning on lights to save energy for the war effort. In 

BanshO, a woman is mending a paper screen. This work was painted for Senji 

Bunka Hatsuy6 Kansai H6ga Tenrankai (Nihon-ga Exhibition of Artists from 

Kansai Cities to Promote Culture during Wartime), which was organised by 

Asahi Shimbun-sha in 1943. The fees for painters in addition to all other 

Nonnan; and Graybill, Marlbeth. eds .• Gender and Power in the Japanese Visual Field, 2003. pp.150-151. 
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exhibition costs were donated by the Sumitomo family and works were donated 

to the Osaka City Museum of Art after they were shown in Osaka, Kyoto and 

Tokyo. Nakamura DaizaburO showed a portrait of General Yamamoto, a 

Japanese military hero, and Hashimoto Kansetsu represented a Japanese 

soldier in the southern landscape holding a box of remains of the war dead. Most 

of the paintings showed subjects related to war or nationalistic themes, such as 

cherry blossoms. ShOen's work could be an image of her mother but also the 

image of a wise housewife who sacrificed to survive a shortage of resources. 

After their military defeat on 15 August 1945, Japan was under the control of 

the Allied Powers until the Treaty of Peace with Japan came into effect on 28 

April 1952. Under this control, the equality of both sexes was written into the new 

Constitution of Japan. The Tokyo School of Fine Arts began to accept female 

students in 1946, and since its revival as Tokyo National University of Fine Arts 

and Music in 1949, it always been a coeducational university. The decoration of 

Uemura ShOen with the Order of Cultural Merit as the first female recipient of this 

honour in 1948 was a symbolic event and a testament to the improvement of the 

female position in Japanese society. ShOen attained new fame in post-war 

Japan as a pioneer of successful women, and later as a pioneer of successful 

single mothers. Her images of "kimono beauties" cannot escape the 

categorisation as "kimono beauty imperialism." 

5.5 Images of Taiwan by Japanese artists and Taiwanese artists 

Following the analysis on images of Korean and Chinese women that has 

been done in previous parts of my thesis, the issues related to another Japanese 

colony need to be discussed in this section. Taiwan was colonised by the 

Japanese government in 1895. Japanese painters visited Taiwan to paint "exotic 

beauty" in the Taiwanese landscape. As Watanabe Toshio and Liao Hsin-tien 

(Liao Xintian) discuss in detail in their articles,69 Japanese painters who studied 

69 watanabe, Toshio. "Japanese Landscape Painting and Taiwan: Modernity, colonialism and national 
identity", and Uao Hsin-tien (Uao Xintian). "The Beauty of the Untamed: Adventure and Travel in Colonial 
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in England and France, such as Ishikawa KinichirO, Kawashima RiichirO and 

Miyake Kokki compared Taiwanese scenery to that of Rome and southern Italy. 

Ishikawa KinichirO (1871-1945) first visited Taiwan in 1907, and his 

watercolours exhibited in Taiwan had a strong impact on the young Taiwanese 

artists. Ishikawa later taught art in Taipei Shihan Gakk6 (Taipei Normal School) 

and promoted the use of water colour in Taiwan. Ishikawa wrote in 1926 that the 

Italian landscape resembled that of Taiwan. As common points between Italy 

and Taiwan, he gave examples such as red roofs covering big houses, laundry 

hung across narrow streets and children with bare feet playing in the streets.70 

Kawashima RiichirO (1886-1971) compared the landscape in southern Taiwan to 

Spain and Italy in his essay in 1929. An old ruin in Anping in Tainan reminded 

him of the ancient port of Ostia in Rome.71 As Taiwan is actually situated to the 

south of Japan, Taiwan more readily lent itself to this comparison with Italy than 

Korea. However, Taiwan was not a nation in the same sense because it had 

been developed by Europeans and immigrants mainly from south China. Thus, 

the Japanese did not find their own "past" there as they had in Korea. The 

Taiwanese landscape was simply regarded as the less modernised "south," just 

as Italy was in the south of Europe. The majority of the residents of Taiwan had 

their origin in south China and they took part in the modernisation of Taiwan 

under Japanese officers, while an aboriginal minority lived in the mountains and 

along the coast. The Japanese found it easier to find the image of a "Southern 

colony" in the local landscape and aboriginal peoples in Taiwan than among the 

people of Chinese origin living in cities. 

Fujishima visited Taiwan in 1933 to sketch a sunrise in Niitaka-yama (Yu 

shan) and went to there again in 1934 and 1935. He also found a landscape that 

included water buffaloes and peasant women dressed in black, which looked like 

Taiwanese Landscape Painting". They will be printed in Kikuchi, Yuko. ed., Refracted Modernity: VisuaJ 
Culture and Identity in Colonial Taiwan, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press. 
7OVen, Chuan-ying. ed., Fengjing Xinjing: Taiwan Jindai Meishu Wenxian Daodu (Landscape Moods' 
~e/ected Readings in Modem Taiwanese Art), vol.2, Taipei: Xlongshi Meishu, 2001, p,46. 
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the Roman countryside.72 The landscape he painted contained ancient 

architecture and aboriginal women as his subjects. During this time, visiting the 

Confucian temple in Tainan and the villages of aboriginal people had become 

typical entertainments for Japanese tourists (fig. 5.62). It is clear that he 

represented aboriginal women in Taiwan as "other" through colour and clothes 

(fig. 5.63). Although he had been able to find images that reminded him of 

Japan's "past" in the Korean women and landscape, what he found in Taiwan 

gave him more of an impression of the "exotic south." 

One of the most influential oil painters who worked in Taiwan was Shiotsuki 

Toho (1886-1954). After he graduated from the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, he 

settled in Taipei in 1921 as an art instructor. He found aboriginal women for most 

of his subjects in Taiwan. He exhibited a painting titled Yama no On'na (Woman 

Living in Mountains) (fig. 5.64) at the first Taiten (an abbreviation for Taiwan 

Bijutsu Tenrankai, or Taiwan Art Exhibition), which was established under 

Japanese colonial policy in 1927. Shiotsuki attended this event as a member of 

the judges panel. His work depicted an aboriginal girl sitting on a tree stump. 

One critic wrote that the image of an uncivilized girl painted in such an untamed 

nature in the mountains seemed to express her virginity. 73 The critic thus makes 

explicit the perceived link between "primitive" nature and virginity. Shiotsuki 

exhibited a painting called Taiyaru no On'na (A Woman of the AtayaJ Tribe) (fig. 

5.65) and Musumera (Girls) at the seventh Taiten in 1933. An anonymous critic 

described these paintings in a newspaper as follows: 

In a dark aboriginal house, a dark healthy woman lies in a prone position on 

a bamboo bench covered with blue aboriginal cloth, staring at us. Her eyes 

sparkle in a lively manner. An aboriginal cloth in red is on the wall and an old 

pot is on a shelf. Their vivid colours attract our eyes. ( ... ) "Girls" shows two 

aboriginal girls whispering each other affectionately. This painting illustrates 

72 Ibid., p. 135. 
73 Ibid., p. 243. 
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the purity of the aboriginal girls and the beauty of their textile. 74 

In these paintings, aboriginal girls are depicted as "other" through colour--a 

bamboo bench and folk textiles support its "exoticism", with which they were 

appreciated by a Japanese critic. This painting immediately reminds us of a 

famous work by Paul Gauguin titled Mana'o Tupapa'u (The Spectre Watches 

Over He" in 1892 (fig. 5.66). The association with Gauguin is not a total 

coincidence, because Shiotsuki was in fact sometimes described by critics as 

"Gauguin in Taiwan,,75and it has been commented that he discovered an "ancient 

and mythical world" in the life of aborigines.76 

Ven Chuan-ying (Van Juanying) argued that Shiotsuki must have foreseen 

the decay of aboriginal culture and the ethnic identity that was going to be 

destroyed by the Japanese occupation.77 Nakamura Giichi argued that Shiotsuki 

resisted Japanese colonial policy by exhibiting works of aboriginal subjects.78 

However, when we consider the fact that Shiotsuki mainly portrayed young 

aboriginal women in their traditional costume and not male figures, it is clear that 

there existed an actual structure of power in which the male Japanese painter 

dominated the female model from a colonised people. Shiotsuki used bold brush 

strokes and painting knives to form his images of aboriginal women, and we 

cannot identify the individuality of each of the models. They seem to represent 

the images of the Southern colony as gazed on by male rulers. 

In the case of Taiwanese artists of Chinese origin who studied in Tokyo, the 

situation was more complex. Huang Tu-shui (1895-1930), who studied sculpture 

74 Ibid .• pp. 276-277. Original Text in Japanese is: rAJIIfl~\¥~, "'~\¥,(fj~ft~\t::t'r(/)r~fJl(/) U:,'1.\~~ 
(})fIt"t~~7'Jt -? '"Jfjt L- L ::. ts ~ ~ lim ~ t." L 1.> ~, .."f(1)DIH~1: .. i! 1=. ~ C ~ < _It I L 1.> ~, tJ:,v) t·.I: '~Il~H: 
$ It \ ¥:ffi"7'J17'J17'Jit), • (.lftt: WI(1)~.tJl?) 1:I~tilt\m, pa~~ (.~·u: ~())&'t.fltitJ\?) ~-)It~ 

@n~.1>.Qo (~~) r~ ~ J 1~=A.(1)¥A.(1)~7'Jt.."f(1)m~ <! ~ <! <! ~ \tIL 1.>~ 0 ::.::. ':'~.~(/)MB'{ c iHIi 
(1)~ L- '<! ~.It\L iO.QoJ 
75 Ibid .• p. 439. 
76 Ibid .• pp. 92-96. 
77 Ibid .. pp. 410-411. 
78 Nakamura. Giichi. "Ishikawa KinichirO to Shiotsuki TOho. Nihon Kindai Bijutsushi ni okeru Shokuminchi 
Bijutsu no Mondar (Ishikawa Kin'lchirO and Shiotsuki TOho: Modem Japanese Art and Colonial Scene). in 
Bulletin of Kyoto University of Education. Kyoto: Kyoto University of Education, no. 76, March. 1990. pp. 
177-193. 
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at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, felt unhappy because most Japanese looked 

down on Taiwan as too hot a climate and the aboriginal people as too ready to 

attack Japanese. On the other hand, he saw that Taiwan had a beautiful 

countryside but no artistic tradition of its own, only local crafts of Chinese 

origin.79 He absorbed the Western manner of art education at the Tokyo School 

of Fine Arts, and gazed at the culture of his home from the same perspective as 

Japanese artists. His work titled Shaka Shutsuzan (Buddha Descending the 

Mountain after Asceticism, 1927) (fig. 5.67) is a good example of what he had 

learned at the Tokyo School of Fine Arts. He made this sculpture of Buddha 

based on a Chinese ink painting of the same subject by Liang Kai titled Shussan 

Shaka zu (Buddha Descending the Mountain after Asceticism) in the thirteenth 

century (fig. 5.68). Ink paintings by Liang Kai has been admired in Japan from 

the fifteenth century, and this particular work by Liang was one of the most highly 

esteemed Chinese paintings in Japan. However, in the Chinese context, Liang 

Kai is not an eminent painter at all. Though Huang was born into a family of 

Chinese origin, he followed the Japanese art criteria as an artist trained in Tokyo. 

His sculptures of female nudes accepted in Teiten revealed that he must have 

joined the studio fraternity in the art school. They were Kanro-sui (The Nude with 

Sweet Dew) in 1921 (fig. 5.69) and P6zu seru Onna (A Model) in 1922 (fig. 5.70). 

The model for the latter work stood naked hiding her face with her arms, a pose 

that resembles Phryne in a painting titled Phryne before the Areopagus (1861 , 

Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg) by Jean-Leon GerOme (fig. 5.71). As the 

episode of Phryne and its representation by GerOme clearly illustrates the 

dominancy of male gaze on a female nude, it could be said that Huang's work 

reflected such male-centred gaze as well that Huang learned at the Tokyo 

School of Fine Arts. We have seen in chapter one that young Japanese artists 

like Kuroda Seiki and Kume KeiichirO could enter the masculine camaraderie in 

the atelier in France and made friends with English and American students. Now, 

79 Yen, Chuan-ying. ed., Fengjing Xinjing: Taiwan Jindai Meishu Wenxian Daodu (Landscape Moods: 
Selected Readings in Modem Taiwanese Art), vol.2, 2001, pp. 168-173. 
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a student from Japanese colony could enter the masculine camaraderie in the 

atelier in Tokyo by making sculptures of naked bodies of Japanese women and 

did succeed in Teiten. It must have assured Huang that he could become a 

proper member of modern Japanese society. 

However, except for these works, Huang mainly worked on subjects of 

Taiwanese boys and water buffalo in Taiwanese natural settings. For example, 

he showed SandO Suiteki (Aboriginal Boy Playing the Flute) when he first 

accepted for the second Teiten in 1920 (fig. 5. 72) and K6gai (Outskirts), a 

sculpture of a water buffalo, for the fifth Teiten in 1924. Huang made a sculpture 

of water buffalos commissioned by the government office of Taipei-shu (Taipei 

Province) to offer to the Showa Emperor in commemoration of his enthronement 

in 1928. They could be explained that he tried to express the "local colour,,80 that 

Japanese artists expected in artworks from the colonies as his reflection of 

Japanese eyes gazing on Taiwan as "exotic." However, this could also be 

understood that he intended to express his identity as a Taiwanese artist 

expressing beauty of Taiwan. A discussion on paintings of kisaeng by Korean 

artists by Kim Youngna sheds some light on how to analyse Huang's choice of 

Taiwanese subjects.81 Kim pOinted out that just like Japanese artists who 

produced numerous paintings of kisaeng under the gaze of colonisers, Korean 

artists also painted kisaeng. Kim suggested that there could be different 

explanations: these Korean artists "imitated Japanese works and identified with 

them by painting similar subjects" or they "tried to overcome colonialism by 

depicting the Korean kisaeng in a different and more lively fashion." She 

concluded that "the subject was something exotic for Japanese artists, but 

something familiar for Koreans." In any case, the most important point is that 

"they were painted by males as objects to be viewed by males." Though boys 

and water buffalo were not expressed as sexual objects like kisaeng, they were 

a subject that was "something exotic for Japanese artists, but something 

80 Its original word in Japanese is: r.±@.J . 
81 Kim, Youngna. 2d" Century Korean Art, London: Laurence King Publishing Ltd., 2005, pp. 116-121. 
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familiar" for Taiwanese as well. Kim discussed that pursuit of "local colour" could 

be an alternative for Korean painters to express their identity and nationalism, 

but they were also restrained under colonisation by Japan by "self-Orientalising.". 

In Huang's case, one can also see these conflicting aspects as well. Hsueh, 

Yen-ling, who used the words "Regional Flavour" instead of "local colour" in his 

essay, pointed out that Taiwanese artists including Huang at the time 

understood "the hazy identity image of themselves through the guidance of the 

autocratic governing power," so they used images of aborigines both typical 

symbol of Taiwan for Japanese but also familiar with themselves.82 He could 

express his identity as a Taiwanese by painting local subjects but they must 

have been received by Japanese as depictions of the "exotic" south. 

Analysis of works by the female Taiwanese painter Chen Jin (1907-98) 

reveals a much more complex gaze cast upon images of Taiwanese women and 

ambiguous identity. Chen Jin was the most successful female artist under the 

Japanese occupation. She was born to a wealthy family in Hsinchu (Xinzhu) and 

studied at Taipei Daisan Kata Jogakka (Taipei Third Girls' High School). Under 

Japanese occupation, the number of female students who went to school 

gradually increased. In the 1920s, three public high schools, including Taipei 

Third Girls' High School, accepted Taiwanese girls and daughters of modernised 

intellectual families, who studied hard to enter these schools. As Hung Yuru 

examined in detail in her work on the history of Taiwanese women under 

Japanese occupation, entrance to high school for Taiwanese women confirmed 

a privileged status on them because only the very wealthy Taiwanese elite could 

afford to send their daughters to high school. Students proudly wore 

Western-style uniforms, just as Japanese jogakusei (female students) did, and 

studied various subjects, including music, art, tea ceremony, sewing and 

sportS.83 High schools for women in Taiwan made much more of cultural learning 

82 Hsueh, Yen~ing. "The 'Regional Flavor' of Art in Taiwan During the Japanese Colonial Era," in The 
"Regional Flavor" of Art in Taiwan During the Japanese Colonial Era, Taichung: National Taiwan Museum 
of Fine Arts, 2004, p. 58-60. 
83 Hung, Yuru. Kindai Taiwan Joseishi: Nihon no Shokumin TOchi to 'Shin Josei' no TanjO (History of 
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than academic study and students were guided in how to be good wives for the 

Taiwanese elite.84 Hung argues that the high school education of women aimed 

at having them assimilate to Japanese culture, which caused an identity crisis 

among the students because they had to realize that they were still the colonised 

even though they tried to behave like Japanese.85 

After Chen Jin learned Japanese-style painting at the Taipei Third Girls' 

High School, she continued to study at Joshi Bijutsu Gakk6 (Tokyo Women's Art 

School) in Tokyo. Since The Tokyo School of Fine Arts was only open to male 

students, it was the best way for woman to study painting. She was at Taiten, 

which was an abbreviation for Japanese word Taiwan Bijutsu Tenrankai (Taiwan 

Art Exhibition) that was established in 1927 under Japanese colonial policy just 

as Ch6sen Bijutsu Tenrankai. In her early works, she used realism to depict 

women in kimono. For example, Mikan (A Satuma, fig. 5.73), which was shown 

at the second Taiten in 1928, represented a woman wearing a fine kimono. The 

subject seems to be a visitor at someone's house and is elegantly eating a fruit. 

In this painting, Chen Jin showed perfect Japanese-style painting skills and 

represented quite a "Japanese" subject: a woman in kimono sitting properly in 

the Japanese manner. When this painting was shown at the Taiten, it may have 

been a good example for Japanese officers, illustrating how Taiwanese people 

had learned Japanese culture. Chen depicted a young woman sewing a kimono 

for the forth Taiten. In addition to the model for the pictures, Chen Jin herself 

was also "a woman in kimono" as viewed by the Japanese. Photographic 

portraits of Chen showed her neatly wearing kimono (fig. 5.74), which testified to 

the results of receiving an education at the Taipei Third Girls' High School. 

However, Chen Jin gradually began to express "local colour" as a 

Taiwanese artist. In 1932, she was nominated to be one of the judges at the 

sixth Taiten, and exhibited a painting titled Shiran no Kaori (Fragrance of Orchid) 

Modem Taiwanese Women: Japanese colonial policy and the birth of a 'New Woman'), Tokyo: KeisO 
ShobO.2002,pp.151-171. 
84 Ibid., pp. 168-170. 
85 Ibid., pp.171-181. 
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(fig. 5.75), which depicted a bride in traditional Taiwanese wedding attire. Chen 

appears to have assimilated to the way Japanese viewed traditional Taiwanese 

culture. In 1934, Chen exhibited Gassd (Ensemble) at the fifteenth Teiten (fig. 

5.76) for the first time. She sent another work, Keshd (Toilette), which again 

depicted two Taiwanese women in their private room with Taiwanese furniture, 

to the last Teiten held in the spring of 1936 (fig. 5.77). Chen elaborately 

represented a decorated Chinese-style screen and elegant Chinese dress with 

embroidery. 

To return to Gass6, Chen depicted two women in modern Chinese dress 

sitting on Taiwanese furniture playing a Chinese flute and a gekkin (Chinese 

guitar). As previously discussed in this chapter, instruments like gekkin were 

gradually abandoned by modern artists. Japanese artists who visited the 

colonies found the sound of these instruments played by women at nightclubs, 

as has been discussed with regard to Umehara RyOzaburO. Fujishima also 

enjoyed the sight of a woman playing the Chinese lute in Tainan86 and sketched 

her. Lai Ming-chu (Lai Mingzhu) argues that Chen Jin chose to express "local 

colour" in paintings of modern Taiwanese women as an expression of her 

Taiwanese identity.87 However, when the Japanese audience looked at Chen 

Jin's GassO at the Teiten exhibition in Tokyo, they could easily find a kind of 

"exoticism" in the images of women in Chinese dress playing Chinese 

instruments. In these works, the strong sense of human existence, which Chen 

had been capable of presenting in her previous work, Mikan, is absent. Instead, 

expensive ebony fumiture, luxurious women's accessories were elaborately 

depicted and Japanese audiences could enjoy looking into the private lives of 

"exotic" and beautiful young women from rich Taiwanese families. Another work, 

titled ytikan (Leisurely) (fig. 5.78), in 1935 was not shown at Teiten nor Taiten, 

86 "Shin Teiten: Fujishima Takejf (New Teiten: Fujishima Takeji), in Tokyo Asahi Shimbun (Tokyo Asahi 
Newspaper), 26 June 1935. 
87 Lai, Ming-chu (Lai, Mingzhu). "Images of Women by Taiwanese Female Artists under Japanese Rule: 
Modemity, Power, and Gender", in Kikuchi, Yuko. ed., Refracted Modernity: Visual Culture and Identity in 
Colonial Taiwan, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press (forthcoming). 
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but is a large work with minute brushstrokes. Though the woman is not 

expressed in much sexualised manner, the image of her lying on a bed of 

rosewood in a private room of a wealthy Taiwanese family could have satisfied 

the voyeuristic gaze of the Japanese audience as well as Kesh6. 

Chen Jin travelled to south Taiwan in 1936 and made sketches of the 

aboriginal people for her painting, which resulted in a work titled Sanchimon-sha 

no On'na (Women of Shandimen, fig. 5.79). She had written letters regularly to 

the alumnae association of Joshi Bijutsu Gakk6, which were printed in many of 

their journals. On her making of Sanchimon-sha no On'na, she wrote, 

I had planned to send a picture with a different subject from former works to 

Bunten last autumn with the intention of expressing the beauty of my home 

island by showing aborigines, but I could not work satisfactorily on it. As I 

had visited the far south in Taiwan all the way to the end, I searched for 

something special to make a picture of and chose this subject. This place 

was rather far from level ground, so that I had great difficulty with collecting 

materials and making sketches. ( ... ) I made a study in the beginning of 

September so that I could start to work on the picture far behind with my 

schedule. I felt that I would fail to finish it before the deadline but I was 

surprised to have completed it earlier than I had expected. ( ... ) As I became 

very pessimistic, I felt really refreshed to know that my picture was accepted 

for Bunten.88 

From this letter, there is no doubt that she expended great effort to attain 

88 Chen, Jin. "NyOsen Shokan" (Impression of being accepted to the Exhibition), in KyOyO-kai, Tokyo: Joshi 
Bijutsu Senmon GakkO DOsOkai, no.16, March,1937, p. 118.The original text is: r~~(/).f)«J))(r~IHrltJltW: 
~)2;(}) •• ,J:~ UI~ ~J!I:~ l.." .A.I:J:. -:JT.±~~*J:W."t Qfl/J 1."lliPJ!IHI * l.., t.:'Hl cNI,q JJ.LS,f>l 
1:$1) *-tt Iv 1." l.., t.:o t1T1flil'~(})fimilli(})1\tJ1l!)2;$J~(/)1.".~~ I *"tnl ~J, fnfn''!l::h -) t.:Mf~ ~ C ({- C' 
~N(}).f-! ~;t G Iv~~toth't 0 lJLjt!!n' G -·nttot.tiT /[!}*"t:t(})1."'9n l ~~ MM~~Ub Q (/)1: t) 'fPt<l)tt 
~ t>f'tl,q £"s,til:m Gtttot < M D~ l.., * l..,~. (Ifl~) Cf~'1) fLFJ (})l!iltl\:ftgn l 1'J' t) a:: L t.: <I) 1." *~1r 
I: 1'JI 1'JI Q (})1'Jt-g-:J,J:~ < ttMAWl8 * 1."1:1Ul1: fro ~ .:s :t tot Itltitot ~1'Jtij!( l.., * l.., t.:1J{ ,t-:M!J* I: t) '(-IE J:. 
I) ~ l..,!F- < tij* * l.., ~~11El711." :t$~tot~1Jt~* l.., t.:o (1fl1l3) m.\ ~ \ 15 I: it t) ~{ft:l& vOrl} t) a:: Lt.:t': ,t 
I: AiXtij* * l.., ~1I~=I1* ~ 1:1:~IJM-::J~tit~,C.'r.t1S 0 J 
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success at Bunten, and thus selected the aboriginal subject in Sanchimon-sha 

no On'na. Sightseeing in aboriginal villages was a common attraction for 

Japanese tourists and aboriginal people were "shown" as "other" (fig. 5. 62). 

Artists in Taiwan, without mentioning Shiotsuki but Taiwanese painter, such as 

Yen Shui-Iong showed a young girl in a quite "exotic" manner (fig. 5.80). It could 

be explained that Chen Jin selected the aboriginal subject to present at the 

exhibition for the Japanese government to attract the eyes of Japanese judges. 

She was expected to represent images of "primitive" Taiwanese women that 

were so sought after by the Japanese. In this sense, she could not escape from 

the gendered power relationship between the coloniser and the colonised. 

On the other hand, when we look at Sanchimon-sha no On'na carefully, we 

cannot easily conclude that Chen Jin expressed images of "otherness" for 

Japanese viewers. In this picture, women and children were represented in 

traditional fashion outdoors, and the absence of male members of the family 

followed the common iconography of colonial images. However, women in Chen 

Jin's picture seem to ignore the viewers' gaze. A child in the centre stairs back at 

us as if he or she resists our gaze. The painstaking depiction of their costume 

and accessories in detail seems to reveal Chen's respect for the aboriginal 

culture. Dressed in a kimono and painting nihon-ga as a "Japanese," Chen must 

have struggled to make images of Taiwan welcome to Japanese judges of 

government-sponsored exhibitions at the same time she was searching for her 

own identity. Her letters to the alumnae association of the Tokyo Women's Art 

School were written in very polite Japanese. They reveal how attentive she was 

in associating with her Japanese colleagues but also her proud identity as a 

member of the graduates of a Japanese art school. 

Rawanchaukul Toshiko developed a quite interesting discussion on a group 

of artists that originated under Japanese occupation in Singapore and Malaysia 
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known as "nan-yo." 90 She argued that the word "nan-yo" which literary meant 

"South seas,,91 was originally coined in China as a result of Han-Chinese 

centrism. People who lived in "nan-yo" who had Chinese origin had searched for 

their own identity and found the answer by "discovering" more "broad" and 

"primitive" places and people outside their community with whom to identify. 

Male artists who could have trained in modern art education found their objects 

in the "uncivilised" images of women, and expressed them as "otherness." 

Rawanchaikul showed an example of an image of an aboriginal woman by a 

male artist in Singapore that resembled Gauguin's image of a Tahitian woman, 

and pointed out that there had existed further complexity of identity for the 

Taiwanese as people of Chinese origin living outside of China. Chen Jin was 

born into a family of Chinese origin in Taiwan, and she was a female artist who 

wore kimono under Japanese colonisation. When Japanese male artists 

produced kimono beauties as a national symbol under imperial Japan, she was 

born in a Japanese colony and both she and her works were gazed at as "exotic" 

by male Japanese artists. It could be said that she needed the "primitive" subject 

to secure her ambivalent identity. 

5.6 "Kimono Beauty Imperialism" in Oil Paintings 

Okada SaburOsuke played a crucial role in creating "kimono beauty" as 

discussed in chapter 3. Though he was particularly skilful with oil, he explored 

various other materials for his painting after the 1920s. This forms a good 

contrast with Fujishima Takeji, who continued working exclusively in oil to 

express the" Tc5y6 spirit." The two artists experimented in different ways but both 

sought to define the painting of modern Japan, a kind of "national painting" that 

was different from nihon-ga. He started to use iwa-enogu (mineral pigments) for 

nihon-ga from the 1910s, and later tried paper and silk as a foundation for his 

90 Rawanchaukul, Toshiko. "Nan-y6 Bijutsu k6: Tasha no Saiseisan to Jiko no Kakutoku" (On Nan-y6 Art: 
Reproduction of Otherness and Making of Identities), in De arte: The Journal of the Kyushu Art Society, 
March 2001, no. 17, Fukuoka: Nishinippon Bunka KyOkai, pp. 79-101. 
91 It is wrttten in Chinese characters as "mff". 
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paintings. 

Okada's interest in kimono had already been made apparent in his detailed 

representation of patterns and colours in paintings for Mitsukoshi in the early 

1900s. Later, he came to be known for his vast collection of textiles that he 

purchased in Japan and in Europe. His painting titled Shina-ginu no Mae 

(Standing Before a Chinese Cloth) in 1920 (fig. 5. 81) documents his passion for 

textiles. The model for this painting was his wife, Okada Yachiyo, who was a 

pioneer among successful female novelists. The composition reminds us of 

Genroku no Omokage (fig. 3.38). Although Genroku no Omokage expresses 

simply an admiration for Genroku culture and adds some value to Mitsukoshi 

kimono, Shina-ginu no Mae clearly represented the dual Significance of the 

kimono - both as a sign of Japanese tradition and modernity. As the title 

indicates, Okada seems to have believed that the textile in the background was 

made in China. This kind of peach pattern was popular in China as a symbol of 

family prosperity. This cloth was part of Okada's collection and is now in Toyama 

Kinenkan (TOyama Memorial Museum). The researchers at the museum have 

concluded that it is actually a product of Meiji Japan. However, according to 

Okada's original concept, the composition showed a contrast between a modern 

Japanese woman in kimono and old Chinese fabric. The woman appears to be 

in the spotlight of a scene and the Chinese cloth was formed the backdrop. Just 

as Fujishima had created his own images of Toyo, Okada explained his idea of 

Toyo with this painting. 

Among Okada's numerous works of "kimono beauty," Ayame no Koromo 

(Kimono with Iris Pattern) in 1927 (fig. 5.82), was the most well-known painting 

of his later years. It shows a woman baring her in an aquamarine and red 

kimono standing against a gold background. Her body and kimono were painted 

in academic style. The iris patterns on the aquamarine showed that it was made 

in embroidery and pattern on the red part was made by shibori (tie-dyeing). Iris 

patterns remind viewers of an episode from Yatsuhashi (Eight Bridges) in 'se 
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Monogatari (Ise Stories), which is a well-known theme in Japanese art, such as 

Kakitsubata-zu By6bu (Screen of Iris) and Yatshashi-zu By6bu (Eight-Planked 

Bridge) by Ogata Karin (fig. 5.83). As we have seen in chapter 3, Mitsukoshi 

promoted Karin's art linked with the campaign of their Genroku-style kimono. 

KOrin and Rimpa had come to be regarded as a typical for representing 

Japanese art in the modern age. An association of "kimono beauty" against the 

gold background reminds us of Okada's B6fujin no Sh6z6 (A Portrait of a 

Woman). In fact, in this painting, Okada did not use gold pigments to create the 

"gold screen" though it appears to be gold in colour. 

Recent scientific research has revealed the unique technique used for 

Ayame no Koromo.92 Okada had tried to use Japanese paper as a foundation for 

his paintings already. However, in this painting, he used kurahuto-shi (papers 

made from Kraft pulp), which is now widely used in wrapping paper for packing. 

By utilizing the effect of its brown-coloured surface, Okada made a gold-looking 

background without using any gold pigments. Okada pursued his own style of 

.. Japanese painting" by blending the techniques of Western and Japanese art. 

The success of Okada's poster in Murasaki no Shirabe (An excellent 

performence of Tuzum/) might still have had an impact on painters. Koiso RyOhei 

made a poster for the shipping company Nippon YOsen Kabushiki Kaisha in 

1940 with images of three "kimono beauties" sitting before a gold screen (fig. 

5.84). This was an advertisement for the new passenger boats built by Nihon 

YOsen, Nitfa-maru, Yawata-maru and Kasuga-maru. These "Three Sister Ships" 

were the images represented by the three sisters in kimono. Each woman holds 

a folding fan with the name of the ship that she represents, so the woman on the 

left symbolises Nitta-maru, the eldest, and wears a chic kimono of dark colour. 

The woman on the right is the youngest, and wears pretty kimono in red. It was 

92 Uchiro, Hiroyuki. "Ayame no Koromo' 0 Egaita Gajin, Okada SaburOsuke: GihO ZairyO KenkyO ni 
Sasageta sono GadO 0 Otte" (Okada SaburOsuke, A Painter of 'Ayame no Koromo': Following His Life 
Devoted to Research on Technique and Materials), in Pola Museum of Art ed., Kuroda Seiki, Kishida 
RyOsei no Jidai. Korekushon nj miru Meiji TaishO no Gaka tachi (The Age of Kuroda Seiki and KishidB 
Ryusei: Meiji and TaishO Era Painters from the Collection), Pola Museum of Art, Pola Art Foundation, 2005, 
pp.72-75. 
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this difference in kimono fashion by generation was one of the custom that 

Takahashi Yoshio wanted to promote in Japan in the early twentieth century. 

Behind the three women, there is a screen that might be of a subject from Genji 

Monogatari (Tale of Genjl). If so, the images of young women in modern fashion 

in kimono are contrasted with traditional Japanese culture depicted in the 

screen. This poster was for foreign customers, and the company made another 

poster for Japanese customers by Fujisawa Tatsuo (fig. 5.85). Fujisawa is an 

unknown artist, and compared to Koiso, who is a famous oil painter, the poster 

by Fujisawa is rather mediocre, but the difference in fashion among the sisters 

showed a good contrast. For Japanese, they showed three women in 

Western-style clothes with sashes with the words "Kaiun H6koku" (Shipping and 

Patriotism), in quite different manner from the "kimono beauties" in the poster for 

the Westerners. 

As the poster by Okada for a beauty contest in 1908 was influential in 

popularising images of "kimono beauty," another image on the occasion of a 

beauty contest held in 1931 serves as a good example to end our discussion on 

"kimono beauty." This contest was organised by ShOkan Asahi (Asahi Weekly 

Magazine) to select the "Misu Nippon" (Miss Nippon).93 Applicants were judged 

only by photographs, and were required to be at least fifteen years old. Dancers, 

actressesand geisha could not enter the contest. Among the ten judges. three 

were artists: Asakura Fumio (a sculptor), Tsuchida Bakusen and wada SanzO. 

The top winner would receive a portrait painted by Wada SanzO in oil. Although 

there was no rule requiring that photographs be exclusively of the women in 

kimono, gravure pages to announce the winners only showed portraits of 

contestants in kimono.94 Wad a needed to paint the portrait of the winner before 

the result was publicised in the magazine, and he finished it in rough brush 

strokes in only two days.95 On the other hand, Kanokogi TakeshirO painted a 

93 The announcement for the contest was Issued in ShOkan Asahi, 20 January 1931, pp. 2-3, and pp. 30-31. 
Related issues were printed in the magazine repeatedly. 
94 The result was announced in ShOkan Asahi, 7 June 1931, pp. 3-9. 
95 Ibid. 
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portrait of Miss Kita, who was among the nine second-prize winners, which he 

showed at the fourteenth Teiten under the title of Madomowazeru Kita 

(Mademoiselle Kita, fig. 5.86). The model was born in Kyoto and her father was 

an antique dealer who had many customers in the West. The portrait was 

painted with minute brushstrokes, and it showed her profile against a gold 

screen of the kind known as Tagasode By6bu (A Screen Showing Someone's 

Kimono) that were made around the seventeenth century. These screens show 

kimono hung on racks as a kind of tromp-I'oeuil against gold background. The 

screen in Kanokogi's painting represented that kimono can be appreciated for 

itself as a kind of interior decoration. Here, kimono is shown as Japanese 

traditional art contrasted with a beauty in modern kimono. "Kimono beauty" in 

this painting represented the typical beauty of a Japanese woman who 

embodied both modern Japan and Japanese tradition, which was to symbolise 

the national identity of modern Japan. There is a sequel to the story of this 

painting as well. A French ambassador admired it so much at the exhibition that 

the painting was presented to him as a gift. Thus, the image of "kimono beauty" 

was sent to France on a goodwill mission. 

A final note on this story is that the ShDkan Asahi magazine showed the 

model's photograph three years later and reported that she had become a good 

wife and would soon be a mother (fig. 5.87). "Miss Nippon" was expected to be 

an "ideal" woman of the Japanese Empire. 
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Conclusion 

We have analysed numerous images of women represented in Japan from 

the 1890s to the 1930s. Western-style dress for women was introduced in the 

early Meiji period for the upper class but it did not become popular among 

common people. As late as in the mid-1920s, the number of young women 

wearing Western-style clothes increased in the central districts of Tokyo but 

these still remained in the minority. 

According to a 1925 study by Kon wajirO at Ginza , which was the most 

fashionable spot in Tokyo at that time, the ratio of women wearing kimono to 

those wearing Western-style clothes was 99 to 1.96 At a time when the majority 

of Japanese women wore kimonos, it might be no surprise that images of 

kimonos were extremely popular in Japanese visual culture. However, the same 

study revealed that fully 67 percent of men were wearing Western-style clothes 

at this time. This suggests the gendered role of kimonos for women. As we have 

discussed throughout each chapter, the images of kimonos were formed through 

the modern period in Japan along with the creation of kimono for women as a 

national dress. Both the image and the kimono as national dress were 

undertaken by the male-centred social system that was constructed and 

strengthened up through 1945. 

The female nude was an enthusiastically desired genre since Kuroda Seiki 

opened a life class in the Tokyo School of Fine Arts, and male artists tightened 

their studio fraternity centred on female nude in art schools in Japan and in 

Europe. However, exhibiting images of the female nude to the public remained 

controversial until the early twentieth century. Artists refrained from direct 

expression of eroticism in female nudes in the government-sponsored 

exhibitions, whereas "avant-garde" artists centred on eroticism, as we have seen 

in the manifestoes of groups in Kyoto. 

96 Kon, WajirO. KOgen-gaku: Kon Waji", shO 1 (Study on Modem Social Phenomena: Collected Essays of 
Kon Waji",), Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1971, pp. 84-85. 
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Male artists who had been to Europe and acquired the Westernised mind 

bolstered their modernised position by rediscovering the "beauty" of Japanese 

women in kimono and represented their images using compositions and styles 

of Western art. In the 1920s, Fujishima Takeji created images of T6y6, citing 

images of Korean, Chinese and European Renaissance art. Other artists also 

found "exoticism" in women in Chinese dress and Korean dress under the gaze 

of the colonisers. Contrasted to these images of women in East Asia, the images 

of "kimono beauty" were made into a national icon. 

As we have discussed earlier, the discovery of images of Japanese colonies 

and formation of "kimono beauty" cannot be discussed as a dichotomy. Viewed 

from a European perspective, Japan was a small country in the Far East. 

Images of merry women in kimono were "exotic" objects that satisfied 

Europeans' sexual imaginations of a "primitive" country. Male Japanese artists 

who studied in Europe imitate this gaze on female images, and tried to put 

themselves in the same position as male Europeans. As Fujishima's case 

testified, these male Japanese positions were secured by discovering more 

"primitive" female images both within and outside of Japan. Positioning 

Japanese colonies into a period of Japan's "past" by using the images of women, 

male Japanese artists ensured their superiority over the colonised. 

Oguma Eiji pointed out that rapid expansion of Japanese territory after 

establishing the Meiji government caused serious problems related to confusion 

over Japanese identity. Japanese artists needed to convince themselves of their 

identity by creating images of women in kimono after they returned from Europe 

and Japanese colonies. In this sense, both female images in kimono and in 

Asian dress are similar before the gaze of male Japanese artists. Women's 

bodies were merely a vehicle to convey artists' ideas and objects onto which to 

project their desires. People in East Asia do not differ very much in appearance, 

and the difference in fashion played a crucial role in distinguishing among these 

female images. Thus, these artists whom I have discussed paid careful attention 
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to the realistic expression of texture and patterns in the dress of their female 

subjects. 

However, in some cases, artists who pursued this goal ultimately even 

abandoned female bodies and needed only the kimono to express Japanese 

identity. Okada SaburOsuke, one of the inventors of "kimono beauty," he became 

a well-known textile collector in his later years. His collection ranged widely with 

items from all over the world. Though he kept working on female nudes, he 

refined his interest in female dress by collecting textiles. Terry S. Milhaupt 

researched some fragments of Tsujigahana, which had been highly valued 

among the collectors of textiles in the sixteenth century.97 Tsujigahana was 

made with a mixture of various techniques of dying and embroidery. Though it 

was originally kimono for noble women and boys and was donated to temples 

after their death for use in a memorial service for them, they had been cut into 

pieces in the modern age and were acquired by collectors such as Okada and 

Yasuda Yukihiko. Kimono of Tsujigahana was removed from its history related to 

female bodies and made into artefacts purchased by male collectors. 

I would like to end this thesis by providing another example to show "kimono 

beauty" without female bodies. The covers and illustrations of several issues of 

the graphic magazine Nippon featured simplified images of women in kimono. 

The magazine was published in English, German and French to introduce 

Japanese culture to readers abroad. From the first issue of the magazine, the 

graphic designer Yamana Ayao used an image of a paper doll in kimono in front 

of a photographic image of a modern kimono (fig. 6.1). The cover of the eleventh 

issue of Nippon for l'Exposition Intemationale de Paris in 1937, designed by 

Kumada GorO, showed images of ceramic dolls in kimono (fig. 6.2). Here, bodies 

of real woman were apparently no longer necessary and a doll in kimono 

sufficed to symbolize the identity of Japan. 

97 Milhaupt, Terry S., "The Four-Hundred-Year Life of a Tsujigahana Textile: From Secular Garment to 
Museum Artifact", in Moving Objects: Time. Space. and Context, Tokyo: National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties, Tokyo, 2004, pp. 47-56. 
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